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IMPORTANT TO PHILATELISTS.

BEING A COMPLETE CATALOGUE OF

POSTAGE STAMPS AND POSTAL ENVELOPES
AND CARDS,

With voluminous Notes on Reprints, Forgeries, and every Subject of Interest.

By EDWARD L. PEMBERTON.

WITH FAC-SIMILE ILLUSTRATIONS OF MORE THAN 1000 TYPES.

This important Work is now in the Press, and will be illustrated by thirty-one plates of
Photographic facsimiles by the Heliotype process. The beauty of the process is such,
that it has been adopted in preference to wood engraving. Although more costly, it will

enable us to publish a far more valuable work than was at first deemed possible ; and we
are convinced that the result will be the finest and most complete Standard Catalogue
and Philatelical vade-mecum ever contemplated. The Contents will embrace everything
issued to the end of 1S73 :

Complete List of Adhesives.

,, ,, Entire Envelopes.

,, ,, Post Cards.
Bands.

,, ,, Locals.

An Illustration of every Type.

It is proposed to issue, at the end of each succeeding year, a volume containing
the novelties and discoveries of the twelve months, printed and illustrated to match the
Catalogue.

PUBLICATION.
Part I. is now ready, containing 119 fac-simile Illustrations (the exact sizes of

the stamps), and 52 pages of letterpress, large crown octavo.

The remainder of the Work will be issued in Seven Parts, containing an average of

130 Illustrations in each Part.

SUBSCRIPTION TO THE SERIES.

No. 1, with Three Plates, containing 119 Illustrations. Single Copies, Is. 2d.
Italy, Russia, Norway, Sweden, Wallachia, and Mauritius, 2s. All other Parts, Is. 9d.

Nos. 2 to 8, each containing Four Plates, averaging 160 Illustrations.

Single Copies, Is. lOd. Italy, Russia, Norway, Sweden, Wallachia, and Mauritius,

2s 10d. All other Parts, 2s. 6d.

Subscription to the Eight Parts, 13s. Italy, etc., 21s. All other Parts, 18s.
Payable by Post Office Order ; Franc Notes, at o^p. ; Thaler Notes, at 3/-; or United

States currency, at 3/4 to the Dollar.

EXTRA EDITION.
A limited Edition will be struck on large paper, and in the finest style, at 21s., and

Abroad, 25s. This Edition will be strictly limited to One Hundred Copies.

F. TRIFET, Agent, 99, Court Street, Boston, Mass.
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THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
All Government Adhesives and Envelopes will be figured ; but no Post Cards,

-6wing to their size ; and, except those for the Confederate States, no Locals, owing to

their great numbers, which would retard the work greatly if we attempted to illustrate
them. They will be duly described, however. In addition to thefacsimiles, numerous
Wood Engravings of curious Essays, Envelopes, and plain embossed Stamps will em-
bellish the letterpress.

The Illustrations being produced by Photography, and therefore dependent upon
the weather, the Publishers are unable to guarantee the appearance of the Parts with
regularity. They are sent out unfolded in specially strong wrappers.

ADVANTAGES.
In addition to thoroughly reliable letterpress, there will be the fac-siviile Engrav-

ings. These will place in the hands of every one the means of detecting forgeries and
identifying genuine by simple comparison with the illustrations, which will be tanta-

mount to possessing the originals. The Specimen Page of Illustrations given with our
Circular No. 9 has been made up to show the capabilities of the process, and contains
samples of all kinds of stamps. The central facsimile of the new Spanish Card some-
what lessens the appearance of the page, owing to the original being in so pale a shade
of blue as to be almost too light to be photographed ; for it is to photography that we
owe the representation ; but it was purposely chosen to show that even this difficulty

could be overcome. Such a work will be invaluable to dealers as well as to amateurs, as
it will bring them virtually face to face with the most unattainable stamps.

CONTENTS of No. I. {NOW READY.)
Illustrations from unused originals of Alsace ; Angola ; Antigua ; Antioquia, the

four rare obsoletes, and the current set v. ith the new variety 5c. ; Argentine, large and
small figures, the two types 1862, the full series of 1864, 1867, and 1873 ; Austria, 17
stamps ; Azores, 3 varieties ; Baden, 6 ; Bahamas, ip., 6p., ish. ; Barbadoes, ish., 5sh.;

Bavaria, 4 ; Belgium, 9 ; Bergedorf, 2 : Bermuda, ip., 3p., <5p. ; Bolivar, 10c. and 1 peso,

small, and the new 5, 10, 20, and 80c. ; Bolivia, 4 types of 5c. eagle, and 10, 50, and
iooc. eagle, 500c. ; Brazil, 7 ; Bremen, 7.

PROPOSED CONTENTS

:

No. 11.

Illustrations from used and unused originals of British Guiana, the rare circular,

the rect. 1851, the priceless 1856 oblong stamp, the two types, i860, 1863, and the many
rare varieties of the 1861 Provisionals ; B. Columbia, 3p. ; B. C. and Vancouver ; British

Honduras, ip.
, 3p. ; Brunswick, 5 ; B. Ayres, 2; Canada, 11; Cabul, an unchronicled

series, 5 values ; Cape, 4 ; Cashmere, 4 of the scarce circular, 6 rectangular, and wood-
cuts also of centres, &c. ; Ceylon, 18 ; Chili, 7 ; Confederate Government and Local,

33 varieties will be illustrated, forming a magnificent page.

No. III.

Illustrations from unused originals of Deccan, KoorshedfaJi, and 3 others ; Den-
mark, 7 ; Dutch Indies, 2 ; Ecuador, £, and 4rs. the two dies, and new \ ; Egypt, 8 ;

Fernando Po ; Fiji, 3 ; Finland, types of rare Porto Stempels and oval 1856, also all dies

of the i860 envelopes,—14 illustrations in all ; France, 12, including types of 20c. 1870 ;

Gambia ; Germany, including Tour and Taxis, North German Confederation, and
German Empire,—in all 15 varieties shown ; Granada (this country has been the subject

of especial care, and the illustrations will embrace 32 different types, forming a splendid

page) ; Great Britain (the adhesives are given in extenso, and fill one page).

No. IV.

Illustrations from used and ztuused originals of Great Britain, 7 envelopes ; Guate-
mala, 3; Hamburg, 6; Hanover, n; Heligoland, 3; Holland, 6; Hong Kong;
Hungary, 2; Honduras; Iceland; India (1854), J, ia. (2 types), and 2a., the rare 4a.

with the frame of wavy lines, and 7 other specimens ; Jamaica, 6 ; Japan, 5 ; La Guaira,

4 ; Lubeck, the error, and 4 others ; Liberia, 3 ; Luxemburg, 3 ; Madeira, 2 ; Mecklen-
burg, 6; Mauritius, 10, specimens of the rare old native ip. and 2p., with 8 of the recent

issues ; Mexico, 8, with 7 Guadalajara.

F. TRIFET, Agent, 99, Court Street, Boston, Mass.
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INTRODUCTION.

The aims of the present work are not ambitious. A plain and

strictly accurate list of postage stamps, brought down to the

month of publication, copious notes relieving the monotony of

the Catalogue, and clear, reliable lists of the Confederate and

Eussian Locals, form the whole of my plan. Technicalities are

carefully avoided, and, though collectors of varieties will find

all needful information, the peculiarities of watermark and

perforation are made subsidiary.

The work is written as "A Stamp Collector's Handbook," to

be an every-day guide and handy book, suitable and ready for

reference on all ordinary points. The Catalogue has been con-

densed as far as consistent with accuracy, and should be of

great service, since no complete catalogue has been published

in English since 1870. The Appendix A, on Eussian Locals,

beginning at page 155, is the only complete list published ; and

the Appendix B (page 192), on Confederate Locals, contains

many now mentioned for the first time in a catalogue.

I have tried to render this work as accurate as possible,

and I sincerely trust that it may prove as useful as I have

aimed to make it.

EDWAED L. PEMBEETOK

Datvlish, March, 1874-
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. 1-154

Appendix A. Russian Locals . 155

„ B. CONFEDERATE LOCALS . 192

„ C. United States Locals . 198

„ D. Additions . 201

ABBREVIATIONS, ETC., USED.

Col. imp. Coloured impression on white.

Black imp. Black impression on colour.

Red. Rectangular.

Perf. Perforated by holes.

Roulette. Perforated by cuts.

Wmk. Watermark.

Cc. and c. Watermark, CC. over Crown.
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ALSACE AND LOKKAINE.

August, 1870, and January, 1871—
Numeral on ground of net, as cut ; no name

;

col. imp. rect. perf. 1 c. olive, 2 c. brown,

-4_c. grey, 5 c. green, 10 c. bistre, 20 c. blue,

25 c. brown.

Sep. 12, 1870. Post Card.—No stamp ; carte db corres-

pondance, with three paragraphs of instructions; black on buff,

in three sizes.

Remarks.—These stamps are interesting mementos of the Prussian
occupation of French territory. They were not confined to Alsace and
Lorraine only, but were co-existent with the progress of the Prussian
army, having been used as far north as Amiens and Abbeville, and west-
ward to Le Mans. They differ much in colour, and the curious may find

all values with the points of the net down instead of up. It is worthy
of note that the inhabitants of the occupied provinces never had such
cheap postage before. The stamps were superseded by those of the
German Empire in January, 1872.

ANGOLA.

1870.

Crown, as cut. Col. imp. rect. perf.

5 r. black, 10 r. yellow, 20 r. bistre,

25 r. rose, 50 r. green, 100 r. lilac.
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ANTIGUA.
1862.—Profile of Queen, as cut. Col. imp.

rect. per/. 1 p. rose, 1 p. vermilion, 6 p. green.

Varieties.—There are two watermarks, first,

a star ; second, c. c. over crown, and any number
of shades.

ANTIOQUIA.

1868.—Four types, as below. Col. imp. rect. .

2i c. blue. 5 c. green. 10 e. lilac. lpeso, red.

Remarks.—These stamps are of a high degree of rarity. The bird
is the condor, which forms a prominent feature in the arms of many
South American Eepuhlics.

1869.—Four types, as under. Col. imp. rect.

10 c. Wat 20 c. brown.1\ c. blue. 5 c. green.

1871.—Design similar to 1 peso of 1868, but without the

ground. 1 peso, carmine ; 1 peso, vermilion.

1873.—Design very similar to last 5 c, but with smaller

stars, lighter frame, and shaded numerals. 5 c. green.

these stamps is purely local ; i.e. confined to

lich issues them. Though perhaps "united"

md order," the states now pleasantly termed

a are, most probably, the managers of their

Remarks.—The use

prepayment in the str

'

in the interests of " i

The United States of

iDSI
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own postal administrations, using their own stamps, although foreign

correspondence undoubtedly requires prepayment in the labels issued by
the central government. The states which use their own stamps are

Antioquia, Bolivar, Cundinamarca, and Tolima, which see. The currency
is the usual tSouth American one, 100 centavos to the dollar or peso of

four shillings and twopence.

ARGENTINE CONFEDERATION.

1858.—Sun over transverse oval in Greek
frame, like annexed cut, but numeral large, and
frame narrower. Col. imp. rect. 5 centavos,

red ; 1 c. green, 15 c.Jblue.

1858.—Same as last, numerals smaller, frame

broader. 5 c. red, 10 c. green, 15 c. blue.

Remarks.—The so-called large figured 10 and 15 c.

were never issued for public use.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.

1862.—Arms encircled by name (republica Argentina) in

beaded circle ; rayed ground bearing value below, angles cut off

and netted ; two dies for each value. Col. imp. rect. 5 c. red,

rose, 10 c. green, 15 c. blue.

1864.—Portrait of Rivadavia, as cut in va-

rious frames ; name and full value. Col. imp.

rect. wmk. a.r. Im, and per/. 5 c. red, carmine,

10 c. green, 15 c. blue.

1867. Provisional.—No watermark, thin

paper. Im. and per/. 5 centavos, rose.

1867.—Various heads, name and full value,

see cuts. Col. imp. rect. jperf.

10 c. green {Bigrano). $ c. blue [San Martino).
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1873.—Various heads, completing issue, col. imp. rect. per/.

1 c. mauve (Balcarce).

lAnnnnnA/wi

30 c. yellow (Alvear). 4 c. brown (Moreno).

\r\r\j~\T\r\r\r\rj\-

rj\fU\TU\J\.r'J

c. black [Posadas).

AUSTEIA.
Note.—In each, issue a series has "been printed, with value either in

centes or in soldi, for use first in Lombardy, and then in the foreign offices

established by the Austrian Government, such as at Constantinople,
Alexandria, &c. ; they are only marked in different currency for the
purpose of keeping the accounts separate.

1850.—Double-headed eagle in crowned shield, k. k. post-

stempel above, branches at sides; no name. Col. imp. rect.

1 kreuzer, yellow^ 2 kr. black, 3 kr._reii, 3 kr. brown (error),

G kr. brown. 9 kr. blue; 5 centes, yellow, 10 c. black, 15 c.

red, 30 c. brown, 45 c. blue.

1858.—Embossed head of Francis Joseph to left in various

frames ; value, but no name. Col. imp. rect. perf. Jl kreuzer,

yellow ; 3 kr. black,J3 kr. green (1859), 5 kr. red, JO kr, brown,
15 kr. blue; 2 soldi, yellow, 3 sol. black, 3 sol. green (1862),

5 sol. red, 10 sol. brown, 15 sol. blue.

1861.—Embossed head of Erancis Joseph to right in engine-

turned oval bearing value ; no name. Col. imp. oval, perf.
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2 kr. yellow., 3 kr. flTeen. ft frr. red. 1 kr. brown. 15 kr. blue,;

2 sol. yellow
f
3 sol. green, 5 sol. red, 10 sol. brown, 15 sol.

olue.

The three values in italics were never issued to the public.

1861. Envelopes.—Same design. 3 kr. green, 5 kr. rose,

10 kr. brown, 15 kr. blue, 20 kr. orange, 25 kr. brown, 30 kr.

violet, 35 kr. grey brown ; 3 sol. green, 5 sol. red, 10 sol.

brown, 15 sol. blue, 20 sol. orange, 25 sol. dark brown, 30 sol.

violet, 35 sol. light brown.

Remarks.—These envelopes have been extensively reprinted ; but
the reprints of both 1866 and 1873 bear a watermark, which no original

envelope of this issue shows.

1863.—Embossed double-eagle in engine-turned

oval, as cut ; no name. Col. imp. rect. per/. 2 kr.

yellow, 3 kr. green, 5 kr. rose, 10 kr. blue,. 15 kr.

brown ; 2 sol. yellow, 3 sol. green, 5 sol, rose

10 sol. blue, 15 sol. brown.

1863. Envelopes.—Same design. 3 kr. green,

5-k^r rpsp., 1 l-v blue, 15 kr. brown, 25 kr. violet;

3 sol. green, 5 sol. rose, 10 sol. blue, 15 sol. brown, 25 sol.

violet.

1867.—Head as cut, no

name. Col. imp. rect. per/.

2 kr. yellow, 3 kr. green,

5 kr. rose,_ 1 kr. blue, 15

kr. brown, 25 kr. violet

:

2 soL_jyellow , 3 sol. green,

.5 sol, rose, . .10_gQ.L_hli]& 15..

- sol, brown, 25 sol. violet.

Large Stamps, as

cut. .50 kr. salmon, 50

sol. salmon.

1867. Envelopes—
Same designand colours.

3. 5.. 10. 15, 25 kr.
;

3, 5, 10, 15, 25 sol.

JEletospaper Stamps* ~

1851.—Head of Mercury to left, on ground of eccentric

oblique lines ; no name or value ; lettered k. k. zeitungs post-
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stampel. Col. imp. square. Blue (1 kr.), yellow (10 kr. until

21st March., 1856, then only 1"kr.), rose (50 kr. withdrawn Oct.

.

9, 1852), scarlet (10 kr. 1856).

1858.—Embossed head of Francis Joseph to left, in solid

lettered frame k. k. zeitungs post-stempel ; no name or value.

Col. imp. rect. Blue (1 kr.), 1860, lilac (1 kr.)

1861.—Embossed head of Erancis Joseph to right, within

lace-work frame, lettered k. k. zeitungs post-stampel ; sinuous

frame, with rounded corners; no name or value. Col. imp.

Lilac (1 kr.), grey (1 kr.).

1863.—Embossed double-eagle in oval, within solid oct. let-

tered frame, k. k. zeitungs post-stampel ; no name or value.

Col. imp. oct. Lilac (1 kr.).

1867.—Helmeted head of Mercury, as cut;

no inscription. Col. imp. rect. Lilac (1 kr.).

1870. mauve (1 kr.) .

1872. Newspaper Band.—Type of 1867,

on long narrow papers, with band of yellow

above and below. 2 kr. yellow.

Jftetospaptr (£ar Stamps.

1850.—.irms on white ground, as cut. 2 kr.

green.

1857.—?Js*Ja305nij. ^ kr. brown, 4 kr. red.

1858.—1 kr. blue, 1 kr. black, 2 kr. red.

Remarks.—Both 4 kr. (the red "being for foreign

offices) were withdrawn in 1858. These stamps were

a thinrrHfosguised increase of postage, being a tax levied by Govern-

ment on all foreign papers, and collected by "the Post Office on delivery,

I presume.

Post Carta.

1869.—Correspondenz-karte. An and in on front, two lines

of inscription at back, stamp of type of adhesive 1867 in right

corner,' with black lettering and border to card. 2 kr. yellow on

bum

1871.—Same, but Adresse and in on front, Am. ... 187. .

at back, to left or right. 2 kr. yellow on straw.

Back blank. 2_kr. yellow on straw.

"' =- Zeitungs- -o SI
V

<<si& H
fl &£i&*"£f&> CO

* S"
:a ~°

n 1

^ eksj^fSpfejS

• /.
^$£$&^*r

,\

£ .IXreTizer ;
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2 kr. yellow on straw of

each, and with or without

187 ... at back.am .

Special Cartel for toarious Provinces.— Bohemian.—listek.
"" Polish.—KORESPONDENCYJNA.

""Italian.—corrispondenza.
*«*- Ruthenian.—kapta kopec.— Sclavonic.—listnica.

1873. Post Card, for Foreign Offices.—carta da corris-

pondenza and Indirizzo on face. 4 soldi, rose on straw.

Remarks.—Austria was the first country to adopt post cards ; indeed

Austria invented them ; and there are now few civilized countries which
have not followed this example. They proved an immense success at

once. It is noteworthy that the first cards bore the statement that "the
Post Office undertakes no responsibility for the contents of the commu-
nication," a statement which shows that the Post Office evidently ex-

pected that the new privilege would be abused ; but experience soon did

away with this idea.

SDanttMait i^team jftamcjatuiit

Company
(private local post.)

1866.—10 sol. violet, 17 sol. red.

1868.—10 sol. green.

1871.—10 sol. red (error).

AZOEES.

•1868.—Embossed head of Don Lnis, being Portuguese stamps

surcharged in block type with aqores, labels with curved ends.

Col. imp. rect. im. and perf. 5 r. black, ^P^.-ffj^gS? Wjh
bisfeft, 25 r. rose, 50 r. green, 80 r._orange, 100 r. lilac, 120 r.

Me, 240 r. mauve.

Varieties.—Long surcharge, 5 reis; small surcharge, 25 reis;

Eoman type, 25 reis.

1871.—Current Portuguese stamps with surcharge, as last, in

block type, labels with straight ends, perf. same colours. 5, 10,

20, 25. 50, 80, 100, 120 reis.

BADEN.

1851-7.—Solid numeral on varying ground, in circle ; within
lettered frame, baden freimarke. deutsch-oestr. postverein.

vertrag v. 6 April, 1850. Black imp. square.
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1 kr. buff, 6 kr. green, 3 kr. yellow, 9 kr. rose.

kr. yellow, 3 kr. green, 3 kr. blue, 1857.

1851.

1853.—1 kr. white

1858. Envelopes.—Embossed bead of Grand Duke to left,

in lettered engine-turned oval. Full value; no name; oval;
stamped on the left of envelope. 3 kr. blue, 6 kr. yellow, 9 kr.

rose, 12 kr. stone, 18 kr. red.

1861-2.—Arms on lined ground, etc., as

cut. Col. imp. square, per/.

1861.—Small perf. 1 kr. black, 6 kr. orange,

3 kr. deep blue, 9 kr. rose, 3 kr. ultramarine.

1862.—Large perf. 1 kr. black, 9 kr. brown,
6 kr. blue.

1862-4.—As last, but white ground ; large

perf. 1 kr. black, 3 kr. rose, 6 kr. blue, 9 kr. brown, 18 kr.

green, 30 kr. yellow.

1862. Envelopes.—Same type as 1858, but stamped on
right of envelope. 3 kr. rose, 6 kr. blue, 9 kr. stone.

1862. Rliral Post.—For extra postage of letters beyond the

Government lines. Numeral in centre, and land-post, porto-

marke, on plain ground ; black imp. J^ 3^ 12.kr., all on yellow

paper.

1868.— Same as cut; freimarke each

side ; coinage abbreviated ; col. imp. square
;

large perf. _\ kr. green, 3 kr. rose,5 kr. blue.

1870. Post Card; no stamp.—badis-

CHER POSTBEZIRK CORRESPONDENT. Karte

with four paragraphs of instructions. Type
set ; black imp. ; large oblong

;
pale buff.

Remarks.—The, envelopes of 1858 are now rare, the 12 and 18 kr.

being quite unattainable except as reprints.

BAHAMAS.

1859.—Full face of Queen, diademed, in oval ; name at top,

value below ; interinsular postage in scroll over head ; em-

blems each side (pine-apple and conch-shell). Col. imp. rect.

im. and perf. 1 penny, lake-red^ carmine.
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1861.—Full face of Queen, diademed and with necklace, in

oval ; name above ; postage and value below

;

plain ground. Col. imp. rect. per/. 4 pence,

rose, 6 p. grey.

1863.—Profile, as cut. Col. imp. rect. per/.

1 sh. green.

Varieties.—No wmk.; imperf. 1 p. ;
perf. 1,

4, 6 p. ; cc. and crown, wmk. 1, 4, 6, p. 1 sh.

BABBADOS.

1852.—Britannia, as cut. Col. imp. rect.

I. Barbados at base ; no value ; white or

blued paper; im. and perf. (halfpenny) green,

II. Barbados above

;

full value below ; im. and
perf. 6 p. rose, vermilion ; 1 sh. black.

1873.

—

Star watermark, perf.

I. Yellow-green, blue, brick-red.

II. 3 p. lilac, 6 p. vermilion, 1 sh. black.

III. As cut, 5 sh. rose-pink.

BAVAEIA.

June 5, 1849.—Numeral on square ground of mazework, in

lettered frame, full value, and bayern franco. Col. imp. square.

1 kreuzer, black.

1850.—Numeral on solid circular ground, in

frame, lettered as last : see cut. Col. imp. square.

J_kr. rose, 3 kr. blue, 6 kr. brown, 9 kr. green,

9 kr. yellow (error).

1854.—12 kr. red.

1858.—18 kr. yellow.

1862.—Being same stamps changed in colour.

1 kr. yellow, 3 kr. rose, 6 kr. blue, 9 kr. stone, 12 kr. red, 18

kr. vermilion.
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1867.—Embossed arms on lines as cut. Col.

imp. rect., silk thread in paper. Im._ 1 kr. green,

3 kr. rose, 6 kr. blue, 9. kr. bistre (withdrawn

1868), 12 kr. lilac, 18 ki. red.

1868.—6 kr. brown, 7 kr. ultramarine.

1870.— Watermark lozenges, perforated. 1 kr. green, 3 krs

rose, 6 kr. brown, 7 kr. ultramarine, - 9 kr. sienna, 1 kr. yel-

low (1872), 12 kr. lilac, ^18 kr. red.

1869. Envelope.—Embossed arms on solid ground, name,
and full value. Col. imp. oval, black inscription through stamp.

3 (drey) kreuzer, rose.

1870. Post Card; no stamp.— bayern correspondenz
karte. Instructions in six paragraphs. Type set, black imp.,

large oblong, pale buff.

1872. Reply Paid Card ;
no stamp, green.

1873. Post Card with Stamp.—Stamp type of adhesive of

1867, konigreich bayern post-karte and letter press in black,

on buff. .JLkreuzer green, on buff.

Returned letter labels.—I. Arms, after

style of cut, commission fur retourbriefe,

black on white, reck

Augsburg, Bamberg, IsTurn-

Munchen, Speyer,

Wurzberg.

berg,

II. Oblong, type set,

COMMISSION FUR RETOUR-

BRIEFE, black on white. Augsbur
berg, Regensburg.

III. Oblong, type set,

oreramt, black on white. Bamberg, Munchen,
Eetourbriefe kgl. Eegensburg, Wurzburg.

Unpaid letter labels.—As cut, black on
white. 3 kr. imperf. silk thread in paper, 1 kr.,

3 kr. per/, wink, lozenges.

Nurn-
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BELGIUM.

July 1, 1849.—Leopold I. as cut ; no name.

Col. imp. rect., wmk. L.L. interlaced. 10 cL
brown , 20 c. bine.

1850.—Same portrait in oval; no name. Col.

imp. rect., with and without wmk. Im. and

jperf. 10 c. brown, 20 c. blue, 40 c. rose.

1 centime1861, Journal Stamp.—Same,
green, light and dark.

1865 and 1866.—Profile of Leopold I
left in varying frames : see cut. Col. imp. rect

per/. 10 centimes grey, 20 c. blue,

brown^O c.xq,s&_,1 franc, lilac.

1866. Journal Stamp.— Lion rampant
see cuts. 1 c. grey, 2 c. blue,

5 c. brown.

1869^nd 1870.—Profile of

Leopold II. to left, on solid

ground, in various frames: see

cuts. Col. imp. rect. perf.

10 c. green, 20 c. blue, 30 c.

brown, 40 c. rose, 1 franc lilac.

1870.—Journal Stamps: see cut above. 1 c. green, 2 c. blue,

c brown, 8 c. lilac.

1871. Post Card.—Armorial insignia with emblems, with

Journal Stamp, last issue, on right, carte coRRESPONDENCEjitJi,
and without instructions at each end. 5 centimes brown, on buff.
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1873. Post Card.—Same stamp on rigM, carte correspond-
ence over arms, all within fancy frame. 5 centimes mauve, on buff.

1873. Reply Paid Card.—Same, two cards

joined with additional inscriptions. 5 c. x 5 c.

antwoordt (error), 5 c. x 5 c. antwoord.

1873. Envelope.—Embossed head (see cut)

stamped en right of envel. 10 centimes green.

BEKGEDOEF.

l4IMMaliM;W31 Nov. 1, 1862.—Type of illustration, black

imp. square, size increasing. £ sch. violet,

3 sch. rose.

NOV. 10, 1862. — Same. £ sch. blue, 1

Hp^^^^S scn - white, ljsch. yellow, 3 sch. blueJon rose),

14* jjiggi .ftiuLHiiMJ^1 4" sch. brown.

Remarks.—The first pair are quite unattainable, but a good supply
of reprints has been struck which are very new in appearance and from
much worn dies. There is also an equally uncommon variety of the 1|
sch. with a final e to schilling ; i.e. schillings.

BERMUDA.
1867.—Profile of Queen (see cut), various ornaments, etc.

Col. imp. rect. per/, cc. and crown wmk.
1 p. rose, 2 p. blue, 3 p. (1873) buff, 6 p.

lilac, 1 sh. green.

BOLIVAR
1863.—Shield, etc., as cut. Col

imp. rect. 10 cents green, 1 peso red

(1866) 10 c. red.

1873.—Arms of the Granada Confederation, enclosed within

various inscribed borders, colour on white. 5 cents rect. blue

;

10 c. rect. mauve; 20 c. rect. green; 80 c. rect. vermilion.

Remarks.—The first series is conspicuous from its perfect insignifi-

cance, which only the great rarity of the green 10 c. and red peso can
redeem. They are certainly the smallest stamps in existence, since the

5 groschen, \ schilling, or J cent, de peseta of other countries form hut
fractional parts of whole stamps. This State of Bolivar forms one
amongst the U. S. of Colombia, and I can only hazard the same conjec-

tures as to the use of the stamps which I have set down under the heading
of Antioquia.
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BOLIVIA.

1866.—Eagle on globe in lettered oval on lines, as cut ; all

different, either in ground, oval, or numerals.

Col. imp. rect., 5 centavos, green, 10 c. brown,
50 c. yellow, 100 c. blue.

jpigiia
W^iifiyigfOHWkW$&m

• xmSHill
-SMB3'!

J*\g^fl/>1w mi
ill

)

ti^0M

1868.—Change of colour.

50 c. blue, 100 c. green.

Nov. 8th, 1867.—Arms
(mountain, etc.) in oval, with

5 centavos lilac,

Col. imp. rect.

Eleven stars, 1871.

5 c. grQpT)

10 c. vermilion

50 c. blue

100 c. yellow

flags and stars in circle

Nine stars, 1867.

_J5 c. green

10 c. vermilion

50 c. blue

100 c. yellow

500 c. black

Remarks.—A great many shades may be found of the first issue,

5 c. green ; the plate of that value was touched up many times, and
each retouch may be traced by the different tints of the impressions.

The three stamps of 1868 are extremely rare, the 100 c. green being quite

unattainable. The 1867 series can boast of a stamp whose facial value

is over a pound ; only 2,000 were ever printed, and of this small quantity
not a quarter were ever used.

BEAZIL.

1843.—Large upright fancy numerals on engine-turned trans-

verse oval, black on white, large oblong, no lettering ; 30, 60,

90 reis.

1844.—Smaller italic numerals on a similar ground, but

oblong and corners hollowed, black on white or bluish, small

oblong, no lettering
; 10^30, 60, 90, 180, 300, 600 reis.

1850.—Eoman numeral, nearly as cut, black

on white or bluish, oblong, imp. and perf.; 10, 20,

30, 60, 90, 1 80, 300, 600 reis.

1850.—Journal stamps ; same, col. imp. Im.

and perf.; 10, 30 reis blue.

1861.—Eoman numeral, as cut above ; col. imp. oblong, Im.

and perf. ; 280 red, 430 yellow.
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1866.—Full face or profile of Don Pedro II. in various frames,

as cuts ; col. imp.^er/'.JLO reis redv 20 r. lilac, mauve, 50 r. blue,

80 r. dull mauve, 100 r. green, 200 r. blacjk^ 500 r. yellow.

nrw"-^rw-v >r^v»r\i'\-o

200 r. black. 200 r.

-Similar type, in two colours, per/.

envelope.

• 300 r. green and1874.-

orange.

1867 Envelopes (as cut).—100 reis green, 200 r. black,

300 r. red.

Remarks.—It is a notable fact that Brazil was the second country to

recognize the advantages of a cheap postage collected by prepaid stamps,

so that the "large figures" (which have also been yclept "bull's eyes")
and the "italics" are the oldest of all foreign postals. The 90 large is

rare, whilst the three highest values of the italics are even scarcer.

BREMEN.
1855.—Key, as cut; col. imp. rect. Im. and

per/.; 5 silbergroschen, green.

Key in crowned shield, fancy numerals each

side, stadt-post amt.; black, imp. rect. Im. and
rperf.; 3 (grote) slate.

Key in crowned shield, numeral each side, i

franco marke above, full value below ; black,

fflpi
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imp. rect. Im. and per/.; 5 grote rose (2 dies),

7 grote yellow (3 dies).

1861.— Key in
. sinuous double oval of

engine turning, name above, full value below,

numerals at leaves at angles; col. imp. rect.

per/.; 10 grote, black.

1864.—Key, as cut; col. imp. rect. Im. and perf.; 2 grote,

orange.

1857. Envelope.—Key in crowned
shield, stadt-post amt arched above,

Bremen curved below, all within sin-

gle line oval; with franco in large

capitals at foot of envelope, and dis-

tinct from the stamp. ~No value.

JBlackjmjvJn^

Remarks.—The 1 grote envelope and
the 2 and 3 grote stamps were for local

letters in Bremerhafen. The engraving
annexed with scalloped edge represents a
stamp frequently seen in collections. It is supposed to be official, and is

printed in black on pale greenish paper.

BEITISH COLUMBIA AND VANCOUVEB'S ISLAND.

1861.—Profile of Queen as cut. Col. imp.

rect. perf. 2J pence, rose.

BEITISH COLUMBIA.

1865.—Monogram crowned
as cut. Col. imp. rect. perf.

wmk., cc. and crown, 3 pence, blue.

1868.—Same type, different values, sur-

charged as under on different coloured stamps.

2 c. black on brown, 5 c. black on red, 10 c.

blue on rose, 25 c. violet on yellow, 50 c.

red on violet, 1 dol. green on green.

Remarks.—These stamps have been obsolete since the Island was
incorporated in the Dominion of Canada in 1868.
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BKITISH GUIANA.
1850.—Name roughly printed in circle, value in centre,

black imp., round. 4 c. yellow. 8 c. green, 12 c. blue.

1850.-—Ship in shield, value above, name at sides (damus
patimusque vicissim) in single line rect. Black imp., large

upright im. 1 c. magenta, 4 c. blue.

1853.—Ship in oval containing motto (damus petimusque
vicissim) in rect. lettered frame, name and full value, date at

angles. Col. imp. rect. 1 c. vermilion, brown, 4 c. blue (2 dies).

1856. Provisional.— Ship with motto in plain oblong

lettered frame ; name and full value. Black imp. large oblong.

4 c. magenta, indigo.

1860.—Much as last, but dated 1'8'6*0. Small and large,

per/. 1 c. pink, red-brown,^ black, 2 c. orange-yellow, 4 c. blue,

8 c. rose, 12 c. grey, 24 c. green.

1862. Provisional.—Type-set borders, with name and full

value round a linear central square containing written initials in

black, red, or white ink. Black imp. square, rouletted.

Pearl border, 1 c. pink, 2 c.

yellow.

Crossed ovals, 1 c. pink, 2 c.

yellow.

Grapes, 1 c. pink, 2 c. yellow.

Quarter/oils, 4 c. indigo (2 types)

Fleurs-de-lis, 4 c. indigo.

Fancy pattern, 4 c. indigo.

1863.—Ship in circle, dated. Col. imp. rect. per/. 6 c. blue,

24 c. green, 48 c. rose.

Remarks.—The circular stamps, especially the yellow and green,

with the large oblongs of 1856, and in a less degree the long stamps of

1850, are all unattainable, and a complete series is scarcely known. The
1856 were purely provisional. They and the previous issues were very
probably local ; for English stamps were used for foreign postages up to

1860. Of the 1860 two series can be found—one showing value pretty

close to cents, the other having the two words farther apart. It is re-

markable that all the values of 1860 and 1863 above 4 cents have the

numerals put in Eoman characters.

BKITISH HONDURAS.
1865. — As cut. Col. imp. rect. per/.

lp. blue, 3p. brown, 6p. rose, lsh. green.

BEUNSWICK.
1852.— Horse under crown on lines in

transverse oval, numeral each side, name
above, full value below in scrolls. Col. imp.

oblong'r^iVo watermark. 1 sgr. rose, 2 sgr. blue, 3 sgr. red.
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1853-56.—The same. Black imp. and watermarked with a
post-horn. ^ gr. brown, J gr. white ; 1 sgr. yellow, buff, 2 sgr.

J)lue, 3 sgr. rose.

1852. Envelope.— Hand -stamped circle enclosing large

letters St. P. Fr. (Stadt-Post Freimarke). Red on jail colours.

1855. Envelopes.—Horse under crown embossed in lettered

engine - turned oval, with full value ; no name. Large oval.

1 sgr. rose, 2 sgr. blue, 3 sgr. yellow.

imp. oval. per/.

1857.—Crown, four stamps in one (see cut), b B>ttwii

same watermark. I gutegr. black on brown,

£ gutegr. brown on white (1866, never issued).

1862-64.—Horse under crown as before,

same watermark, Im. and perf. Col. imp. ^ gr.

green (black imp.), 1 sgr. yellow, 3 sgr.Tose.

1866.—Embossed horse, in lettered engine-

turned oval, Braunschweig, and value. Col.

^ gr. black, 1 gr. rose, 2 gr. blue, 3 gr. bistre.

1866. Envelopes.—Same type and colours,

stamped on right of envelope. 1 gr. rose, 2 gr.

blue, 3 gr. bistre.

Remarks.—Beginners are frequently at a loss to

distinguish the first 3 sgr. red from the latter 3 sgr. rose.

The former has no watermark, and is light red ; the other
has the post-horn watermark, and is carmine. The St.

P. Fr. envelopes were purely local, and of little interest, the stamp being
a postmark used as a frank, and I should doubt that they were ever sold
to the public.

EEEESKjE

BUENOS AYRES.

1858.—Steam-ship, as cut. Col. imp. obi.

1 (in) peso brown, blue, 1 (to) ps. blue, 2 (dos)

ps. blue, 3 (tres) ps. green, 4 (cuatro) ps.

red, brown, 5 (cinco) ps. yellow.

1859.—Head of Liberty, as

cut. Col. imp. obi. 1 ps. blue,

2ps. red, 4reales,greenonblue.

1862.—Same. 1 ps. rose, 2 ps. blue.

Remarks.—The 4 and 5 pesos (ship) only had a six

months' circulation, when they were suppressed, the
impressions from the cuato die, in brown, passing for

C

^faaasEBgrf
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4 reales, and the cinco die having the value partially erased, leaving
only the letters in, which passed (in "blue and. in hrown) as 1 peso.

Later the cuato was erased to to, also to pass as 1 peso. The 1859
set may be divided into Paris printed, which are very fine clear

impressions ; and native printed, the commonest, and of inferior execu-
tion. These stamps have been obsolete for ten years, the Argentines
having superseded them in 1854. The annexed
cut shows an interesting design, which was pre-

pared for use in 1859, and, it has been asserted,

was put into circulation, but of this I have no
proofs, and I do not believe it. They are appro-
priately termed the guacho, or horseman series,

and comprise 4 rs. lemon, 6 rs. green, 8 rs. violet,

10 rs. blue.

CABUL.

1873.—Tiger's head, etc. Col. imp. 1 an. black, 2 an.

black, 4 an. black, 8 an. rnarone, 1 rupee, niarone.

Remarks.—The existence of these stamps has only just been disco-

vered. They are probably employed to frank letters to the frontier of the

Ameer's dominions, a usage similar to that of the stamps of Cashmere,
the Deccan, Portuguese Indies, etc.

CANADA.

April 21, 1851.—Beaver under crown, and v.k. in transverse

lettered oval; name and full value. Col. imp. obi. Im. and 'perf.

3 pence, red.

Various beads, in lettered oval, name and full value. Im.

and per/. \ penny (Queen), rose (1 857) ; 6 pence (Prince Albert),

purple; 6 p. sterling (Queen, 1857), green; 10 p. (Cartier), blue;

12 p. (Queen), black.

1859-—Same designs as above with new value

(cents) : see cut. Col. imp. perf. JL. cent, rose, 2 c.

rose, 5 c. red, 10 c. purple, lilac1 12j c. green,

17 c. blue.

1860. Envelopes.—Embossed bead of Queen
in lettered oval ; name and full value, oval, 5 c.

red, 10 c. brown.

1868. Dominion of Canada.—Head of Queen to right, in

varying frames ; name and full value and numerals ; col. imp.

rect. perf.
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I. Large stamps. See jvvrvvujw-u-uxn
cuts. 1 cent, red, yellow, 5(^^233^^^^
2 c. green, 3 c. red, 6 c."
brown, 12| c. "blue, 15 c. .* <

mac. d r
f<

II. Small stamps. See cuts £ J
1^ !

(1870-72). ic.black(1868), ?'

1 c. yellow, 2 c. green, 3_c. £

recL, rose, 6 c. brown.

daxui-r.

1871. Post O&rd.

—

Canada post card, with stamp (Queen's

head) in right corner, all within ornamental frame. 1 cent blue

on buff.

Remarks.—The 12 p. stamp, which hears the value peculiarly ex-

pressed, as twelve pence, is one of the rarest of all stamps, and, though
many Americans have denied its existence, it undoubtedly had a short
circulation. It is usually found on thin-laid paper when post-marked.
Unused specimens, which are not uncommon, are reprints had from the
engravers, the American Bank Note Company. Some very fine forgeries

of the envelopes have been circulated ; but as they are on yellow paper
they may be at once condemned, as yellow paper never formed an item in

the Government issue.

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

1853.—Hope recumbent, as cut below; engine-turned ground

;

col. imp. ; without and with water-

mark anchor. 1 p. red on blue,

rose. 4_p . blue
3l
6 p. lilac, dark grey

;

1 sh. dark green, emerald.

1861.-—Hope as above ; coarse

wood blocks; solid ground; col.^MMMWmW
imp. 1 p. red," blue (error), 4 p. blue, red (errorJT
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:i3lll

1863.—Hope seated : see cut. Col. imp. rect.

Watermark, cc. and crown perf. 1 p. rose

(2 dies), 4 p. blue, 6 p. lilac, surcharged four-

pence in red (1868), 6 p. lilac ; 1 sh. green, 5 sh.

dark yellow (1872).

Remarks.—The wood blocks may be found in many-
fine shades—rose, red, vermilion, pale blue, and intense

dark blue. The two errors are of great value, and are due to a fourpenny
die getting into the "forme" of the penny sheet, and vice versd. The
error was probably rectified, or it would not be so uncommon. It is

currently stated that the use of the wood blocks was provisional.

CASHMEEE.

1866.—Circular stamp with lotus leaf

in centre, as cut. Col. imp. round.

®1 anna, blue, black.

J rupee, blue, black, vermilion,

purple.

j rupee, green, black.

Remarks.—These have formerly been erroneously termed 4f 1, and

| a. respectively. They are all scarce, but especially the green.

1867.—Design similar to cut. Col. imp.

rect. 3 pies black, 6 pies blue, 1 an. orange,

2 an. yellow, 4 an. green, 8 an. vermilion.

For town of Sirinugger, \ and 1 an. indigo.

For Travancore, \ and 1 an. vermilion.

For town of Cashmere, \ and 1 an. black.

Remarks.—In a work like the present it is not

possible to go into the details of the stamps, but all who desire further

aid will find it in The Philatelical Catalogue, which contains fac-similes of

every known type and variety. The annexed cuts of the centres of the

different values cannot fail to be of service.

3 pies. 6 pies. 1 an. 2 an. 4 an. 8 an.
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CEYLON.

1857.—Head of Queen on lines in circle, name above, full

value below. Col. imp. rect., Im. and per/., paper blue, white,

or tvith cc. and crown watermark. ^ penny, lilac.

1857-—Head of Queen on engine-turned oval ground, name
above, full value below. Col. imp. rect.j star wmk. Im. and
per/., no wmk. per/. 1 p. bine,. 2 p. green, 5 p. chestnut, 6 p.

brown and lilac, brown, 10 p. red, 1 sh. lilac.

1857.—Same head, as cut. Octag. 4 p. lake,

8 p. brown, 9 p. dark brown, 1 sh. 9 p. green,

2 sh. bl_
1861. Envelopes.—Em-

bossed head of Queen in

various frames, lettered name,

and full value. 1 p. (oval)

blue, 2 p. (oval) green, 4 p.

(oval) rose, 5 p. (oval) choco-

late, 6 p. (round) brown-lilac, 8 p. (oct.) choco-

late, 9 p. (rect.) brown-lilac, 10 p. (oval, 1868)
red, 1. sh. (round) yellow, 1 sh. 9 p. (rect.)

green, 2 sh. (oct.) blue.

fgg|prag|ggjp 1864.—As 1857, but different colours, and
^ wmk. cc. and crown, perf. 1 p. dark blue, 2

p. emerald, dark green, yel- ^2£SSQ£i^>
low, 4 p. rose, 5 p. red-brown, ' '

'

dull green, 6 p. brown, 8 p.

red-brown, 9 p. grey-brown,

10 p. orange; 1 sh. bright

violet, 2 sh. indigo.

1867.—New types : see cuts. Col. imp. '(

rect. cc. and crown, perf. J^PrJ^6? ^ P- rose -
•!l-n-n-ri-n-™-rvxv'^-'

1872.—Head of Queen, name and full value in various
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frames. Col. imp. rect. cc. and crown, perf. 2 cents, brown,

4 c. grejr, 8 c. orange, 16 c. lilac, 24 c. green, 36 c. bine, £8 c.

rose, 96 c. grey.

1872. Envelope.—As cnt. _4 cents, bine,.

1872. Post Card.—Stamp of 1872 to right

in engraved border. 2 cents, lilac, on bull".

Remarks. — The change in coinage in 1872

seems remarkable. The cent, however, equals only-

one farthing, same as in Java, etc., and not the

higher rate of South America and the United
States.

CHILL

1853.—Head of Columbus:
cut. Col. imp. rect. wmk.

numeral. 1 c. yellow, J5_c-

jred ^nJblug^lO c. blue.. 20 c.

a"een.

1867.—Head of Columbus:
see cut. Col. imp. rect, perf.

No wmlx. .1 c. orange, 2 c. black,, 5 c. red,

10 c. blue, 20 c. green.

1872. Post Card, no stamp.

—

carta tar-

jeta all in narrow type-set frame ; many varie-

ties. Slack on white or blue.

1873. Post Card, with stamp.—carta
tarjeta, stamp as cut, all within finely-engraved

frame. 2 c. red, and 5 c. lilac on buff.

1873. Envelopes.—Embossed head as cuts,

on white, buff, and blue papers.

2 c. brnivn 10c. blue.
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20 c. green.

CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA

1861.—Head of Andrew Jackson to left, in oval, as. a.

postage above, ornaments around, full value in scroll below.

Col. imp. rect. 2 cents, green.

1861.—Head of Jefferson Davis to right, lettered name in

full, all in oval, postage curved above, full value below. Col.

imp. rect. 5 c. blue, 5 c. green.

1862.—Portrait of Madison in double lettered oval, bearing

full name, postage straight above, full value the same below.

Col. imp. rect. 10 c. blue , 10 c. rose.

1862.—Different heads, as cut.

Col. imp. rect. 1 c. (Calhoun)

orange, 5 c. (Davis) blue.

Head of Jackson, as cut.

imp. rect. 2 cents, claret.

Head of Davis, as cut.

imp. rect. 10^ c,,Jhlue. (2 dies).

jsign as last, but value in full.

ten cents, blue-

Head of Washington, as cut.

Col. imp. rect. __20_centsv^re©n^.

Remarks.—A considerable por-

tion of the stamps of the Confederate

States is made up of Locals and Pro-
visionals, thfi enumeration of which
hardly comes within the scope of this work. The
circumstances of the constitution and existence of these

States""WeTe peculiarly favourable for such issues. Sudden wants of

Col.

Col.

Head and
Col. imp. rect
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Government stamps, which oftentimes were not obtainable, calling into

use a rough design, with the name of the postmaster
and the value, to supply the exigencies of the moment.
More often the name of the office was given ; but there

are many cases of its omission, such as Lynchburg,
which only bears the name of the postmaster, " Glass ;"

Memphis, 2 c. on which we only see the name of
" Callaway;" and, the rarest of all, the Madison, which
bears nothing but the value, and in the only known
copy misspelt cnets for cents, as on our engraving.

The above cuts represent a very fair average of these Locals; they
may be considered unattainable in a genuine state, and should not be
purchased except on the guarantee of a responsible dealer. A full list

will be found in the Appendix on American Locals.

COKRIENTES.

1856.—Head of Liberty (as cut); "black

imp. rect ; 8 types.

1 real m. c. (Moneta Corriente), blue.
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1861-68.—Same. No value. (2 centavos)

yellow, (3 centavos) blue, (5 centavos) green.

Remarks.—Though forming a portion of the Ar-
gentine Kepublic, and of far less importance than
Buenos Ayres, this little State has continued to use
its own stamps, though Buenos Ayres has relinquished
a separate issue since 1864. This' is a mystery.

COSTA EICA.

1863-64.— View, etc. (forming the arms of

the country), as cut. Col. imp. rect. perf. ^ real,

blue, 2 rs. red, 4 rs. green; 1 peso, orange.

CUBA AND PORTO RICO.

1855.—Head of Isabella II., as Spain, 1855.

Col. imp. rect. ; on blue paper ; watermark curls.

^ rl. plata. F. blue, 1 rl. green, 2 rs. red, 2Y^ red, surcharged

Y^ in black.

1856. —The same ; white paper ; watermark lozenges.

^ rl. blue, 1 rl. green, 2 rs. orange-red.

1857.—The same ; no ivatermark. % rl. blue, 1 rl. green,

2 rs. rose, 2Y^ rose.

1882.—As Spain, 1860 : see cut. Col. imp.

rect. \ rl. plata F. black.

1864.—As Spain, 1864 (see next cut), but

no date. Col. imp. rect., on tinted paper. \ rl.

plata F. black on buff, same with 66 surcharged,

black on buff
; \ rl. green on white, green on rose,

1 rl. blue, 2 reales, red on flesh, red on rose.

1866.—As last, but dated : see cut. Col. imp.

rect. imperf. 5 centimos, lilac, 10 c. blue, 20 c.

green, 40 c. rose.

1867.—As last, but dated 1867, and perf.

5; 10, 20, 40 centimos.
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1868.—Type of 1866 Spain (as cut), dated. J^
Col. imp. rect.^er/. 5 centimes, lilac, 10 c. blue ^

20 c. green, 40 c. rose.

1869.—As last; dated 1869; colours altered, t

5 centimos, pink, 10 c. brown, 20 c. orange, p

49 c. lilac.

1870.—Type of same year as Spain, dated as cut. Col. imp.

rect. per/.

5 c. blue, 10 c. green,

20 c. brown, 40 c. rose.

1871.—Goddess seated (type

of Spain, 1873), as cut. Col.

imp. rect. perf. 12_c. de peseta,

_ lilac, 25 c. blue, 50 c. green, 1 peseta, buff.

1873.—Amadeus (type

of Spain, 1872), as cuts.

Col. imp. rect. perf.

12^ c. de peseta.

25 c. lilac.

50 c. brown.

1 peseta, red-brown.

Eemarks. — The three
first series may he taken as

sufficient evidence that the hahit of ohserving the various watermarks is

of real service to the collector. The coinage, the real plata fuerte, meaning
the real silver or cash as opposed to a system of currency in which accounts

were kept, is to he noted. The centimo was prohahly the hundredth part

of the escudo (equal to 2s. 2d. English), whilst thel itest issues show hun-
dredths of the peseta, which is equal to ahout lOd. English.

CUNDISTAMABCA.

1870.— Various types, bear-

ing name and full value, etc.

:

see cats. Col. imp. rect. 5 c.

blue, 10 c. red, 50 c. green,

1 peso, red.

Remarks.—The two individ-

uals with numerals in centre,
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J\
figured here, are printed respec-

^ tively 5 blue, 10 pink, and were
discovered in June, 1872. I have
never been able to learn anything
more about them; but the pair [•>

from which these are copied are

implicitly believed in by their

owner, and if I mention them
here something may be elucidated

in the future concerning them.

CUKACAO.

1873.—Head of William III., as cut. Col.

imp. per/. 2\ c. green. 3 clhiatra. 5 c. rose,

10 c. blue, 25 c. orange, 50 c. violet.

THE DECCAK
1866 .—Oriental characters,

cut. Col. imp. on various

=^ papers ; oblong. 1 an. black.

1886- — Oriental characters and tracery, finely engraved.

Col. imp. obi. perforated. 1 anna, olive.

1869-—Oriental characters, " skeleton" outline, post stamp
above, value round centre. Col. imp. rect. per/. % anna, brown,
2 an. green.

1870.—Oriental characters finely engraved, with different

grounds, post stamp above, value round centre. Col. imp. rect.

perf. A- an. red. 1 an. black-brown, 2 an. green, 3 an. ochre,

4 an. grey, 8 an. brown, 12 an. grey-blue.

Remarks.—The first stamp is extremely scarce, and was long known
as the " Koorshedjah," from the title of the Nawab in whose dominions it

was used. These stamps of the Deccan frank letters to the frontier,

letters beyond requiring prepayment in Indian stamps.

DENMAEK.

1851.—Value on white in lettered circle ; frimjirke kgl
post ; moire ground. Col. imp., square, watermark crown.

2 rigsbank shilling, blue.
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1851.—Sword and sceptre under crown in wreath., in square

lettered frame, kongelict post frim^rke, and full value below
j

dotted ground. Col. imp., square, wmk. crown. iFire E.B.S.

(4), brown.

1853.—Design much, as last, but lettered kgl. post. fr. m.,

and value in figures ; dotted ground. Col. imp., square, wink,

crown. Im. and per/. 2 sk. blue, 4 sk. chestnut, 8 sk. green

(1857XJ6 sk. grey .

The same with ground of waved lines. _4 sk. cliest-

1864.—Arms in lettered oval, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. wmk. crown, perf. .2 skilling blue, 3 sk.

lilac, 4 sk. rose, 8 sk. bistre, 1 6 sk. grey.

1865. Envelopes.—Em-
bossed arms to right of en-

velope (as cut), with S after

figure. 2 s. blue, 4 s. red.

No S after figure (1866), 2 blue, 4 red, two
sizes of each figure.

1870.—Numeral in white under crown,

and with branches, within solid oval, lettered

band of colour, danmark postfrim, and 'value,

fancy frame of grey. Col. imp. rect. wmk. crown, perf. J2_sk._

blue centre^ 3 sk. violet, 4 sk. rose, 8 sk. brown, 16 sk. green,

48 sk. mauve with brown frame.

1872. Newspaper Band.—Type as last, but in one colour,

with wavy lines of colour to band. 2 sk. blue.

1871. Post Card.—brev-kort, stamp in right corner, arms

in left, all in Greek frame. Col. imp. on white. 2 sk. blue,

4 sk. rose.

1871- Official Stamps.—Three lions in crowned shield, in

oval, in lettered frame tjeneste post frim^jrke, value below.

Col. imp. rect. perf. Wmk, crown. 2 sk . blue, 4 sk. rose,

iftsk. green.

1871. Official Post Cards.—tjeneste brevkorte, stamp

as adhesive to right, arms to left, all in Greek frame. Col.

imp. on white. 2 sk. blue, 4 sk. rose.
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GOVERNMENT LOCAL FOR HOLTE.

1868.—Numeral on solid ground in lettered

oval, holte land-post, stars and post-horns. jsjlpPf^^EiJ^
Col. imp. rect. 2 skilling, brown. slS^ipi^

1872.—Numeral in star, as cut. Col. imp.

rect. per/. 2 skilling, green.

DANISH WEST INDIES.

I860-— Sword and sceptre

under crown in wreath. Wmk.
crown. 3 c. rose on brown or white, 4 c. blue (1873).

1874.—Type of Denmark, but different values.

Rect. per/. 1 cent, green and violet, 3 c. blue and
rose, 4 c. brown and blue, 14 c. mauve and green.

DUTCH EAST INDIES.

1864. — Portrait of William III., as cut.

Col. imp. rect. Im. andjoerf.
_j_

c. rose.

,^ 1869.— Head of same to

§|1 right : see cut. Col. imp. rect.

K ^ per/. 5 cent, green, 10 c. brown,

20 c. blue, 50 c. rose.

rmnnrj

1874.— Unpaid letter stamps, like Dutch
unpaid, per/. 5 cent, yellow, 10 c. green on
yellow, 20 c. green on blue.

1874.—Same as above, per/. 1 cent, grey,

15 c. bistre, 25 c. violet, 2| florins, green head in violet frame.

1874. Post Cards.—brief kaart, kartoe pos alamat, with

stamp to right, all in fancy border. 5 c. violet on buff, 5 c. x 5 c.

reply paid, same.

DUTCH WEST INDIES.

See Curacao and Surinam. The annexed cut

represents a very rare stamp or essay long known
as Dutch Guiana. There is very little doubt

however but that it is an essay. Had it ever

been used it is probable that its exact locality

would long ago have been settled ; should it ever find a resting-

place, I imagine the settlements in the island of New Guinea
might claim it.
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ECUADOR

1865.—Arms in pearled circle : see cut. Col.

imp. rect, J real (medio) blue, 1 rl. (un) yellow,

1 rl. yellow on blue.

1866.— Arms, as cut, two

vars. I. Arms in oval ; II. Arms
in circle. Col. imp. rect. 4

reales (cuatro) scarlet, pink.

1873-—Arms in pearled circle. Col. imp.

rect. per/. \ real (medio) blue, 1 peso rose.

1873.—Arms in shield after style of costa

rica, on lined ground. Col. imp. rect. per/. 1 real, orange.

EGYPT.

1866.—Various Arabesque designs bearing

values at angles, surcharged in black, with sl||

Arabic inscriptions. Col. imp. rect. Im. and \

per/, wmk. pyramid. 5 paras, sage, 10 p.

brown, 20 p. blue, J^^iastre^ lilac, 2 pe. yellow,

5 pe. rose, 10 pe. slate.

1867.—Sphinx in front

of pyramid: see cut. Col. imp. 4 types

each, oblong, per/, wmk. pyramid. 5 paras

yellow, 10 paras, violet, 20 paras, green,

1 piastre red, 2 pe. blue, 5 pe. brown.

1872.—Sphinx at side

of pyramid, as cut. Col.

imp., oblong, par/, wmk. star, and crescent. 5

paras, brown,JLOjd. mauve, 20 p. blue, 1 piastre,

red, 2 pe. yellow, 2J pe. violet, 5 pe. green.

FALKLAND ISLANDS.

1871. —Type-set oblong, as cut; hand-otamped

on envelopes ; black.

Remarks.—This is a mark used for prepaid envelopes,

and, if others of a like class are admissihle, cannot be rejected by any
consistent collector.

FALKLAND

PAID.

ISLANDS.
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FEKNANDO PO.

1869-—Type of Spain, as cut. Col. imp.

rect. per/. 20 cent, d'escudo, brown.

1872.—Type of Cuba, 1871 ; surcharged,

with crown and name of colony in black.

Col. imp. rect. per/. 50 cents de peseta,

green.

FIJI ISLANDS.

1870.—Fiji Times Express, numeral in

centre, black on rose, roulette perforation,

oblong. 1, 3, 6, 9 p.; 1 sh.

1871.—Crown over C.

R. (Cacabau Rex), as cut

;

each value differs. Col.

imp. rect. per/. 1 p. blue, 3 p. green, 6 p.rose.

1872-—Same, surcharged in black, with new
value in cents. Im. and per/. 2 cents blue,

6 cents green, 12 cents rose.

Remarks.—Higher values have been announced as bearing portrait
of the King, but I am without specimens at the date of publication.

TIMES

^
£ 1

CO

PENNY. V': **&

FINLAND.

1845. Envelope.—Lion with sabre and seven stars in

crowned shield, post-horn each side, porto stempel arched

above, all in thick linear upright oval, value in scroll below.

Col. imp. large upright. 10 kopek, black, rose; 20 k. rose,

black.

1856- Envelope.—Same arms, post-horns below, value each

side in linear transverse oval. Col. imp. large transverse oval.

5 kopek blue, . 1,0 k. rose, 20 k. black.

1856.—Same as envelope, but on thinner

paper, never laid. 5 kopek, blue (2 dies), 5 k.

blue on thin blue, 10 k. rose (2 dies), 10 k.

rose on thin blue, 20~E blackT^ /

1860.—Same arms : see cut. Col. imp.

on tinted paper, serpentine per/, rect. 5 kopek,

blue, 40 kopek, rose.
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I860. Envelope.—Same type.

7 stars in shield, 5 k. blue, 10 k. rose.

8 stars in shield, 5 k. indigo (coarse lines), 10 k. rose.

1866.— Same, different currency, black, imp. serp. per/.

8 pennia, green, 10 pennia, amber, 10 pen. brown on lilac (error).

1866-—Same as last, coarser ground: see

cut. Colour on colour, serp. perf.

5 pen. brown on lilac.

20 pen. blue on blue.

40 pen. rose on rose.

1867-—Same arms, same r»

inscription, etc.: see cut. Col. 5

imp. serp. perf.
p

1 mark, brown. ?

rw -_rv/-\rvA/v;

1872. Envelope.—Same type as adhesive. ?

20 pennia, blue, 40 pen. rose.

1871. Post Card. KORRESPONDANS KORT d-^-^-ruyru^

for Finland, Till, Bestammelseort, and instructions, stamp as

adhesive in left upper angle, all in frame; 3 dies. 8 pen.

green on buff, and on greenish yellow.

1873. Polyglot Post Card.—As last, korrespondanskort
for Finland, in three languages, and instructions same ; two
types—I. second line in Gothic type, II. second line in ordinary

type. 8 pen. green on buff.

Remarks.—The early envelopes of this province are now of extreme
rarity ; indeed the 10 k. black and 20 rose, which were the first issued,

are nearly unique, and are said to have been stamped in the left lower
angle of the envelope; the others, of 1845 and 1856, being printed as a
seal on the flap. On the introduction of the 1860 envelopes, the old stock

of the others was used up, the old stamps being crossed out by pen-strokes,

and the new ones printed in the left-hand upper corner. There are many
interesting varieties amongst all the issues, which may well engage the
attention of the collector ; but it is a difficult country to make up. All

the varieties of type, etc., are illustrated in fac-simile, and elaborately

described in The Philatelical Catalogue.

Jprtoate Local Post.

Helsingfors. 1860 (?).

—

stads post on oblique solid band

;

arms in circle above ; numerals in circle below, on tesselated
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ground, in rect. frame ; kaupungin above, posti

below ; value at sides ; numerals in each angle.

Col. imp. rect. 10 pennia, green with red circles.

1866-8-— stads post on solid oblique ser-

ated band ; numeral each side, on tesselated

ground : see cut. Col. imp. oval ; serp. perf.

10 pennia, green with rose band, bistre with

blue band.

1870.—Numerals in oval containing value : fiQC^
'"' '"-"-^^

see cut. Bicol. imp. rect. serp. perf.

jjQ_jjejjnia^j3LR]f green, half red.

Tammerfors. 1866.—Value
in solid oblique band on shield :

see cut. Col. imp. oval.

12 pennia, green with blue

band.

FKANCE.

1849-50. Republic—Head of Liberty (see

cut) finely engraved. Col. imp. rect. Tinted

paper. 10 centimes, yellow-bistre, 15 c. grjeen,

20 c. blac£7 2CTc7 blue (error),JlBj^lue^J^^
vermilion ; 1 franc^vermilion, claret .

1852. Presidency.— Same
as last, but head of Napoleon
III. 10 centimes, yellow-bistre, 25 c. blue,

1853 - 60. Empire. — Same as last, but

empire francais at top. Imperf. and perf. on

tinted papers. 1 centime, olive (1860), J5_c.

green, 10 c. yellow, 20 c. blue, 25 c. blue,

40 c. orange, 80 c. rose (18G0).

Remarks.—These three sets of stamps are thoroughly historical,

marking the career of the late Emperor as has heen frequently pointed
out; and the succeeding , series shows him in the zenith of his power,
appropriately crowned with laurels. Many curiosities of colour and per-

foration-may be found in the series for 1853-60. Perforation was adopted
in 1862, after many private firms had initiated the system for their own
convenience. Of these there are many sorts ; notably a very large one
used by Susse freres, and therefore termed La Susse; and the percage du
Grand Hotel, which is a roulette perforation. These are much sought
after on the Continent.

D
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3BjEEjEg3EEBP

1863-70.—Laureated head of Napoleon III, as cut. Col.

^jw^nrv-^-o- imp. on tinted payer, rect. per/.

IgM^^S^ 1 c. olive (1870), 2 c. chestnut,

\ 4 c. grey, 5 c. green (1871).

1867-68.—Laureated head,

as cut. Col. imp. on tinted pa-

c per, perf. 10 c. bistre - yellow,
' 20 c. blue, 30 c. brown, 40 c.

orange, 80 c. rose.

1868.—Eagle in crowned shield, as cut.

ijj Col. imp. large rect. perf. 2 centimes,

lilac, rose, blue.

1870.

Same head :

see cut.

i Col. imp.,
tinted paper,

large oblong.

fr^Jilac.

Remarks.—Specimens of the 30 c. laureated are often catalogued as

showing the head on ground of horizontal lines instead of solid colour;

but the effect is only due to bad printing, and cannot be traced to any
difference in the die. The same effect may be found on the current Aus-
trians, and it may be equally traced to the same cause.

1870. Republic. Bordeaux -printed, Lithograph.

—

^ ^ Head of Liberty imitating the 1863 laureated.

Col. imp. on tinted, imperf. and rouletted.

1 c. olive, 2 c. chestnut, 4 c. grey.

1870.—Head of Liberty imitating the 1849
Republic. Col. imp. on tinted, rect. imperf.

and rouletted. . 5 c. green. .10, c. dull yellow,

20 c. blue (3 dies), 30 c. brown, 40 c. ver-

milion, yellow, 80 c. carmine.

1870-72. Republic. Paris-printed, fine die.—Same as

both above types. Col. imp. on tinted. Im. and perf. 1 c.

olive, 2 c. chestnut, 4 c. grey, 5 c. green, 10 c. dull yellow,

15 c. dull yellow, 20 c. blue, 25 c. blue, 30 c. brown, 40 c.

orange, 80 c. rose.
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SEnpaito letter labels.

1859-—Value and a percevoir in lettered frame, postes

chiffre taxe postes. Col. imp. square. 10 c. black.

1863-72.—Same design. Col. imp. square.

15 c. black, 25 c. black, 40 c. blue, 60 c. dull

yellow.

1873. Post Card.— carte postale. Fancy
borders of several types and varieties, as under,

with place for stamps. Black imp.

I. Border with inner line (10 a), white. Same, prix 10

centimes in centre, buff.

II. Different border, with outer line (15 c.) white.

III. Cord in frame, prix 10 or 15 centimes in centre. 10 c.

buff, 15 c. white.

FKENCH COLONIES.
1860-65.—Eagle under crown on lines, in solid lettered

circle colonies de l' empire franc,ais and value, ornament in

angles. Col. imp. square. 1 centime, olive; 5 c. green, 10 c.

dull yellow, 20 c. blue, 40 c. vermilion, 80 c. rose.

Remarks.— Since 1872 imperforate stamps of the Empire and Ee-
public have been supplied to the colonies.

GAMBIA.
1869.—Embossed head of Queen, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. 4 p. brown, 6 p. blue.

GEBMANY.
Boxthtxn states of t&e CJmrn anti ^Tapis

Postal SEnion.

1852.—Numeral on various grounds of engine-turned lines,

within rect. rustic frame, shield bearing numeral and post-horn

over it at each angle, freimarke above, value below deutsch-

oestr postverein. thuen und taxis at sides. Black, imp.

square. J silbgr. chestrru. ^0^41^58^ i sgr. sea-

peen , 1 sgrrdark blu1?7i£=blue, 2 sgr. rose, 3 sgr. yellow.

1859-—Same. Col. imp. \

blue, 2 sgr. rose, 3 sgr. marone.

sgr. red, green, 1 sgr.
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1859-—Numeral on tesselated ground of smaller numerals
within four ornamental rounded labels, separated by post-horns

in circles above shield bearing numerals. Col. imp. rect. 5 sgr.

lilac, 10 sgr. orange-yellow.

1862-—Same as second issue, fresh colours. Im. and rouletted.

i sgr. black (1864), i sgr. green, \ sgr. orange, 1 sgr. rose,

2 sgr. blue, 3 sgr. brown.

1861. Envelopes.—Embossed numeral, as

cut, stamped to right of envelope, with lilac in-

scription across ; oval. \ sgr. orange, 1 sgr. rose,

2 sgr. blue, 3 sgr. brown.

1862-65- Envelopes.—Same, with inscrip-

tion same colour as stamp. \ sgr. black (1865),

\ sgr. orange, 1 sgr. rose, 2 sgr. blue, 3 sgr. brown.

^out^em states of tfjrSTfmnt anil dTarig Postal 5Emon»

1852.—Numeral on various circular grounds of engine-turned

lines, encircled by lettering as on northern stamps, and four

post-horns, rustic frame with numerals. Black, imp. square.

Jkreuzer, sea-green ; 3 kr. indigo, sky-blue, 6_kr. rose, 9 kr.

yellow.

1859.—The same. Col. imp. 1 kr. green, 3 kr. blue, 5 kr.,

rose, 9 kr. yellow.

1859-—Numerals on tesselated ground of

smaller numerals: see cut. Col. imp. square.

15 kr. lilac, 30 ki\ orange.

1862. — Same as second

issue, fresh colours. Im. and
rouletted. 3 kr, rose, 6 krT blue,

9 kr. brown.

1861. Envelopes.—Embossed numeral, as

cut, with lilac inscription across, octagonal.

2 kr. yellow, 3 kr. rose, 6 kr. blue, 9 kr. brown.

1862. Envelopes.—Same as last, inscription same colour

as stamp, octagonal. 1 kr. green (1865), 2 kr. yellow, 3 kr.

rose, 6 kr. blue, 9 kr. brown.
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jftort!) German Confederation.

1868.—Numeral on fancy

ground within lettered oval, or

circle and oak leaves, etc. : see

cuts. Col. imp. rect. perf.

North, in circle,_J_-gTO.^xioleti

3 gr0 - gi'een, £ gro. orange, 1

gro. rose, 2 gro. blue, 3 gro.

bistre, 4- gro. rose (error)

;

South, in oval,

1 kr. green, 2 kr. orange, 3 kr. rose, 7 kr. blue, 18 kr. bistre.

1868- Envelopes.— Embossed, as adhesive, to right of

envelope, with black inscription above. 1 gros. rose^ 3 kr. rose.

1868. Utilized Envelopes of Prussia, Brunswick,
Mecklenburg -Strelitz, Oldenburg, and Saxony.—Adhe-
sive stamp stuck over embossed stamp of envelope, and the

whole surcharged with a large square consisting of minute
repetitions of value, etc., in grey. 1 gros. rose and grey, 2 gros.

blue and grey, 3 kr. rose and grey.

1868. Newspaper Bands.
green, 1 kr. green.

Same as adhesive. gro.

1869. Parcel Stamps, kww— Numeral on tesselatedb^

ground of repeated value,
'

as cuts. Col. imp. obi. perf.

10 gros. grey, 30 gros. blue.

•_n_n_rti

1870. Post Card ; no
Stamp. NORD-DEUTSCHER

postgebiet correspondenz-karte, six paragraphs of instruc-

tions, all type-set, 5 varieties. Black on buff.

1870. Official Stamps—Figure in oc-

tagon (see cut), in black on ground formed of

minute repetitions of the inscription. Col.

imp. oblong, perf. -L, l, ^, 1, 2_gros. black

on b

oblong, perf. 1 £, 4, 1, 2_gros.
uff; 1,JJL 7 kr. blacFonTuff.

1870. Privileged Envelope of the
Victoria National Invaliden Stiftung.—
Type of adhesive embossed, envelope inscribed as above. J gr.

green on white.
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GEKMAN EMPIEE.
1871-—Arms embossed on white, as cut.

Col. imp. per/.
_J^ groschen, lilac, J gr. green,

B 2 §Lr - orailge > 1 gr- rose, 2 gr. blue, 5 gr.

|f| ; stone ; 1 kreuzer, green, 2 kr. orange, 3 kr.

rose, 7 kr. blue, 18 kr. stone.

1871. Envelope.—Embossed, as adhesive,

in right corner of envelope. 1 gr. rose, 3 kr.

rose.

1871. Newspaper Band.—Embossed, as adhesive. J gr.

green, 1 kr. green.

1871. Parcel Stamps.—Same type as same stamps for

North German Confederation. Col. imp. obi. perf. lO gros. grey ?

30 gros. blue.

1871. Post Card, no Stamp.— correspondenz karte,
name and arms, five types, viz. :— I. Inscription in one line.

II. Inscription in two lines. III. Same, eagle with streamers

;

black on buff, large card ; black on buff (IV. & V.), small card.

1872. Post Card, no Stamp.—post karte, name and arms
with streamers, with and without instructions. Black on buff,

small card, five varieties in setting up.

1872. (Adhesive).—Type as before, but shield large, and
streamers to crown. Col. imp. perf. same colours as 1 87 1 . \, \, ^, 1

,

2, 5 groschen; 1, 2, 3, 7, 18 kreuzer. 2^ gr. brown, 9 kr. brown.

1872. Envelopes.—i fc J, 1, 2, % 5gr.; 1, 2,~3, 7, 9, 18 kr.

Remarks. —The above are printed to order on envelopes of any colour

without inscription, and can only be procured in quantities. The 1 gr.

and 3 kr. are the only ones supplied at post offices ; formerly with insoripti >n

across, but now without. The same remarks apply to the bands and cards.

1872. Band.—j gr^, 1 kr., both green.

1872. Reply Card/ no Stamp.— correspondenz karte,

with name and arms with streamers, type-set, in four varieties.

Black on rose ; double.

1873. Post Card (with Stamp).— post

karte and name, with stamp in right corner (see

cut), all in engraved frame. Col. imp. % gr. and

2 kr., brown on buff.

1873. Reply Paid Card.—As above, but

different frame ; double card. Col. imp. J x ^
gr. and 2x2 kr., brown on buff.
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1872. Privileged Envelopes — I. the
VICTORIA NATIONAL INVALIDEN STIFTUNG.

II. kaiser wilhelm's stiftung (3 kinds).

Embossed type of adhesive. J groschen, green.

1874.—Type of 1872 surcharged with

value in centre in large black numerals.

2J gr., brown.

Remarks.—The "Privileged Envelopes" were allowed to pass the

post without any further charge than ^ gr., however large the package,

so that it is not surprising to find some of the envelopes are nearly two
feet Ions: ! The " Kreuzer " series of adhesives, bands, cards, etc., are for

use in South Germany, where a different currency is used.

GEEAT BBITAIK

April 27, 1840. Envelope.—Emblematical and extraor-

dinary design, representing Britannia despatching angels to

benighted beings at the uttermost parts of the globe ; space

left for address ; postage and full value at base ; W. Mulready,
r.a., in left lower angle, John Thompson in right; 4J x 3£
inches. Col. imp. Silk threads in paper.

A. Value in fancy italic capitals

—

One penny, black, envelope.

„ „ cover (or letter sheet).

B. Value in capitals slanting backwards

—

Twopence, blue, envelope.

„ „ cover (or letter sheet).

Remarks.—This, being the father of postage stamps, has required a
somewhat longer description. The design is not had, hut is incongruous,
and it is not surprising that it was extensively caricatured on its appear-
ance ; still, as it was the earliest effort in stamp engraving, we should
regard it with unflinching respect, and not gauge it by too high a
standard. After all, the design cost a good deal of money, £1.000 being
the sum stated to have been paid for it, which cannot be termed cheap by
any one who has a strict regard for truth.

May 6, 1840.—Profile of Queen to left, on engine-turned

ground, postage above, full value below. Col. imp. rect. wmk.
crown. 1 penny black, 2 p. blue.

Jan. 1, 1841.— 1 p. red, 2 p. white line above and below
head, blue.

Jan. 29, 1841. Envelope.—Embossed profile of Queen to

left in lettered engine-turned oval, postage and full value above

head, oval, silk threads in paper. 1 penny, rose.
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April 29, 1841. Envelope.— As last, postage and full

value below head, silk threads. 2 pence dark blue, sky-blue.

1847, etc. Octagonal Adhesives.—Embossed profile of

Queen to left in lettered engine-turned oct., postage and full

value. Col. imp. oct. silk threads. (Oct. 1848) 10 p. brown,
(Sept. 1847) 1 sh. green.

March, 1854. Octagonal—As last, fancy oct. Col. imp.

oct. wmh. V.R.
J3jp.

lilac and deep violet.

Note.—The above have been described somewhat diffusely, being im-
portant as embracing the earliest specimens of postage stamps, both
surface -printed and embossed. The succeeding issues I have grouped
together without description, as there can be no difficulty in identifying

them.

1855. Envelopes.—Embossed profile of

Queen, various shapes, dated, lp. (2 dies)

^ pink, 2 p. blue, 3 p. (1859) rose, 4 p. red,

6 p. lilac, 1 sh. green : see cut.

(Adhesives) Four letters in angles.

—

Type of 1840, perf. Wmh. large crown.

July, 1858, 2 p. blue; June, 1864, 1 p.

rose.

1855-56. No letters in angles.—Wmh. garter (4 p.), or

four flowers. 4 p. rose and on blue, 6 p. lilac, 1 sh. green.

1862. Small letter in each angle.
4 p. red, 6, 9 p. 1 sh.

1865. Large letters in angles.— Wmh. same,

9 p. 1 sh.

1867. Large letters.

10 p. 1 sh. 2 sh. 5 sh.

Wmh.

Wmh. same. 3 p.

3,^4, 6,

see cuts. 3, 6, 9,

Inifcim^yci
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prtTJW-JWW

dark

1870. Newspaper Wrapper : see cut.

no date (1871), green.

1870. PostCard.—Large and small size. £p
lilac on buff.

1870.—j p. rose,
1-fr

p. rose : see cuts.

1872.—-Sexagon frame to head. 6 p.

brown, yellow-brown, 6 p. (1873) grey.

1873.

—

Large letters in octagonal corners. 3 p. 1 sh^

1872- Envelope. — Embossed profile in three-sided oval.

1£ p. pink : see cut.

Remarks.—The above envelopes of l-|d., 3d., 4<L, 6d., and Is. were
never issued to the post offices, and are only attain-

able in quantities by persons sending their own
paper to Somerset House to be stamped, a fee being
charged in addition to the facial value on each size

of paper stamped. There are numerous varieties

existing, showing two values,

stamped on one paper to represent
compound values; viz., 56.., 7d.,

8d, 10d., 1/1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/6,

and 2/-. The impression of stamps
on tinted paper is now forbidden.

—Embossed design,

1872. Private Post Card.
as cut. J p. pink on white.

GKANADA.
I. 0ranaiia Confederation*

1859.—Arms in shield in beaded circle, oct. lettered frame,

con fed. granadina, correos nacionales
;
ground of vertical

lines bearing large numeral twice. Col. imp. oct. 5 centavos

brown-grey, lilac, 10 c. yellow, 20 c. dark blue, sky blue.
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I860-—Nearly same, small numerals on ground of waved
lines. Col. imp. oct. 2^ centavos green, 5 c. lilac, blue, 10 c.

orange, red-brown, yellow, 20 c. blue ; 1 peso rose, 1 p. rose on
blue.

Remarks.—Most excellent counterfeits, transferred by lithography

from the original stamps, have been made of these issues, notably of the
1 peso. The colours of all these stamps vary wonderfully; the most
prominent have been selected for description.

II. SRniteii states of Beto <£raita*a.

1861-—Arms in shield in lettered oval, estados unidos de
nueva granada, with nine stars in rect. lettered frame, correos
nacionales, value below, spandrels lined. Col. imp. large rect.

2J centavos black, 5 c. buff, yellow, 10 c. blue, 20 c. red ; 1 peso

rose-pink.

Remarks.—I have seen forgeries of the 2| and 20 c. produced by the
process above which could hardly be told from the originals.

III. SHnitetr states of ColomMa.

1862.—Copy of the 1860 type, but e. u. de Colombia on left

side, and 9 stars on the waved ground instead of numerals. Col.

imp. oct. 10 centavos bright blue, blue-grey, 20 c. rose, 50 c.

dark green, pale green, 1 peso lilac, 1 p. lilac on blue.

Remarks.—This series contains the rarest of the Granadas, the 20 c.

rose and the peso on blue being quite unattainable ; no specimens of either

1861 or 1862 are otherwise than rare, however. The various States were
federated together in June, 1858, as the Granada Confederation; these in

1861 became of the United States of New Granada, and on the 20th of

September of the same year they were altered to the United States of

Colombia, their present designation. All these show alterations in the
constitution of the country, each marked by stamps which become his-

toric in their associations.

1863.—Arms in shield, with branches at sides,

and nine stars in an oval form above ; all on white

ground in lettered oct. frame, inscribed as 1862 :

see cut. Col. imp. oct. 5 centavos buff, 5 c. star

after value, 10 c. blue, 10 c. blue on blue (dot and

no dot after figures), 20 c. red, 50 c. green, 50 c.

green on blue, 50 c. star after value, green on blue,

20 c. green (error), 50 c. red (error).

Remarks.—This issue has also been forged by means of a lithographic

transfer, and the unattainable errors are comparatively common in an
unused state at forgeries. They lack the clearness of originals.

CENI,
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1864.—Same as 1863, but on solid ground,

and angles ornamented. Col. imp. rect. 5 c.

yellow, 10 c. blue, 20 e. red, 50 c. green, 1 peso

lilac.

1865.—Arms with condor : see cut. Col. imp.

rect. 5 c. yellow, 10 c. violet, 50 c. large and
small letters, green, 1 peso rose, 1 p. vermilion.

1865.—Types as above. Col. imp. 1 c. (Journal) rose, 2£ c.

(Unpaid) black on lilac, 5 c. A (Anotados, ''value declared")

black, 5 c. 11 (Rejistro, " Registered ") black.

1865. Sobre Porte.—Extra postage, various designs : see

cuts, lilack imp. rect. and oct. 25 c. blue, 50 c. (oct.) yellow,

1 peso, rose.

1865. " Cubiertas," or Registration labels. — Flag

;

lettered, and like large illustration to 1867 ; value each side in

yellow letters and frame, with brown centres, flag to right,

coloured yellow, blue, and rose, large lithographed design to

receive address, bicol. imp. in yellow and brown ; flag in three

colours. 25 c. "sin contenido," 50 c. "con contenido."

Remarks.—These are placed over the backs of the letters, and
respectively represent Registration without and with declaration of value.

The stamps A and R probably represent the same thing for inland letters.
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1867-— Types as below. Col.

imp. rect.

-<: mm
Pi
liSI

50 c. green. 1 peso, rose, red.

1887. (?) Stamps for packages
of bullion conveyed by the Post
Office; high value : see cuts. Black

iw%3 sISEKitP
t'lfc^Hss

\iliwIsastestsssslro
rn^^^^'P

5 PESOskj

imp. on glazed paper. 5 pesos green,

10 pesos, bright red.

1867. Cubierta.—Flag to left, lettering arranged differently

to last cubiertas, flag coloured as last, but remainder of impres-

sion is black : see cut above, which shows upper half of design
;

lower half is lithographed wavy pattern for address, marked
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Remise in text. Size 2% x 5£ in. 50 c. black, flag in three

colours.

1867. Official Cubierta.—Type-set inscription in five lines,

ESTADOS UNIDOS DE COLOMBIA. SERVICIO DE CORREOS NACIONALES.

certificado, etc. All with in fancy frame. Black on blue, 3

by 5 inches.

1868-70.—Arms with condor, as below. Col. imp. rect.

m
5 c. yellow (1868).

50c. green (1870).

10 c. mauve (1868).

. Remarks.—A set of Sobre Porte
stamps is quoted, but which have
lately been regarded with grave
suspicion, and there can be little

doubt but that they are entirely

false. They may be briefly dis-

tinguished and described as being
on ground of coarse lines. The
values are 25 c. flesh, 50 c. .green,

1 peso, pale blue, and the design is

a mere outline : see cuts below.

1870. Stamps for

Packages.-High values

:

see cut. Black imp. large

rect. glazed paper. 5 p.

green, 10 p. bright red.

1870.—New type, as

cut. Col. imp. rect. 5 c.

yellow.

ran
l peso, red (1870).
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1870.—Types as below. Black imp. 2£ c. (unpaid) lilac,

5 c. A (Anotados) white, 5 c. R. (Rejistro) white, 25 c. Sobre

Porte, blue.

1871. Official Cubierta.—Similar lettering to the official of

1867, with value added to second line, all in plain border with

ornaments at angles, type-

set. Black imp. Size 3f- x

2£ inch. Medio (^) peso,

green.

1871-—Arms, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. 1 c. green, 1 c.

(1872) rose.:

1872.—Numeral, as cut. Col. imp. rect. 2 c. brown.

GREECE.

1861.—Profile of Mercury, as cut. Col. imp.

rect., on tinted paper.

A. Neck very finely shaded ; Paris-printed.

B. Neck coarsely shaded; Athens- printed,

with numerals at back of stamp, except 1 and
2 lept.

Paris.— 1 lept. dark brown, 2 1. yellow-bistre, 5 1. green,

10 1. orange^ (large figures at back), 20 1. blue, 40 1. lilac,

SO 1. rose.

Athens. 1862.— 1 lept. brown, 2 1. dull bistre, 5 1. green
(figure of two sizes), 10 1. orange, 20 1. blue, 40 1. lilac, 40 1.

dull lake (186G), 40 1.
" solferino (1872), 80 1. rose.
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><GRENADA£i GKENADA.

I860.—Portrait of Queen, as cut. Col.

imp. perf. ; no wmk. and star.

J_jDj_green.

6 p. rose, vermilion (1866).

GKIQUALAKD WEST.

An issue was announced last autumn, and probably has ap- ~
lared; but we have no specimens or information as yet, except '>>

that the design is diamond-shaped.

GUATEMALA.

1871-—Arms in shield (mountains, etc.) under sun, branches

below ; in lettered oval, correos de Guatemala, with full value

;

numerals in lower corners. Col. imp. rect., perf. 1 centavo,

light brown, 5 c. dark brown, 10 c. blue, 20 c. rose.

1872. Provisional-—Type as cut, being

probably a fiscal used during the temporary

want of next series. Col. imp., lithographed,

imperf. 4 reales, blue ; 1 peso, green.

Note.—Other values exist, viz., | rl. brick, 2 r.

orange, 2 pesos, rose ; but I am not aware that they

have ever been used for postage. All the values differ

somewhat in the shield and ground. It is not posi-

tively known, however, whether they are fiscals ; but they do not bear

the word correos, and similar designs have been known five years, which
have been regarded as dubious
essays. One thing is certain,

however, that specimens of

both 4 rs. and 1 peso have paid
the postage on letters direct

from Guatemala.

1872.— Types as cut.
jj

Col. imp. perf. 4 reales,
\

violet ; 1 peso, yellow.
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HAMBURG.

Jan. 1, 1859.—Numeral on arms, as cat. Col. imp. wmk.
undulations, imperf. and perf. 1864- _§ schil-

ling, black, 1 sch. brown, 2sch. red, 72'f's'ch, ^
v"^

(1867), grey, green>_ 3 sch. blue (1865), ultra- b

marine, 4 sch. yellow-green, 7 sch. orange, s

lilac, 9 sch. yellow. E

1864. — Numeral with
\

name arched, as cut. Wmk. r-

same. Im. and perf. lj sch.

grey, brown, mauve.

^

1864.—Numeral as last, but in rect. frame

;

name straight. Col. imp. rect. perf. wmk.
2|- sch. dark^green, yellow-green.

1866-—Embossed numeral, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. perf. li sch. mauve, \\ sch. rose.

1868. Local.—norddeut-
SCHER POSTBEZIRK STADT

POST BRIEF HAMBURG : See

cut. Issued by the North
German Confed. P.O. Col.

imp. rect. perf. No value. Brown lilac.

1866. Envelopes.—Embossed numeral, as

cut. Col. imp. oct.,. stamped to right, and
with envelope inscription above. \ sch. black,

\\ sch. violet, \\ sch. rose, 2 sch. orange,

3 sch. blue, 4 sch. bright green, sea-green,

7 sch. lilac.

^tf ml i i 9Remarks.—These envelopes were first issued

without watermark, hut in 1867 the \, 2, 3, and 4 sch.

"bore a large castle over the face of the envelope. The local stamps of

Hamer, Scheerenheck, Krantz, Lafrenz, and Vandiemen, are purposely

omitted, as it is not known which are genuine.
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HANOVER
May 15, 1849. Bestellgeld-frei Cover or Letter-sheet.

For free delivery to residence of receiver.—bestellgeld-frei in

left lower .corner of folded sheet, at reverse of which are inscrip-

tions in black. Col. imp., type-set. Black (3 pf.), blue (3 pf.).

Dec. 16, 1850. Bestellgeld-frei Envelope.—bestellgeld-
frei at each side, forming part of fancy frame, in black ; fancy

design at back, following shape of envelope, and with instruc-

tions ; on face, in left lower corner, small blue round hand-

stamp, bestellgeld-frei encircling post-horn. Two varieties

of frame. Black, with the blue hand-stamp, on yellow.

Remarks.—The above were, of course, local for the town of Hanover,
and were the earliest attempts at prepaid postage. The first adhesive
stamp was issued ten days before the last-mentioned envelope; but a
general series did not occur until August, 1851, as hereinafter set forth.

Dec. 1, 1850.—Numeral in shield, like cut,

but shield veined. Black imp. rect. 1 guter-

groschen, blue, wmk. a line round stamp

;

1 g. gr. ( 1 85 tyjrvemjjvmL...l3mArmcIl£&*~

Aug. 1, 1851.—Numeral in solid shield,

as cut. Black imp., wmk. two branches.

r-jfe thaler, crimson, salmon : yL thaler, blue;
-jL thaler, yellow.

1856-—Same, covered by coloured net. Black imp. on white.

Wmk. two branches. 1 g. gr. .green,, gW th- rojBg^kJjLJ^
y
1
^- th. yellow, t

3
q- th. variety fine net, yellow.

1853.—Numeral, with pfennige in curve below, and Hanno-
ver above, under crown, on vertically lined oval, lettered scroll

following oval above, bin drittel silbergroschen, within linear

frame. Col. imp. rect.

A. Without net. Wmk. branches. 3 pfennige, rose.

B. 1856. With grey or black net. Same wmk. 3 pf. rose.

0. 1859- Without net. Without wmk. 3 pf. rose.

D. 1863. Same ; lettered drei zehntel sgr. 3 pf. green.

1857. Envelopes.—Embossed profile of King George to

left, in lettered engine-turned oval ; hannover above, full value

below, with numeral. Col. imp. oval. 1 guter-groschen, green;

1 silbergroschen, rose ; 2 sgr. blue, 3 sgr. yellow.

E
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1858- Envelopes.—Same, different currency, and numeral
at sides. Col. imp. oval. 1 groschen rose, 2 gr. blue, 3 gr. yellow.

1858. Bestellgeld-frei Envelope.—Embossed post-horn

and trefoil, bestellgeld-frei above, all on solid ground. Col.

imp. round. Green (^ groschen) on buff.

1859.—Profile of King George to left on solid ground in

linear circle, arched value above, hannover curved below on
ground of vertical lines, in linear frame, broken corners. Col.

imp. rect. Im. and per/. 1 groschen rose, 2 gr. blue^ 3 gr.

yellow, 3 gr. (1861) brown, 10 gr. (1861) green.

1861. Bestellgeld-frei Envelope. — Embossed horse

bestellgeld-frei above, all on solid ground. Col. imp. round

;

stamped to left and to right. Green (J groschen) on buff.

1860.—Post-horn and crown, hannover above, value below,

in linear frame, broken corners. Col. imp. rect. Im. and perf.

\ groschen black.

Remarks.—Of the 1856 series many fantastic varieties exist of small

and sideways net, hut they are essays, the ^ thaler being the only stamp
ever used for postage. The series has also been reprinted, in 1864, but the

reddish gum employed up to 1861 is a test for originals, the reprints

bearing white gum.

HELIGOLAND.
1867.— Embossed profile of Queen (as

cut) in two colours, green and rose, rect.

rouletted.

J schilling, rose spandrels, rest green.

~l
~

green ,, „ rose.

2
"^""~

rose frame, rest green.
,

6 ,, green ,, ,, rose.

1873. -Same ; spandrels white ; bicol. imp. rect. perf.

\ schilling, head on green, frame rose.

\ „ (error) „ rose, frame green.

head and sides rose, ends green.

head on rose, frame green.Tt-1
1873. Post Card, no Stamp.—Heligoland post-office

post card—post-karte, type-set. Black on buff.

1873- Post Card, no Stamp.—Same, German inscriptions,

type-set. Black on blue.
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HOLLAND.

Jan. 1, 1852.—Profile of William III. to right on lines in

linear oval, with florid ornaments, post-zegel along top edge,

value on lines in lower angles. Col. imp. rect. _5_jcents blue,

10 c. rose, 15 c. orange.

May 12, 1864-65.—Profile to right, as cut

rect. perf. Ji cents blue, 10 c

rose, 15 c. orange.

imp.

1867-68. — Profile to left,
)

as cut. Col. imp. perf. 5 c.

blue, 10 c. rose, 15 c. chestnut,

20 c. dark green, 25_c. violet,

5 a, gold .

1869-70.—-Lion in crowned shield, as cut.

perf. ^ c. brown, 1 c. black,

1 c. green,
1
J c. rose, 2 c. buff

,

2 J c. violet.

Col. imp. rect.

1870. Unpaid Letter
Stamps.—Numeral on white

in circle, te betalen port, as

cut. Col. imp. rect. 5 cent.
£

brown on buff, 10 c. rose on blue. uiiJ^

1871. Post Card.—briefkaart. Centre of 1869 stamp,

nederland above, with value below, in right corner, nota and
instructions below, all in Greek frame. 2£ c. mauve on buff,

2£ c. mauve, no stamp ; 2| c. brown-violet stamp, mauve
frame (1873, Provisional).

1872—-2i c. brown-violet, without nota or instructions

;

2£ x 2 A- c. reply paid, ditto.

1872-73. (Adhesives).—Head of king to left on lines in

dotted circle, lettered scrolls, nederland above with crowned
shields, value and branches below. Col. imp. rect. perf. .5 c.

.blue, 10 c. rose, 15 c. yellow-brown, 20 c. green, 25 c. violet

(iiot- iouued yuiy, 50 c. buff.
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1872.—Same design, much enlarged, and
different ornaments, lettering reversed.

2 gulden 50 cents, blue centre, rose frame.

1874 International Post Cards.

briefkaart. Type of adhesive iu right

hand corner, all in Greek frame.

5 c. blue on buff, 5 x 5 c. reply paid, ditto.

Remarks.—These are for use between Holland and Belgium, and are
at present the only international cards.

HONDUEAS (Eepublic of).

1865-—Pyramid, etc. over waves, as cut, Black
imp. rect. 2 reales, rose ; 2 rs. green.

Remarks.—It is not clear why two colours should
exist. Both have heen known since 1865. Used speci-

'mens generally bear a penstroke only, hut Co'mayagua, in

large black capitals, is not uncommon as a postmark.

HONG KONG.

1862.—Profile of Queen to left, as cut.

Col. imp. rect. No ivmk. and ce. and c. perf.

2 cents, brown : 8 c. yellow, 12 c. blue, 18 c.

lilac, 2-4 c. green, 48 c. rose, 96 c. grey-black.

1863-—Same ; ivmk. cc. and c. 4 c. grey,

6 c. lilac, 30 c. vermilion, 30 c. (1871),

mauve, 96 c. (I860) yellow-brown (obsolete).

HUNGABY.
Nov., 1868. Newspaper

Tax Stamps. — Numerals :

see cuts. Col. imp. square.

1 kr. blue, 2 kr. brown.

1869. Post Card.—Arms
in shield, otherwise precisely

the same as first Austrian card, correspon-

ded karte, 2 kr. yellow on buff; levelezesi lap, and instruc-

tions Hungarian, 2 kr. yellow on buff.
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1871. Adhesives.—Small profile of Francis Joseph on white

in beaded circle, filling upper half of stamp, below Hungarian
arms in shield crowned with lined circles with value, branches

from crown, and rosettes in top angle. Col. imp. rect. per r '.

A. lithographic impression ; B. finely engraved on steel. 2 kr.

yellow, 3 kr. green, 5 kr. rose, 10 kr. blue, 15 kr. brown,
""""225 kr. red-lilac, violet. ZZ~JZ!L*mm-m*^£££2rm

1871. Envelopes.—Same, lithographed, in right corner.

3 kr. green, 5 kixrose, 10 kr. blue, 15 kr. brown.

1871- Journal Stamps.—Post-horn under crown on white

in dotted circle, in fancy rect. frames, spandrels lined, no lettering.

Col. imp. rect. Red (1 kr.) horn to right; same, 1872, to left.

1871. Post Card.

—

levelezesi lap in large capitals, with

correspondenz karte below, same stamp, all within meagre

frame. 2 kr. yellow on buff, two types.

ICELAND.

1873.—Numeral under crown. Col. imp. rect.

wmk. crown, perf. 2 sjdll]ng__blu

skjjcQseLri} sk. brown, 1 6jk^ yellow.,

1873. Official.—Same, lettered differently be-

low. 4 sk. green, 8 sk. lilac.

INDIA.

1854-—Profile of Queen to left on solid ground, name above,

full value below. Col. imp. rect. wmk. arms through sheet.

\ anna red, blue, 1 an. (2 dies) red, 2 an. green.

1854.—Profile of Queen to left on white in dotted circle, in

oct. lettered frame, name above, full value below. Bicol. imp.

oct. wmk. arms through sheet, with and without large wavy
exterior linear border. 4 an. blue head, red frame.

1855.—Profile of Queen on lined ground in lettered oval,

east india postage, and full value, dotted frame. Col. imp.

rect. no wmk., white and blue paper, and elephant's head, wmk.
all perf. J anna blue, 1 an. brown, 2 an. green, flesh, yellow,

4 an. black, 4 an. (1864) green, 8 an. rose. (4 and 8 annas

only are on blued paper.)

1857- Envelopes.—Embossed head of Queen to left in

engine-turned lettered circle, india postage, and value in full

;

round. \ anna blue, 1 an. brown on blue.
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ruaoruv^

I860-—Same head as 1855, in oval, four lettered labels

around, east india postage „_
|L ? and full value, dotted ground, }WM
if? in linear octagon. Col. imp. zmm

\ rect. per/. 8 pies, lilac.

\ 1866-67-—Two new types :

S see cuts. Col. imp. rect. wmk.

t
S elephant's head, per/. 4 an.

tA^vir,^ green, 6 an. 8 pies, slate.

1866. Service.— Ordinary stamps for use

by public officers, except those who had power
to frank, surcharged, word service in black.

Small letters, 8 pies, J, 1, 2, 4, 8 annas.

Large letters, \, 1,2, 4, 8, an., and 6 an. 8 pies.

1866. Service Provisional —Bill stamp,

y^<;as cut, shortened and surcharged, service

two annas in black, or in green. 2 an. lilac

on enamel.

1866. Service Provisional.—Bill stamp, shortened, and
surcharged postage at top in green, in letters of two sizes, perf.

6 an. lilac on enamel.

1868. Service Provisional.—Bill stamps variously sur-

charged in green, as above. \ an. lilac

on tinted paper,

watermark crown.

2, 4, 8 an. lilac on
enamel.

Remarks,—There are many rarities in the ahove list, especially the

£ anna, red, of 1854 : the 4 an. with wavy frame, of the same year; and
the 2 an. green, of 1855. The 2 annas provisional of 1866 is also very
uncommon, and the 1868 series of long stamps has become scarce.
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IONIAN ISLANDS.

1859-—Head of Queen, as cut; no value.

Col. imp. rect. Yellow (| p.), blue (1 p.),

lake (2 p.)

Remarks.—The values of these stamps has usually-

been given as 1, 2, and 4 oholi, but I am not aware on
what particular authority in the first instance. As the

blue bears a watermarked figure 1, and the lake a 2,

1

have come to the conclusion that the values were more likely to be in

British coinage, in accordance with the watermark; the yellow, however,

is on plain paper. These stamps are very rarely seen postmarked, and
are of the extremest rarity, having been obsolete since 1861, when the

islands were ceded to Greece ; unused are not rare however.

ITALY.

J&artoiitja.

Type.—Profile of Victor Emmanuel to right,

in linear oval, as cut. Col. imp. rect.

Jan. 1, 1851.—Head on solid ground, as cut.

5 c. black, 20 c. blue, 40 c. rose.

July 1, 1853-—Whole imp. embossed, on
col. paper. 5 c. green, 20 c. blue, 40 c. rose.

Jan. 1, 1855.—Whole imp. embossed, on white paper;

frame and spandrels solid colour. 5 c. green, 20 c. blue,

40 c. rose.

Jan- 1, 1856-—Head alone embossed, and on white; imperf.

till 1863. 5 c. green, 20 c. blue, 40 c. rose.

1858-60.—Completion of series of 1856. 10 c. dark brown,

in all shades to yellow ; 80 c. yellow ; 3 lire, bronze.

Remarks.—The last series (1856-60) was continued for the entire

kingdom of Italy until 1864, commencing to be used in place of the
"soldi" series of Austria in June 9, 1859, in Milan, and gradually ex-

tending with the progress of the French and Italian army. Monsieur
Levrault says, "that throughout the campaign the French army only
used the postage stamps of France."
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tomtom of 3ftaip.

Jan. 1, 1861. Journal Stamps.—Plain embossed numeral
on white in beaded oval, in lettered frame, with franco bollo

giornali stampe and full value; spandrels waved

;

dotted outer frame. Col. imp. rect. 1 centecimo,

black, 2 c. black, 2 c. (1862) buff.

Jan. 11, 1863.—Type of 1856. 15 c. blue.

Feb. 12, 1863.—Type as cut. 15 c. blue.

1863. Unpaid Letter Stamp.—Value in centre, as cut,

segna tassa. Col. imp. oval.

10 centesimi, orange.

Jan. 1, 1864.— Profile of

Victor Emmanuel II. to left,

as cut, varying frames. Col.

imp. rect. Wmk. crown, per/.

5 centesimi, sage, 10 c. orange-

brown, 15 c. blue, 30 c. brown, 40 c. rose, 60 c. lilac, 2 lire, red.

1864-65. Journal Stamps.—Numeral charged with solid

label bearing full value, as cuts. Col. imp. rect. Wmk. crown,

per/. 1_centecimo, sage, 2 c.
"

¥££±2
red-brown.

1865-—Type of 15 c. 1864;
value obliterated by solid black

line, and new value surcharged
|

in black at angles. 20 c. blue. ;l

(3 varieties.) ESsS?wwvwvYVYttl

1867-—New type, as cut. Col. imp. rect.

per/. 20 cent. blue.

1869. Unpaid Letter
Stamp.—Figure in oval,

as cut. Col. imp. oblong,

per/. 10 cent, orange-
',^̂ ^^^^^m \ brown.

Wmk. crown,

0.10
£A/t o\%
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1870-71.—Numeral on white oval, as cut. Col. imp. obi.

per/. 12 . 5, 10,30,40,
50, 60 c. buff and carmine

;

1, 2 lire, blue and pale

brown.

1874. Post Card.—
CARTOLINA POSTALE, DIECI

centesimi, and arms, stamp
in left corner, head of king on solid ground in oval of large

solid beads, angles ornamented, no lettering or value ; all in

finely-engraved frame. 10 c. brown on buff, 10 x 10 c. brown

on rose. (Reply paid at 15 c. on one half, risposta on other.)

1874. Italian Foreign Offices.—Adhesives, as before, but

without corner ornaments, and surcharged estero (or foreign)

in black in a curve. 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 60 c. 2 lire.

1874. Journal Stamps of Italian Foreign Offices.—
As 1864-65, surcharged estero in curve in black. J^ 2

centesimi.

Remarks.—It is rumoured, as we go to press, that a series of officials

is in preparation. Another semi-postal has just appeared of a large size,

resembling the fiscals, inscribed biglietti di ricognizione postale, value

10 centesimi, deep yellow, perforated. It is for receipts for registered

letters, which are given up on production of the stamp, instead of the

vexatious rule in force when it is not used, of only delivering the letter

into the hands of the person to whom it is addressed.

JAMAICA.

1860.—Laureated profile of Queen (as cut) in various lettered

frames, Jamaica, postage, and full value. Col. imp. ivmk.

1st pine -apple, 2nd 1871 cc.

and crown, per/. 1 penny blue,

2 p. rose, 3 p. (1863) green,

4 p. brick, 6 p. lilac, mauve,
1 sh. yellow - brown, violet-

brown.

1872-— Same, type as cut.

J penny marone.
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JAPAN.

1871-—Design as below. Col. imp. square, imperf. J tenpoe,

brown; 1 tenpoe, indigo; 2 tenpoes, red; 5 tenpoes, blue-green,

yellow-green.

1872.—Same, but centres different, and per/. ji-Sfil!* dark

brown, sage-grey; 1 sen, blue; 2 sens, red; 4 sens, green.

1 tenpoe, Hue. 2 tenpoe, vermilion. 5 tenpoe, green.

\ sen. brown. \ sen. sage-grey.

1873-—Design as cuts annexed, varying in size. Col. imp. rect.

per/. j^_seja,Jbrown-; 1 sen, blue ; 2 sens, vermilion, yellow ;

4 sens, rose ; 10 sens, green ; 20 sens, mauve ; 30 sens, grey.

msmm
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Remarks.—Subjoined is a table of Japanese numerals, which will

enable the reader to construct for himself any number under 1000. Any

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

— = == © s: ^ "c

8 9 10 100

a hj X ^
numeral placed over a 10 multiplies it by the value of tbat numeral; but
if the numeral is under a 10, it is simply added to it.

Thus ~u" equals 20 ; but ^C equals 12.

If we wanted to express (say) 259, we should have to

annexed, or in Japanese characters, as shown ; i.e.

100 X 2 4- 10 X 5 -f 9 = 259. And this will hold
good in any combination. See 521, here illus-

trated: 100 X'5-flOX 2+1=521. The numerals
on the Shanghai and Hong Kong stamps are

identical, although the names are different, as

with figures in European countries. But with
Japan and China the parallel can be pushed even
farther ; for their language is identical on paper
as well as their numerals ; and though a Japanese

and a Chinese would not be able to hold conversation together, yet, if

they put their ideas in writing, they could understand each other perfectly.

This arises from the hieroglyphical nature of their written characters,

and their not having any alphabet properly so-called ; so that their

written characters are independent of dialectic differences.—The above
interesting details are extracted from a lengthy article by the Eev. R. B.

Earee in The Thilatelical Journal for May, 1872.

35: 5

S 100

— o

* 10

— 1

rate it as

2

100 §
5 2C

10 +
9 ft.

LA GTJAIKA, SAN TOMAS, AND PTJEKTO CABELLO.

I. ^HsetJ in or fcettoeen La $*ttaira anti Ptterto CafceUo.

1864.—Steamship to right over value, on

lines : see cut. Col. imp. rect. " Kob* Tod."

£ centavo, white, 1 c. rose, red-lilac, 2 c. green,

3 c. yellow, 4 c. blue.

1864.—Steamship to right over

paquete and full value. Two dies:

1st, small date, as cut; 2nd, larger

date and paquete, etc. Col. imp. rect

ously perf. Medio (j) re

(2) rs. green.

vari-

crimson, lake_; dos
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II. ©self at g>aint C&omas.

1864-—As last ; different colours ; variously perf.

(i) real, blue ; dos (2) rls. yellow.

Medio

1869-—Smaller steamship to the left, full

value above J. a. j. & z. Col. imp. rect. perf.

£ rl. green, 2 rs. rose.

Remarks.—These are all locally used for post-

age between the ports named. The first - noted
series is termed " Robert Tod," after the owner of

the line of mail packets. La Guaira and Puerto
Cabello are the two sea-ports of Venezuela, some
fifty or sixty miles apart, through one or other of

which all letters to or from the interior must pass. The correspondence
for the western part of Venezuela is all sent to Puerto Cabello, whilst La
Guaira sorts all letters for the eastern portion. There are British Packet
Agents at both ports ; so that those who wish to prepay their letters to

England can do so; and these agents represent the British Post Office

generally, and take charge of and distribute all British letters.

LIBERIA.

I860-—Liberty seated, as cut. Col. imp.

rect., without and with outer linear border.

perf.

6 cents, red.

12 c. blue.

24 c. green.

LIVONIA.

1861-—Type as cut; name in circle round ornament; no
value. Col. imp. square. Blue.

1862-66 —Type -set

on fancy groundwork, as

cut. Col. imp. oblong.

Rose (2 kop.), vermilion

(1866, 2 kop.), green

(4 kop.).
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1863-64.—Festooned oval in

green— 1st, blank; 2nd, with

griffin : see cuts. Bicol. imp. rect.

Rose with green centre, 2 kop.

;

rose with griffin on ditto, 2 kop.

Remarks.—The oblong type was
revived in 1866, and then again super-

seded by the green-centred stamp in 1871. So the pale rose oblong and
the stamp with griffin remain rare. The blue circular is quite unattain-
able, and has never before been included in any catalogue.

1872.—Arm holding sword in oval, lettered as usual, and
coloured green ; remainder of stamp bright red. Bicol. imp.

rect. perf. Red and green (2 kop.).

Remarks.—These stamps are strictly local, and are used only in the
"circle" or district of Wenden, in the Government of Livonia, which is

the largest of the Baltic provinces of Russia. Used specimens are ob-
literated by pen and ink.

LUBECK.

'

1857.—Double eagle on dotted ground ; lubeck above, other

three sides encompassed by lettered scroll ; postmarke below,

full value at sides ; solid angles, with large white numerals.

Col. imp. rect. £ schilling, lilac, 1 sch. orange, 2 sch. brown,

2£ sch. rose, 4 sch. green. 2 sch. (error) lettered zwei ein

halb (2£) brown.

1863.—Embossed eagle, as

cut. Col. imp. oval, roulette

perf. £sch. green, 1 sch. orange,

2 sch. rose, 2£ sch. blue, 4 sch.

stone.

1864-66.—New types : see

cuts. 1^ sch. brown (not em-
bossed), 1^-sch. lilac (embossed).

1863-66. Envelopes.—As adhesives, in

right or in left corner of envelope. ^ sch.

green, 1 sch. orange, 1£ sch. (1866) lilac,

2 sch. rose, 2^ sch. blue, 4 sch. brown.

Remarks.—It is curious how such an error as

that above catalogued could have occurred. There
are a couple of them, too, on the sheet, and side by
side. One series of these stamps bore curious little

roses scattered through the substance of the paper as a watermark,
series has been extensively forged, but never reprinted.

This
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LUXEMBUKG.
Sept. 15, 1852.— Profile of Grand Duke

William III., as cut. Col. imp. rect., wmk. W.

10 centimes, black.

1 silbergr. orange-red, rose.

1859-—Lion in crowned shield on crossed lines, in lettered

oval, with lower half broken by florid ornaments, and compound
lettered label, g. d. de Luxembourg above, centimes below,

with repeated numerals, upper angles florid, all within laced

frame. Col. imp. rect. imperf. 10 c. blue, 12^ c. rose, 25 c. brown,

30 c. lilac, 37J c. green, 40 c vermilion.

1860-63.—Lion in crowned shield on crossed lines, in studded

circle, branching each side into smaller one, with white numeral,

lettered scrolls as before, fancy ground. Col. imp. rect. 1 c,
4

(1863) buff, 2 c. black, 4 c. yellow.

1867-71.—Fresh colours, and roulette per/. 1 c. brown, 2 c
black, 4 c. buff-yellow, 4 c green, 10 c. lilac, mauve, \2\ c. car-

mine, 20 c. pale brown, 25 c. ultramarine, 30 c. lilac, 37^ c.

stone, 40 c. orange-red, 1 franc (value surcharged on 37^ c.) stone.

1870. Post Card, no Stamp.—French or German Text,

type-set, black, carte correspondance, buff; correspondenz

karte, buff, brown.

MADEIEA.

1868.—Type of Portugal, 1866, surcharged madeira. Col.

imp. rect. Im. and per/. 5 reis, black; 10 r. yellow, 20 r.

bistre, 25 r. rose, 50 r. green, 80 r. orange, 100 r. lilac, 120 r.

blue, 240 r. violet.
"-

1871-73.—Type of Portugal, 1871, surcharged madeira.

Col. imp. rect. perf. Same colours as last

—

5, 10, 20, 25, 50,

80, 100, 120, 240 reis.

MALTA.

I860.—Head as cut. Col. imp. rect. perf.

No wmk., ^ p. buff on blue, J p. buff bn

white ; wmk. cc. and crown.

\ p. buff.

| p. dark yellow.
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MAUEITIUS.

1850-—Diademed head of Queen on ground of crossed lines

in lettered rect. frame, post paid, postage Mauritius, and
full value. Col. imp. rect. on white or blue. 1 penny, orange-

red ; 2 p. blue.

Error, "post office."—Same stamps,

lettered as cut instead of post paid. 1 penny,

orange-red ; 2 p. blue.

Remarks.—These roughly -printed stamps are

usually termed "natives," from "being engraved and
printed in the island. They were executed on copper-

plate by a man named Barnard, and are some of the

worst stamps ever engraved. Twelve separately

drawn stamps for each value formed the plate, and whether the nearly
unique post office stamps formed units on that plate, or whether they
were of a distinct period (and earlier), are points which have been much
in dispute ; but the latter is the explanation usually accepted, though for

the sake of convenience I have termed them "errors," for they are

never likely to trouble the collector. These native stamps, when printed

at an early period of the plate's existence, were extremely clear and fine,

but in process of time the details got worn down, so that late impressions
are very inferior, and give rise to many striking varieties of colour and
paper. To the same cause may be ascribed specimens of the 2 p. lettered

2 PENOE.

1852.—Same design as last, but head with fillet, lettered

post paid, &e. Col. imp. rect. 2 pence, blue.

1853-—Smaller head with fillet, ground of scratchy crossed

lines, lettered as last, but reading downwards. Col. imp. rect.

on blue. 2 pence, blue.

1856.—Diademed head on solid ground, name above, full

value below, Greek border at sides. Col. imp. rect. 1 penny,

vermilion, 2 p. blue.

1856-—Britannia seated, on engine-turned ground, named,
but no value. Col. imp. rect. Green (4 p.), red-brown (6 p.),

vermilion (6 p.), violet (9 p.), blue (1 sh.).

Remarks.—Specimens of the red-brown and blue are unknown ob-

literated. Though large quantities of the stamps have been brought to light

recently, they were probably prepared for use, but never issued. The
vermilion stamp is also extremely scarce obliterated. During the year
1857 the green stamps were surcharged fourpence in a half-circle above
the head, in black capitals. Such specimens are of great rarity, and are

much valued.
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1859-63.—Type as last, but with value in full. Coloured

imp. rect.

1859.— 6 p. blue, 1 sh. vermilion.

1862.— 6 p. brownish, 1 sh. yellow-green.

1863.—Perf. 6 p. slate, 1 sh. dark green.

1861-63.—Diademed head of Queen, as

cut. Col. imp. rect., no wmk.perf. 1 p. brown,

2 p. sky-blue, 4 p. pale rose, 6 p. green,

6 p. lilac (1863), 9 p. dull lilac, 1 sh. brown,

yellow, 1 sh. green (1863).

Sept., 1863.—Same stamps, wmk.' cc. and
crown, perf. 1 p. brown, 2 p. blue, 3 p. red,

4 p. rose, 6 p. lilac, 6 p. green (1866), 1 sh. yellow, 1 sh. blue

(1870), 9 p. green (1872), 5 sh. dull mauve.

1862-63. Envelopes.— Embossed head of

Queen, in various engine-

turned lettered frames :

see cuts. Col. imp. on
blue. 6 p. (circular) dull

violet, 9 p. (shield-shape)

chocolate, 1 sh. (oval)

pale yellow.

Remarks.—The first issue, 6 p. and 1 sh. envelopes, were of a
very large or official size, the 6 p. being then of a reddish violet.

This and the 1 sh. are of great rarity. The latter may he safely

termed unattainable, though the influx of some well-executed forgeries

years ago did a great deal to depreciate its value at the time, as

they were not easily detected. These large envelopes had scarcely a
year's currency, and the 1 sh. was not again issued, the sole envelopes in
use for many years being the 6 p. and 9 p. The adhesive stamps of 1861-
63 show the necessity of the occasional study of watermarks by the most
superficial, the stamps of 6 p. and 1 sh. being quite incomprehensible in

their vagaries of colour, unless the watermarks are noted.
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10 p. marone. 10 p. marone. 1 sh. 8 p. blue.

1872.—Diademed head of Queen, design as centre cut. Col.

imp. rect. wink. cc. and c. perf. 10 p. marone.

1872. Envelopes.—Diademed head of Queen, in various

engine-turned lettered frames : see cuts. Col. imp. on cloth

lined blue paper. 10 p. marone, 1 sh. 8 p. blue.

MECELENBUEG-SCHWEKIN.

July, 1856.—Four stamps together, as

cut. Col. imp. square,
-f-

sch. red, ground
dotted; \ sch. red, ground, white (1864).

July, 1856.—Bull's head on dotted

shield under crown, on white ground in

lettered square frame, mecklenb schwerin
freimarke and value. Col. imp. square.

3 sch. buff-yellow, 5 sch. blue.

July, 1856. Envelopes. — Same arms, embossed and
grossch mecklenb schwerin arched above, all in engine-turned

oval, bearing full value ; large oval, stamped to left of envelope.

1 sch. red, \\ sch. green, 3 sch. yellow, 5 sch. blue.

1864-66. Envelopes.—Same. 2 sch. lilac, 3 sch. orange,

5 sch. stone.

Remarks.—The 1856 envelopes may be further made into two sets:

1st, with the envelope inscriptions in large capitals; 2nd (1860), in small
capitals.

1864-66 (Adhesives).— Same as before. Irwperf. and
rouletted, 2 sch. lilac, 5 sch. stone.
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MECKLENBUBG-STEELITZ.

1864.-—Arms as for Schwe-
rin, embossed, in rect. frame,

as cut. Col. imp. rect. rou-

lettecl.

I sgr. orange, \ sgr. green^

1 scli. lilac.

1864.—Same, but octagonal, as cut. 1 sgr. rose, 2 sgr. blue,

3 sgr. stone.

1864. Envelopes.—Precisely as last adhesive; oct. stamped
to right of envelope. 1 sgr. rose, 2 sgr. blue, 3 sgr. stone.

MEXICO.

jFirst HepttMic.

1857.—Head of Juarez on lines in oval, label above, with
name Mexico, full value below, florid ornaments around. Col.

imp. rect., with and without name of province surcharged in

black. -^ real, blue ; 1 rl. yellow, 2 rs. dark green, 2 rs. yellow-

green, 4 rs. red, 8 rs. red-lilac.

1861.—The same. Black imp. on colour. ^ rl. pale brown,

1 rl. green, 1 rl. lilac-rose (error), J^s^_JiJ&<£r£§e, 4 rs. yellow,

8 rs. brown.

1861.—The same. Colour on colour.

4 rs. red on yellow.

8 rs. green on brown.

1864.—Head of Juarez, as cut, being a

finely-engraved copy of last. Col. imp. perf.

1 real, red.

2 rs. blue.

4 rs. brown.

1 peso, black.

Remarks.—The last series is one of considerable historical import-

ance, as marking the temporary decline of the Hidalgo (Juarez) and
the fall of the first (stamp - issuing) Mexican Republic. As the perfect-

exec uticn of the stamps plainly shows, they are the work of the Ame-
rican Bank-note Company. They were ordered by the Juarist Govern-
ment when at its last extremity in 1864, and only a limited supply was
sent out, as they were not paid for. The stock remained (probably) in
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the hands of the printers, and within the last two years considerable sup-
plies of these remainders have found their way into the hands of a few
enterprising dealers, so that what used to be perfectly unattainable, may
now be purchased somewhat under their facial value ; but as it is stated
that the bulk of the remainders was destroyed, they are never likely to

come under the category of stamps of depreciated value. Considerable
remainders of the two next issues have also been turned out. The cha-
racteristics of the 1864 Juarez stamps are fineness of execution, and a
perforation. A few specimens of those which were supplied to the
Juarists by the printers appear to have been used in the Republican
stronghold of Monterey, in 1864 to 1865 ; and such specimens, duly sur-
charged monterey, and having paid postage of letters, are among the
recognized valuables in the very finest of collections. It is to be noted"
that the stamps now in hand, and which formed "remainders," are free

from any surcharge, and that some unscrupulous foreigner has had a
considerable number carefully postmarked. Since specimens which were
really used and obliterated are so rare that they may almost be counted
on the fingers of one hand, there can be no reason why this barefaced
imposition should succeed with those who once read these remarks; and
if there should be the possibility of the genuineness of any specimens
that may be submitted to the collector, he may further tell newly-made
postmarked copies by the absence of the surcharge Monterey (as pointed
out above), and which should' occur in black capitals down one side of the
stamp.

1864.—Eagle with serpent on cactus branch on lines, as cut.

Col. imp. rect, with and without black surcharge. 3 centavos,

brown, £ real, lilac, 1 rl. blue,

2 rs. yelj.ojs,. 4 rs. green, 8 rs.

reel.

1866.-—Portrait of Emperor
Maximilian, as cut, lettered

1MPERIO .MEXICAN O. Col. imp.

rect. with and without sur-

charge. I. Lithographed. 7

centavos, brown, pale grey ; 1 2 c. indigo, pale blue, 5 c. pale

yellow, orange, 50 c. green. II. Engraved on steel. 7 cen-

tavos, violet; 13 c. blue, 25 c. brown, 50 c. green.

Remarks.—The lithographed series is now becoming scarce, espe-

cially the 7 c. and 13 c. indigo. A large supply of remainders of the
engraved Series has prevented that set from becoming scarce just yet
awhile; these remainders (as with those of the 1864 Juarez and eagle)

are without surcharge. This series, and the succeeding provisionals, are

historical. The " Guadalajara" stamps are a positive proof that the
Republican (Juarist) Government never entirely ceased to be a govern-
ment existing de facto, although the empire under Maximilian had for
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some years been established, and was in the ascendant in 1867 when these

provisionals first appeared on letters from Guadalajara to Europe. The
following remarks on the stamps of the pentasyllable town are from the

pen of Mr. Philbrick, and taken from a very celebrated paper read before

the Philatetic Society on January 3rd last :—" The stamps of Guadala-
jara constitute a series by themselves in the annals of philately. That a

town, one among many, in the interior of a large country like Mexico,
should issue its own stamps, of a design peculiar to itself, to frank postage

to all parts, as well domestic as foreign, and this at a time when legal

governmental issues were in full course through the rest of the country,

nay, even in the very town itself, is a fact well known to those whose
attention has been directed to the history of postal matters, but whi< h
may truly be affirmed to be unique in their knowledge, and to the unini-

tiated must appear inexplicable, if not incredible. The records of our
science, however, are full of instances which at first sight are strange.

They yield to patient investigation, and furnish results valuable alike to

the historian and to the chronicler of postal issues." "We will now pro-

ceed to the enumeration of the Guadalajara stamps.

Republic.

PROVISIONALS FOR TOWN OF GUADALAJARA.

1867. FRANCO EN GUADALAJARA encircling

value and date, as cut. Black imp. circular,

on various plain or fancy papers. Medio

(^ real), white ; un real, white, yellow, green,

blue, slate-grey ; 2 reales, white, green, lilac,

rose ; 4 reales, white, lilac, rose, slate-grey

;

un peso (small "u" and capital "u"), lilac.

1867. Perforated. — Perforated in points following the

shape of the stamp. Medio, white ; 2 reales, green ; 4 rs. slate-

grey, un peso (small and large "u"), lilac.

1868.—Same as 1867, fresh date in fresh type. Un real,

green ; 2 reales, rose, green, lilac.

1868. Perforated.—Perforated in points following the shape

of the stamp. Un real, green ; 2 reales, rose.

Remarks.—The use of these stamps is explained in the note above.

They are found impressed on such a variety of different papers in the

same colours that a glance at a table of their differences is quite bewil-

dering. These stamps are so curious and so valuable that they merit a

little more notice than we had at first intended. The papers are as fol-

lows :

—

1. Plain, without any watermark, uni.

2. Paper watermarked in squares, quadrille.

3. Paper with uniform laid lines, verge.
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4. Paper as last, with thicker laid lines at intervals, such as found on
what all will recognize under the name of "foreign note paper," verge

batonne.

5. Paper with the thicker laid lines only, differing from last in having
no thin-laid lines between them, batonne.

The French names in italics are the synonyms used for those papers
in French works of reference. The word franco on these stamps com-
mences with a letter that is neither an F or an E. The type of the 2 and
4 reales clearly shows two distinct settings up, and so indeed do the other

values, hut to a less degree. They are hand-struck stamps, and the die

employed was that formerly used to obliterate the eagle series, and speci-

mens of those stamps so obliterated are much sought after. When the
Juarist Government extended itself, after the murder of Maximilian, a

provisional re-issue of the 1857 type, on thin bluish paper first, and
afterwards on papers and in colours identical with the 1861 seiies, ap-
peared, pending the production of the general series of 1868. These will

be next described.

PROVISIONAL FOR MEXICO.

1867.—Type of 1857, on thin bluish paper, surcharged

;PtejCUO at side in black. Col. imp. rect. \ real, indigo, dirty

grey ; 1 rL blue, 2 rs. dark green, 4 rs. rose.

1867-68.'—The same, on ordinary coloured papers, surcharged

JHerico at side in black, which will always distinguish them
from the like stamps of 1861-63. Black, imp. rect. \ real,

pale brown, 1 rl. green, 2 rs. pale lilac, 4 rs. red on yellow,

4 rs. pale red on white, 8 rs. black on brown, 8 rs. green on
brown.

GENERAL ISSUE FOR THE REPUBLIC.

1868.—Full face of Juarez in oval, as cut.

Black, imp. rect. Im. and perf. 6 c. light

brown, 12 c. green, ^25_c^_^hie_jon_rose,

50 c. yellow, 50 c. blue on rose (error),

100 c. brown on brown, 100 c. black on
brown.

Remarks.—The stamps used in Mexico province
were surcharged in Gothic letters and perforated.

For all other parts, the surcharge was in ordinary capitals, and the stamps
imperforate. A further set can be made up without any surcharge, but
such specimens are extremely rare. All the values appeared in 1872
bearing the word anotado (noted). They were undoubtedly for regis-

tered letters ; as they only appeared immediately before the succeeding
issue, they were never abundant, and are now seldom seen, though
many specimens are probably lying unidentified in collections.
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1872.—Head of Juarez to

left in oval, as cut. Col. imp.

Im. and pert"

6 c. (seis), green.

12 c. (dope) blue.

25 c. (veinticinco) red.

50 c. (cincuenta) yellow.

100 c. (cien) lilac.

Remarks. — The same observations as to the surcharge Mexico
with perforations, and the surcharges in ordinary capitals without,
apply here as to the former issue. There is a blue moire pattern
over the backs of the stamps, presumably as a preventative to forgery.

The surcharged names on the various issues point to a system of
checking the numbers of sheets issued to the various sub offices. It

has even been stated that a stamp surcharged Vera Cruz, for example,
•would not be accepted in payment of a letter in another province or
town. In the early issues, and the provisional re-issues of 1867, the
surcharge consisted simply of the name ; but in the eagle series the year,

and a number having reference to a certain sending of stamps from the
head office were added. In the 1868 and 1872 series the system was
again slightly modified, and each town or province had an arbitrary

number, that is, all stamps from one place bear the same number before
the date, all stamps from other parts bearing other numerals equally
fixed or arbitrary. It is a great assistance to the collector to develop
careful habits of study and attention to minor details, for this alone will

enable him or her to become a fair judge of the genuineness of stamps.
And for this reason, though a little foreign to the intentions of this work,
I have gone more deeply into some details than was intended, with a view
to guiding the reader, and for this I annex a list of the arbitrary sur-

charges found in the 1868 series, with the names of the districts to which
they belong.

1. Mexico.
2. Vera Cruz.

3. Guadalajara till 1872.

4. Puebla.
5. S. L. Potosi.

6. Guanojuato.
7. Monterey.
8. Mazatlan.
9- Matamoras.

10. Morelia.

11. Colima.
12. Queretaro.
13. Zacatecas.

14. Jalapa.

15. Unknown.
16. Toluca.

17. Pachuca.
18. Orizava.

19. Merida.
20. Cordova.
21. Chihuahua.
22. Durango.
23. Oaxaga.
24. Quernavaga.
25. Acapulco.

26. Campeche.
27. Unknown.
28. Chiapas.

29. Unknown.
30. Saltillo.

31. Ures.
32. Unknown.
33. Huejutla.

34. Maravatio.
35. Tula.

36. Aguascalientes.

37. Lagos.
38. Tabasco.
39. Tampico.
40. Tlaxcala.

41. Guadalajara, 1872.

The numbers were altered throughout for the current issue, and go up
to 51.
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MODENA
Jan., 1852.—Eagle under

crown with branches, as cuts.

Black imp. rect. 5 c. green,

9 c. (large and small letters

b.g.), lilac, 10 c. violet, rose,

15 c. yellow, 25 c. pale buff,

40 c. blue, 1 lira, white.

Remarks.—The last value, 1 lira, has a letter A as watermark; the

9 c. was strictly for journals, as the letters B.G. (for Bollo Giomali)
denote. There are many curious errors to be found in these stamps, as

c iet, cene, and' cetn for cent, as well as errors in the numerals ; but to be
of value they should have passed the post. Amongst the errors I may
mention a 25 c. green lately discovered, concerning which a few expla-

nations might be useful if the Italian vendors would vouchsafe them ; for

it is very certain there are more specimens of this last stamp for sale

than could ever have escaped detection on letters.

1859. Provisional.—Cross of Savoy in crowned shield

with branches on white ground in rect. lettered frame, franco
bollo provincie modonesi. Col. imp. rect. 5 centesimi, green;

15 c. chocolate, 20 c. lilac, 40 c. rose, 80 c. buff.

1859. Journal Stamp.—Eagle under crown on white, in

lettered circle tassa gazette with value, ornament in angles.

Col. imp. square. 10 cent, black.

Remarks.—These stamps had so short a currency that it is not sur-

prising that used specimens are scarce. As a large stock of remainders
was left unused, they are comparatively common.

54 paras, green.

MOLDAVIA.

81 paras, blue. 108 paras, pink.

July 15, 1858.—Bull's head under star and over post-horn,

as cuts. Colour on colour, circular. 27 paras, black on rose,

54 p. blue on green, 81 p. blue on blue, 108 p. blue on rose,

Remarks.—There is only one genuine type of each of these, and
they are well-nigh unattainable, the rarest of the four being the 27 p.,
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and then the 8 1 p. The officials at Jassy, in reply to repeated applica-

tions, caused to he made at various times three different types of each

—

54, 81, and 108 paras—differing from the originals on all points It is

only lately that this fraud has heen clearly exposed.

r5nAP A

v 5TIAP j

Nov. 1, 1858.—Bull's head, as

before ; in rounded rectangle, porto
scrisorei, as cut. Col. imp. rect. on
white and on greyish Hue. 40 paras,

blue ; 80 paras, red.

Newspaper Stamp. — porto
gazetei, as cut. Col. imp. rcct. 5 paras, black.

Remarks.—The Jassy officials were quite equal to the occasion in

this instance as well, and supplied dealers with false types of 5 and 40

paras, and with two types of 80 paras. These and the originals were all

printed on very thin paper. Genuine copies are as yet tolerahly plentiful,

and so too are the Jassy falsities.

<

yso.FAnrj

MOLDO WALLACHIA.
1862.—Bull's head and eagle over post-

horn, as cut. Col. imp. on wove and laid

thin paper. 3 paras, lemon, orange ; 6 paras,

rose, vermilion ; 30 p. blue.

Remarks.—The succeeding issues fall under the

heading Roumania, which see.

MONTENEGRO.
1874.—Head of the Prince of Montenegro within wreath.

Colour on white. 2 soldi, yellow, 3 s. green, 5 s. red, 7 s. purple,

10 s. blue, 15 s. stone, 25 s. chocolate.

Newsband.—10 soldi, blue on yellow.

Remarks.—The above stamps have heen announced some time as

ready for issue. Montenegro is a small ~Rsg£»fei*e, situated in Turkey in

Europe.

MONTE VIDEO, OR URUGUAY.
Oct. 16, 1856. Diligencia.—Sun with

glory on white ground in circle, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. 60 centavos, blue, 80 c. green \ 1

real, vermilion.

Remarks.—These stamps are stated to have heen

used for postage of letters conveyed by diligences,

which probably were the sole carriers of the Govern-

ment mails in those days, since the word Diligencia alone appears on them.
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July 1, 1859.—Same arms, value in thin

figures, and with line dividing the stamps
from each other. Col. imp. nearly square.

60 centesimos, slate, 80 c. orange, 100 c. rose-

brown, 180 c. green, 240 c. red.

End 1859.—Same as last ; value in thick ,88 60 CflmSffi"
figures, as on cut ; no line between stamps.

Col. imp. nearly square. 60 centesimos, grey, reddish violet,

brown; 80 c. yellow, 100 c. rose, 120 c. blue, 180 c. green.

1860.—Same design, but value abbreviated,

and lettering in block capitals. Col. imp.

nearly square. 120 cents, blue, 180 c. green,

240 c. red.

Remarks.—Although a new issue did not take
place until 1864, the "block" Monte Videos of 1860
were never abundant, and, I imagine, should be re-

garded somewhat as provisionals. They are far rarer

than the 1859, set with thick figures, which could not be the case had
they superseded them.

Feb. 29, 1864.—Arms in shield under sun, __
as cut. Col. imp. rect. 06 centesimos, rose,

08 c. green, 10 c. yellow-brown, 12 c. indigo,

blue.

1865. Provisional.—The same stamps

with different values surcharged on them in

black figures. 5 c. blue, 10 c. green, 15 c.

yellow-brown, 20 c. rose.

Remarks.—The name Montevideo was abandoned with the inaugu-
ration of a new government in 1864, the period when Luenos Ayres
became a portion of the Argentine Republic. The currency was at that

time re-arranged, being then brought to accord with the decimal coinage

of other states; viz., 100 centesimos or centavos to the peso or dollar.

Previously 100 centesimos of Monte Video equalled 1 real, or fivepence

halfpenny.

1866.

Uruguay.—Numeral crossed by centesimo

on arms, as cut. Col. imp. rect. Im. and
perf.

1 centesimo, black.
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MONTEVIDEO

1866.—Numerals surcharged

with shield, as cut. Col. imp.

rect. Im. and per/. -5- cents,

blue, ultramarine (1871), 10 c.

green, 15 c. yellow, 20 c. rose.

1866. Envelopes.— Em-
bossed numeral with shield

KEHBLlLADEL

MONTEVIDEO

and sun, as cut ; large oval, stamped to right of envelope, with
sun embossed in white on colour on the flap.

Value in centecimos, 5 blue, 10 green.

,, centesimos, 5 „ 10 „

Remarks.—The adhesives of this issue are printed in sheets of 100
varieties, and the 5 c. contains the following clear misprints : 5 centecimo,

5 entecimos, 5 oentecimos, and another has the head of the numeral with-

out the shading. Varieties may he found in the ground of the 10 c.

amongst the minute repetitions of diez, which read dilz, difz, and dizz.

It is difficult to say whether there is any correct way to spell the name of

the coin, since the 1 c. has it with an s in middle, the other adhesives

with a c, and the envelopes in both ways

!

NAPLES.

1858.—Arms (as in cut) in frame, lettered

as cut, but of various shapes. Lake imp.

square or rect., wmk. fleur-de-lis.

\ grano, circular frame; 1 gr. square,

2 gr. oct. , 5 gr. rect. , 1 gr. upright hexagonal,

20 gr. diamond, 50 gr. oval : see cut.

Sept., 1860. Provisional.—Same as \ grano above, but G al-

tered to a T. Col. imp. square, wmk. fleur-de-lis. £ T (tornese), blue.

Oct., 1860. Provisional.—Cross of Savoy on lines in

centre, being plate of last stamp with arms erased on every

stamp, and cross on lines drawn in their place. Col. imp. square,

wmk. fleur-de-lis. \ T. (tornese) blue.

Provinces.

NAPLES AND SICILY.

April 15, 1861, till Dec. 31, 1862.—Embossed head of

Victor Emanuel to right on white oval, in rect. lettered frame,

franco rollo poste and full value, spandrels lined, Savoy cross at

angles. Col. imp. rect. Mezzo (|) tornese, green; mezzo (^) grano,

brown ; un (1) gr. black, due (2) gr. blue, cinque (5) gr. lilac, ver-

milion, dieci (10) gr. orange, cinquanta (50) gr. gray, slate-blue.
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NATAL.

-Embossed design, natal under1857.-

crown, in rect., lettered frame bearing

value, fancy at sides, embossed on col.

paper, rect. 1 penny, blue, buff, pink.

1857.—Embossed design, natal v.r.

and crown variously disposed, with full

value : see cut. Embossed on col. paper,

all different. 3 p. rose, 6 p. green, 9 p.

blue, 1 sh. buff.

Remarks.—The 3 p. rose and 6 p. green are all that are now attain-

able. The others are getting scarcer daily, the penny rose being the only
one likely to be offered to the collector. The 9 p. blue is one of the great
rarities, ranking with the old Guianas, the Reunions, the Post Office

Mauritius, etc. Unfortunately, however, reprints have been very rife

;

but as they are unused there should be no hesitation in deciding that they
are reprints, for the simple reason that no complete original set (let alone
sets) has ever been offered for sale. The 3 p. and 6 p., and perhaps the
other values, were re-issued on thinner paper, perforated, provisionally as

fiscals some time back. Of course, the originals issued as postals were
never perforated.

1860.—Crowned portrait of Queen, full face, on crossed lines

in linear oval on plaid background, straight lettered labels,

above name, below full value. Col. imp. rect., star wmk. and
no wmk. 1 penny, dull rose (Im. and per/.), 3 p. blue (per/.),

6 p. grey (per/, and always no wmk.).

1864.—The same, wmk. cc. and c. per/.

1 p. dark rosy-brown, 6 p. mauve, 1 sh. (as

cut) green.

1870.—The same stamps, surcharged with
word postage in capitals. 1 p. red, 3 p. blue,

6 p. mauve, 1 sh. green, 1 sh. lilac (1873).

1871.—The same stamps, but surcharge not

in capitals. 1 p. rose, 3 p. blue, 6 p. mauve.

Remarks.—There are four different types employed for the last sur-

charge on every value. They were marked postage to distinguish them
from the fiscals, which are the same stamps in the following colours.

1 p. yellow, 6 p. carmine, 1 sh. lilac.
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1870.—With word postage surcharged in green capitals in
curve under head. Col. imp. rect. cc. and c. perf. 1 sh. green.

1870-72.—Stamps as before, with postage surcharged in
capitals on each side. Col. imp. rect. cc. and c. perf. 1 p. red,

3 p. blue (red surcharge), 6 p. mauve.

1874.—Diademed profile of Queen to left, on lines, in various

frames, lettered natal postage and full value, ornaments around,
all different. Col. imp. rect. wmk. cc. and c. perf. 1 penny.
rose, 3 p. blue, 6 p. mauve.

NEVIS.

1861.—Emblematical group administering healing waters

from a spring celebrated in the island, in various frames, lettered

with name and full value, and imitating the like values of the

English stamps. Col. imp. rect. perf. 1 penny, lake, 4 p. lake,

6 p. grey, 1 sh. green.

1867.—The same, colours changed. 1 penny, vermilion,

4 p. orange-yellow.

Remarks.—These stamps are a change after the hacknied designs of

other colonials, but lose their beauty through being poorly printed.

They are printed in sheets of twelve, each stamp being different, so our
readers must not suppose, upon finding differences between various speci-

mens of the same value, that some must be forgeries. At the same time
forgeries have a very tangible existence. To collectors of varieties it is

well known that both the early 1 p. and 4 p. were printed on a paper
chemically blued by the gum.

NEW BEUNSWICK.

1857.—Crown in centre white octagon, with four white stars

containing flowers around, on engine-turned ground in square

lettered frame, containing name, postage, and full value (like first

cut of Nova Scotia). Col. imp. on blue, diamond. 3 pence,

red, 6 p. yellow, 1 sh. violet.

Remarks.—These stamps have the merit of being original, and,

though the design was shared by Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, it has
never been copied or reproduced in any degree,. Both 6 p. and 1 sh. are

now rare, the latter being especially so. Many years ago, some small
stock of both 1 sh. New Brunswicks and 1 sh. Nova Scotia lay at their

respective head offices, and a then well-known dealer prided himself greatly
on having found them out; and sending his money to secure them, imagine
his disgust to receive them hideously obliterated by fine impressions of

the postmark employed in the respective offices ! The postmaster thought
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that "collectors of old stamps" would prefer them defaced, and acted
accordingly ! This is perhaps nine years ago, but our publishers could
tell many a similar tale of the difficulties stamp dealers have in making
officials believe that they can require the large quantities of unused
colonial stamps they have ordered. Money has been returned with a
civil note, saying "there is some evident mistake." At other times
the money has not been returned, neither any stamps sent, and of this

there is no " evident mistake! " I would particularly hold up to philatelic

execration that Cingalese official who returned a large sum of money sent to

jDurchase a supply of Ceylon envelopes just before the "pence" series was
superseded, with the remark that " the officials could not undertake to

supply them to foreigners." The series went out of use, and the large
stock on hand, not only envelopes, but stamps, were burnt, and now Ceylon
envelopes are not to be had except on the breaking up of a collection

!

That stock, so stupidly destroyed, would fetch a very large sum of money.
Stocks of obsolete stamps, and large stocks too, exist to my certain know-
ledge in many colonies, but there is "red tape," and they may not be
sold ! Bearing this in mind, we ought not to regret so much that many
obsolete German and Italian stamps are to be had in such vast quantities;

for the specimens fill up what might otherwise be perpetual gaps, and at

a very small cost.

1860.—Railway-train or steamship in transverse lettered oval,

new Brunswick postage, value with repeated numerals below.

Col. imp. oblong, per/. 1 cent (train), lilac-brown; 1 cent

(1864), mauve; 12^ cents (ship), blue.

1860-63.—Diademed full-face portrait of

Queen in lettered oval, with full value, as cut,

but all different. Col. imp. rect. per/. 2 cents,

orange (1863); 5 cents, deep green, emerald;

10 cents, vermilion.

1860.—Similar to last 10 c, but with por-

trait of the Prince of Wales in Highland
dress. Col. imp. rect. per/. 1 7 cents, black.

1861. Suppressed.—Portrait of Connell;

exactly the same as 10 c. : see cut. Col. imp.

rect. per/. 5 cents, dark brown.

Remarks.—The last stamp was issued by the late

postmaster during a temporary lack of 5 c. stamps.
It is stated to have had a few days' currency, but its

issue brought down so much censure that it was at

once withdrawn, and the stock destroyed. The real

stamps were perforated ; all others imperforate must be proofs obtained
by influence or favour from the printers. Some of them are on thick
paper, like the stamps, but the majority are on India paper, and are not rare.
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NEW CALEDONIA.

1860.—Head of Napoleon, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. 10 centimes, black.

Remarks.—These stamps were lithographed in
sheets of 50 different types, of which fae- similes

may he obtained from the publishers. The originals

had but a short currency. It is said they were prin-

cipally employed to pay postage to New South Wales
(the island lies between Australia and the Fiji Is-

lands). Probably they did not pay beyond, so this would account for

the scarcity of used specimens in Europe, as through letters would be
prepaid in coin.

NEWFOUNDLAND.

1857. — Rose, shamrock,

and thistle on tripartite white

ground on engine-turned lines,

in lettered triangular frame, as

cut. Col. imp. triang.

3 pence, green. W POSTAGE .THREEPENCES!

1857.—Design like first Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,

but printed square instead of diamond-shape. Col. imp. square,

l^penny, brown-lilac; 5 pence, brown -lilac; 5 pence (1863),

brown.

1857.—Rose, shamrock, and thistle, on various white grounds

;

within engine-turned lettered ovals, st. johx's, Newfoundland
;

word postage and full value variously disposed, all different.

Col. imp. rect. Impressions in orange -vermilion and rose^

vermilion, 2 p., 4 p., 6 p., 6\ p., 8 p., 1 sh.

1862.—Same stamps, colour changed to lake. 2 p., 4 p.,

6 p., 6J p., 8 p., 1 sh.

Remarks.—The series was superseded before the supply of 8 p. ver-

milion was exhausted ; therefore the 8 p. lake was never issued to the

pubhe. Tbe 1857 series contains two stamps which are now rare—the

4 p. and 1 sh. The flowers on the square stamps are undoubtedly
the rose, shamrock, and thistle, the rose being twice given for the sake of

the square design.
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13 c. orange.

1866-69.—Various designs, as above. Col. imp. rect. or

oblong, per/. 1 c. (1869, Prince of Wales) violet, 2 c. (cod-

fish ) green, 5 c. (seal) brown, black (1869), VO c. (Prince of

Wales) .blacky 12 e. (Queen) salmon, 13 c. (vessel) orange,

24 c. (Queer/) blue.

1870.—Stamp slightly altered. 1 c. lilac-brown.

1870.—Portrait of Queen in widow's cap. Col. imp. rect.

perf. 3 cents, vermilion, 3 c. (1873) blue, 6 c. rose.

1873. Post Card, with Stamp.— Newfoundland post

card in fancy type ; stamp in right corner ; all on beautifully-

rayed ground, and within fancy engraved border. Col. imp.

small oblong. 1 cent, green on white.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

1838. Stamped Letter Sheet—
Embossed royal arms in lettered circle,

as cut. Circular. (One Penny) em-
bossed on grey-blue, and on white.

Remarks.—The existence of this primi-

tive cover was unsuspected until 1868, when
an examination of The Sydney Government
Gazette led to the discovery that it had existed.

The covers were folded, and the stamp em-
bossed through all the folds. A small quan-
tity of those on white paper were found at an

outlying office ; hut of that on grey-"blue paper, not half a dozen are

known. They were used for the franking of prepaid letters delivered

twice a day within the limits of the city of Sydney. They were charged
to stationers at the rate of eight shillings per hundred ; but though the
charge for letters not prepaid was twopence, as against one penny for

those sent in these covers, they did not sell.

1849.—View of Sydney and allegorical group, with legend

sic fortis etruria crevit below ; the whole within a lettered

circle, camb. aust. sicillum nov. (the Seal of New South Wales),

in rect. frame netted at sides ; postage at top, full value below
;

spandrels dotted. Col. imp. rect.

One penny,. with clouds, rose-red.

One penny, no clouds, dark red.

1850.—Essentially the same, but spirals

at sides, and spandrels different : see cut.

Col. imp. rect.

raw *j^#ws w&\
SfffittftPiP

ifpil

MJMMMans

Plfe
ill

Twopence, vertical spandrels, blue.

Twopence, horizontal „ blue.

Threepence „ ,,
green.

Remarks.—Each of these stamps was engraved on a copper-plate

showing forty separately drawn stamps ; consequently there are many
curious errors and varieties in the stamps, showing portions of the design

wanting, etc. Of the 2p. with horizontal lines in spandrels, three plates

were made at various times ; of the 1 penny, two plates, which may be
roughly distinguished by the presence or absence of clouds. There is

a rare essay known of the 2 p., vertical lines, showing letters in the lower

angles imitating the then-current penny English ; also proofs of the 3 p.

are found in good collections, printed in a black-green on card.
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1851.—Laureated head of Queen on ground of fancy waved
lines ; postage arched above ; all in lettered rect. frame, new
south wales, and full value. Col. imp. rect. on blue or white.

1 p. carmine, rust-red, 2 p. blue, 3 p. green, 6 p. (1852), brown.

1853.—The same ; coarser ground ; star in angles. Col. imp.

rect. 2 p. blue, 6 p. brown, 8 p. yellow.

1853.—The same design as 1851, copied, on ground of

crossed lines. Col. imp. rect. No wmk. and wmk. numeral
(in 1854). 2 p. blue.

Remarks.—The laureated heads (as they are termed) were all engraved
on steel or copper-plates, fifty distinct varieties to each plate. The 1853
plates are the rarest.

1853. Registered.—Laureated head in lettered oval, broken
each side by spirals, new south wales—registered ; no value.

Bicol. imp. oval. 50 types to steel-plate.

(Sixpence) blue head, yellow frame. Im. and per/.

„ ,, red frame. Im. and per/.

„ ,, „ (1856), wmk. 6, per/.

Feby., 1854.—Laureated, wmk. numeral. 1 penny, orange

;

2 p. blue, 3 p. green.

1854.—Diademed head of Queen in circular garter, bearing

name with fleur-de-lis ornaments around, labels above and
below, bearing postage and full value, all in linear hexagon or

octagon, rest engine-turned. Col. imp. square, wmk. numeral.

Im. and per/. 5 pence, dark green, 6 p. sage, brown, 8 p. golden-

yellow, 1 sh. dull red.

1856.—Diademed head of Queen with postage overarched

on engine-turned lines, in lettered frame, bearing name and full

value. Col. imp. rect. Im. and perf. wmk. numeral. 1 p. orange-

yellow, vermilion, 2 p. blue, 3 p. yellow-green.

1860.—Crowned head of Queen, as on the English florin

(2 sh.), with heraldic flowers, encircled by new south wales and
full value, the whole on moire ground. Col. imp. circular. Im.

and perf. wmk. numeral. 5 shillings, violet.

1860-63.—Types of 1854 and 1856, changed in shade.

Col. imp. wmk. numeral, perf. 1 penny, pale red, 2 p. pale blue,

3 p. blue-green, 5 p. pale green, 6 p. lilac, 8 p. orange, 1 sh. rose.

G
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1862 - 64. — New types,

penny as cut, twopence with

new south wales overarched.

Col. imp. rect., wmk. thin nu-

meral, perf.

1 penny (1864), red.

2 p. (1862), blue.

1864. Band for Journals.—Embossed head with stars, as

cut, oval. 1 penny, vermilion.

1865. Band.—Type of 1864 adhesive. 1 penny, red.

1867.—New types, as above. Col. imp. rect. wmk. thin nu-

merals, perf. 4 pence, red ; 1 p. lilac.

1871.—New type, as above. Col. imp. rect. zomk. N.S. W.
under crown, perf. 6 pence, mauve.

1871.—The 10 penny stamp surcharged ninepence in black.

Col. imp. rect. wmk. N.S. W. and crown, per]\ 9 p. light red.

1871. Envelope.—Type of 1864, adhesive, stamped to

right of envelope. 1 penny, red.

Remarks.—The early stamps, with their varieties of watermark, dies,

etc., are very difficult for the collector to thoroughly grasp, and it is not
possible for us to go into them in a work of this kind ; but advanced col-

lectors will find fac-similes of all types, and full lists of the varieties, in

The Philatelical Catalogue.

NEW ZEALAND.

1856.—Full-face portrait of Queen, as

cut. Col. imp. rect. on blue paper. 1 p. red,

2 p. blue, 1 sh. green.

1859.—The same, on thick unicatermarked

white paper. 1 p. orange-red, 2 p. blue,

6 p. yellow-brown, 1 sh. dark green.
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1861.—The same, on very thin, or tissue, greyish paper. 1 p.

vermilion, 2 p. ultramarine, 6 p. black-brown, 1 sh. deep green.

1862-6.—The same. Watermark star. Im. and per/.

1 p. red, 2 p. blue, 3 p. brown-lilac, mauve (1866), 4 p. rose

(1865), 4 p. yellow (1866), 6 p. brown, 1 sh. green.

1864.—The same. Wmk. N.Z. Im. and perf. 1 p. red,

2 p. blue, 6 p. brown, 1 sh. green.

1872.—The same, colours changed. Col.

imp. rect. star wmk. perf. 1 p. brown, 2 p. red,

6 p. blue.

1873. Newspaper. — Diademed head of

Queen to left in oval, lettered as cut, name, and
newspaper postage. Col. imp. rect. wmk. N.Z.

perf. j penny, rose.

1874.—Diademed hea~d of Queen on lines in various frames,

all different : see cuts. Col. imp. rect. Wmk. (?) N Z. perf.

1 p. 2 p. 3 p. 4 p. 6 p. 1 sh.

Remarks.—It is impossible to arrange the New Zealand stamps with-
out having recourse to the paper employed. The series of 1861, on tissue-

paper, is scarce ; and so, too, is the 1 sh. of the thick white paper set

;

whilst the blue papers are the rarest of all. I am unable to give the
colours of the 1874 definitely, as specimens have not arrived in England
at the date of publication.
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OJOVCO CENTAVOSta;

NICAEAGUA.
1862. — Mountains,

etc. (being arms) in ob-

long lettered frame, as

cuts ; numerals at angles.

Col. imp. oblong, perf.

2 centavos, blue.

5 „ black.

1870.—The same. 1 c. yellow-brown, 10 c. red, 25 c. green.

NOKWAY.
1854.—Lion in crowned shield on circle of lines

;
ground

solid, with freimarke in arch above, value in curve below,

ornaments in corners. Col. imp. rect. 4 skilling, blue.

1856.—Profile of Oscar I. to left on solid ground in beaded

circle, in lettered solid frame ; norge above, full value below

;

spandrels wavy vertical lines. Col. imp. rect. perf. 2 skilling,

yellow, 3 sk. lilac, 4 sk. blue, 8 sk. lake.

1863-66.—Lion in crowned shield,
>
with branches ; back-

ground crossed lines,
v

as cut. Col. imp. rect. perf. 2 sk. (1865)
yellow, 3 sk. (1866) dull violet,

4sk. (1864) blue, 8 sk. (1863)
flesh, 24 sk. (1863), brown.

1867-68.—Lion in crowned
shield, with branches ; back-

ground, vertical lines ; nume-
rals repeated, as cut. Col. imp.

rect. perf. 1 sk. black, 2 sk. yellow, 3 sk. dull violet, 4 sk.

blue, 8 sk. rose.

tiippiiii^ 1872-73.— Numeral on white circle in

post-horn, as cut. Col. imp. wmk. post-horn,

perf _L.sk,..green* 3 sk. rose, 4 sk. mauve,
_7.sk, brown.

1872. Post Card, with Stamp.

—

brev-

kort, type of adhesive to right ; all within

meagre Greek frame. ^3_sk. rose on buff.

1872. Envelopes.—Type of adhesive, stamped on right of

envelope. 2 skilling, blue ; 3 sk. rose.
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1864-70.-

THRONDHJEM!

BY- POST.

LOCAL STAMPS.

-throndhjems by-post, capital letters J. F. K. in

oval, with ornaments in cor-

ners, inscription in straight

labels above and below, value

not indicated. Col. on white.

(1 sk.) rect. brown, (1 sk.) rect.

dull yellow.

throndhjems by -post, br^kstad & CO.,

figure of value in oval inscribed garter, in-

scription above and below. Colour on white. ^ sk. rect. blue,
1 sk. rect. rose, 2 sk. rect. green.

•SSergens.

1865-70.—bergens by-post, three-turreted castle, with in-

scription in straight labels above and below, value not indicated.

Colour on white. (1 skilling) rect. drab.

by -post bergen, figure of value in rectan-

gular disk, inscription in straight labels above

and below. Black on colour.

2 sk. rect. rose, as cut.

by-post bergen, figure of value in circle.

Colour on white.

2 sk. rect. red.

MsfeK
1 Skilline;.

BREVM/ERKE
fra

I. B. Hastens
B^budkotitor.

4? 1 Skilling.

BREVM^RKE FRA I. B. HAGENS BYBUD-

kontor. Type-printed label. Black on
coloi

.. * '
-

" ' FfW'tt

1 skilling, oblong, deep yellow.

2 „ „ rose.

iSDrammens.

1868.

—

dram, by-post, pillar, with key and sword crossed, in

oval inscribed band, figures ofvalue

at bottom and in each corner. 1 sk.

blue on white, 1 sk. blue on rose.

DRAMMENS BY-POST FRIMJ3RKE.

Same design, but enclosed in square

marginal frame ; value in straight la-

bel below. 1 sk. violet, 2 sk. green.
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NOVA SCOTIA.

1857.—Diademed full face of Queen on ground of engine-

turning in linear diamond, with, sections of stars containing

flowers around, in lettered frame nova scotia postage, with full

value. Col. imp. on blue, square. 1 penny, "brown-red.

1857.—Design as first New Bruns-

wick : see cut. Rose, shamrock, thistle,

and may-flower in stars round crown.

Col. imp. diamond, on blue paper.

3 pence, blue, 6 p. green, 1 sh. violet.

Remarks.—The Nova Scotianmay-flower,
which is an emblem of that colonjr, was pro-
bably selected as much because the May-flower
was the name of the ship which conveyed the
pilgrim-fathers to the new world, as far as its

being indigenous to the country. The penny value is a stamp of per-

fectly unique design, and is the diamond shape of the 3 p. utilized for a

square stamp, which perpetrates the awkwardness of having the value
along the left side. I do not remember another instance of this.

1860.—Profile of Queen, crowned, to left, on lines in linear

circle, labels above bearing nova scotia, below with full value.

Col. imp. rect. jperf. 1 cent, black ; 2 c. lilac, 5 c. bine.

1861.—Full face, crowned, in oval. Col. imp. rect. perf.

8% cents, green; 10 c. red, 12£ c. black.

Remarks.—These stamps became obsolete in 1868, when Nova Scotia,

New Brunswick, British Columbia, and Vancouver Island federated

with Canada as the dominion of Canada.

OLDENBUKG.
1852.—Value on plain shield, with arms on ermine above,

encompassed at sides and base by lettered scroll, oldenburg
below, value at sides in different coins, background lines and dots

with curls. Black imp. rect. ^ silbgr. (4 schw.) green, -gL- thaler

(2§ gr. 1 sgr.), blue, (2 dies), ^ thaler
(4-f-

gr. 2 sgr.) pink,

^ thaler (1\ gr. 3 sgr.), yellow.

1858.—Arms in crowned shield on plain

ground in oval, as cut. Black imp. rect.

\ groschen, green ; 1 gr. blue, 2 gr. rose,

3 gr. yellow.

1860.—The same. Col. imp. rect.

£ groschen, yellow
; \ gr. green, £ gr. brown,

1 gr. blue, 2 gr. red, 3 gr. lemon.
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1862.—Embossed crowned shield bearing arms in lettered

engine-turned oval, Oldenburg above, full value below, nume-
rals at sides. Col. imp. small oval, rouletted. \ groschen green

;

£ gr. orange, 1 gr. rose, 2 gr. blue, 3 gr. stone.

1860. Envelopes.—Embossed crowned shield bearing arms
in lettered engine- turned oval, Oldenburg above, full value

below, numerals at sides. Col. imp. large oval, stamped to

left of envelope. £ groschen, brown ; 1 gr. blue, 2 gr. rose,

3 gr. pale yellow.

1862. Envelopes.—The same, stamped to right of envelope.

i groschen, orange-red ; 1 gr. rose, 2 gr. blue, 3 gr. brown.

Remarks.—This state became one of the North German Confedera-
tion in 1868. Some catalogues give errors of the £ and 3 gr., 1860 read-

ing oldeiburg, and also of the £ gr. reading dritto and dritted for

DKITTEL.

OKANGE FREE STATE.

1868.—Arms, being three post-horns under
an orange tree, on lines, in lettered unbroken
frame, as cut. CoL imp. rect. per/.

1 penny, brown, 6 p. rose, 1 sh. buff.

PACIFIC STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY.

\cm 1857.— Steam-vessel in small transverse

oval, in broader engine-turned band let-

tered with weight and value, outer ground
of vertical lines with p. s. n. c. at angles.

Col. imp. on blue, oblong.

1 real, blue ; 2 rs. brown-red.

1858.—Col. imp. on white. 1 and 2 rs. blue, 1 and 2 rs.

lake, 1 and 2 rs. yellow, 1 and 2 rs. green, 2 rs. brown.

Remarks.—The first two stamps are curious from having been, not
the stamps of a private company, hut employed hy the Peruvian Govern-
ment as a trial of the system of prepayment by postage stamps. They
were used between the towns of Lima and Chorillos, and are of the
highest degree of rarity nowadays. I have never seen used specimens
of the 1858 series.
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PAEAGUAY.
1870. — Lion rampant

holding pole and cap of

Liberty. Col. imp. rect.

See cuts.

1 real, rose.

2 reales, blue.

3 reales, black.

PAEMA.
June 1, 1852.— Fleur-de-lis on lines in

crowned circle, as cut. Col. imp. rect. 5 centesimi,

yellow, 15 c. vermilion, 25 c. red-brown.

1852.—The same. Black imp. rect. 10 c.

white, 40 c. blue.

Jan., 1857.—The same. Black imp. rect.

5 c. yellow, 15 c. rose, 25 c. purple.

July, 1857.—Fleur-de-lis on lines in oval on notched shield,

crowned, with branches ; duc. di parma piac. ecc. above, value

in straight label below. Col. imp. rect. 15 centesimi, red,

25 c. brown, 40 c. blue.

1857. Newspaper Stamps.—centesimi arched over nume-
ral ; straight line above, with stati parmensi in capitals in two
lines above ; all within hollowed octagonal frame of three lines.

Black imp. oct. 6 c. rose, 9 c. blue.

Aug., 1859. Provisional.—Same as last. Col. imp. oct.

5 centesimi, green, 10 c. brown, 20 c. blue, 40 c. red, 80 c. ochre.

Remarks.—Various distortions of the word centesimi are sold as

errors. I think they are all due to defective printing alone. The Pro-
visional series remained in use until April, I860, when the Sardinian
series superseded them.

PERU.

1858.—Arms in shield, with either flags

or branches around, wreath above, on solid

ground in circle ; lettered frame, correos
porte franco correos, with full value

spandrels, wavy vertical lines, small inscrip-

tions. Col. imp. square. 1 dinero, blue

1 peseta, red.
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1858.—Similar to last, but with flags and branches below
shield; value to right and left. Col. imp. square. J (medio)

peso or 50 centimos, rose, buff.

1859.—Similar stamp, but bolder and slightly larger ; letter-

ing larger; frame of distinct double -ruled lines. Col. imp.

square. 1 dinero, slate-blue ; 1 peseta, rose, vermilion.

1860.—Similar stamp ; spandrels of broken zigzags. Col.

imp. square. 1 dinero, blue.

1861.—Similar stamp ; spandrels of unbroken zigzags. Col.

imp. square. 1 dinero, blue ; 1 peseta, rose.

Remarks.—A variety of the 1 dinero (1860) is catalogued by some
writers as having the shield on a white ground. Both this 1 dinero and
the 1 peseta of the next series are found with the cornucopia on white
instead of on lines.

1863.—Arms in shield, with wreath above and branches

around, embossed on white ground in circle ; four lettered labels

around bearing correos porte franco correos, and full value

;

ornaments in spandrels. Col. imp. square. 1 dinero, red

;

1 din. green, with coloured centre (1868).

1863.—Same arms, with banners, in lettered circle, inscribed

as before, ornaments in angles, beaded frame. Col. imp. square.

1 peseta, brown; 1 pes. orange-yellow (1872).

1866.—Two llamas on rock, as cuts. Col. imp. rect. per/.

5 centavos, green, 10 c. red, 20 c. brown.

Remarks —A good deal has been written lately about secret marks
on the early Peruvians, and, as they were very poorly engraved, some
such tests appear to me very necessary ; but when we come to splendidly

engraved stamps like the 1S66, there is little need for secret marks or

preventatives against forgery, the execution being an all-sufficient test

;

a id if any secret marks do exist, a singula: infelicity has guided those
who seek to make into secret marks accents which are a concomitant of

correct autography. The accents alluded to (though termed "dots")
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are over e of correos and v of peri; ; but that on correos is omitted on
the 5 c. This omission might better be made a secret mark than its uni-

form usage. An investigation of so-called secret marks may be a great

advantage to the collector by making him acquainted with the smallest

details of stamps ; but the absurdity of supposing that a skilled engraver
would make secret marks which would be ostentatiously prominent (as on
some of the Peruvians) can never have struck those who have catalogued
them ; and for my own part, I think we shall have to look deeply to find

any on the 1866 series, and, at the same time, I hardly agree with those

mentioned for the earliest sets by other writers. The stamps now current

are 5 c. Lima (next type), which replaced the 5 c. green, 1 dinero, green,

and 1 peseta, yellow, replacing the 1866 10 and 20 c. respectively. The
~ peso is a very scarce stamp. It was issued March 1, and suppressed

June 1 (1858), and during that short period was printed in two colours,

of which the rose is perfectly unattainable. The 1866 were issued under
the orders of the dictature, and on the present government coming into

power, were not only suppressed, but their existence ignored, in the
official documents.

1870.—Embossed arms on shield with

scroll below, and engine above, as cut. Col.

imp. square. 5 centavos, red.

1873.—Embossed llama on colour in

lettered unbroken frame, porte franco
CORREOS DOS CENTAVOS LIMA. Col. imp.

rect. 2 centavos, blue, slate.

Remarks.—All the current stamps are printed in endless strips by a

machine called the Lecocq machine. They are cut into lengths for use

like so much tape.

ttSIKSS

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

tfflaa&rtkihifivi4J 1854.—Head of Isabella II.

in pearled oval, as cuts. Col.

imp. rect.

a. Value at base. 5 cuarto,

orange-red. 10 c. carmine.

b. Value at tojJ. 1 real, blue,

2 rs. green.

of Isabella II. on solid

ground, in dotted circle, as cut. Col. imp.

rect. 5 cuartos, red, 4 types.

Remarks.—Both types of 5 cuartos are ex-

tremely rare. The earliest set was engraved in

copper plate, 40 types for each value, and on the
1 real plate is a notable error, showing corros for

resfcHJF

1854.—Head
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1859.—Head of Isabella II. to the right, laureated on solid

ground in pearled circle, touching labels top and bottom, very

similar to next cut. Col. imp. rect. 4 types each. 5 cuartos,

vermilion; 10 ctos. rose-pink.

1863.—Imitation of last, better done, circle not touching

labels. Col. imp. rect. One dot after correos.

5 cuartos, pale red.

1863.—Same, but two dots after correos.

5 cuartos, vermilion; 10 ctos. carmine, 1 real,

violet, 2 rs. blue.

1863.—Lithographed imitation of last, let-

tered correos only at top. Col. imp. rect.

3 types. 1 real plata f., grey-green (types 1 and 2), green

(type 3).

Remarks.—To understand these series requires to have the actual

stamps at hand, as there is considerahle similarity, which is difficult to

make different in words. There are perfect facsimiles of every type in

The Philalelical Catalogue, and the advanced collector will there find every
point made clear. During the years from 1856 to 1860, the stamps of the

Cuban Type, 1855 (and on the blue watermarked paper), were current in

the islands.

1864.—Type of Spain, 1864 (not dated). Col. imp. rect.

on tinted paper. 3£ cent. po. fe. black on straw, 6f c. green on
pale pink, 12| c. blue on salmon, 25 c. red on pink.

1870. Provisional.—Type of Spain, 1870 (not dated). Col.

imp. rect. per/. 1 2 cent, de peseta, rose.

1870.—Same. 5 cs. de Eo. (centimos de Escudo) blue, 10 c.

green, 20 c. brown, 40 c. rose.

1872.—Portrait of Amadeus to right on lines, in narrow
frame containing correos filipinas, value at sides. Col. imp.

rect. perf. 12 cents de peseta, rose; 16 c. blue, 62 c. lilac,

1 peseta 25 c. brown.

1873.—Same, fresh colours (1 obsolete). 25 cents, lilac

;

62 c. rose, 1 peseta 25 c. blue on salmon.

Remarks.—All the old stamps in the islands appear to be utilized for
current postages by being surcharged hamlitado por la nacion in black
capitals. Specimens of these are well worthy of collection, and the
stamps of 1859, 18(53, 1864, and the 1855 Cuban-type, are indiscriminately
used.
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POLAND.

Jan. 21, 1858. Local Envelopes for Warsaw.—Arms
with inscription around in Polish, hand-stamped to right of very

small envelope—1st type, inscription above arms; 2nd type,

inscription above and below arms.
1 J kop. red.

Reprints of 1st type exist, hand-stamped to left of envelope
;

they were struck in 1869. The originals were current until

Sept. 16, 1861.

1860.—Two-headed eagle over post-horns on solid ground, in

lettered oval, with value on crowned mantle, fancy background,

bearing value curved below. BicoL imp. rect. perf. 10 zalot

kop. ground and centre rose, rest blue.

1860. Envelopes.—Two-headed eagle

in circle (see cut), in different frames, etc.

Col. imp. circ. 3 kop. blue, 10 kop. black.

Remarks.—The 3 kop. envelope was for

Warsaw, and is so inscribed. All Polish stamps
were superseded by Russians, February 13, 1865.

The earliest envelopes were, it is stated, for the
conveyance of visiting-cards. If this be correct,

it is curious that no provision was made for

written letters until 1860. The system, however,
was cumbrous, since each of these 1^ kop. envelopes required authenti-

cating by the signature (inside the flap) of the issuing clerk at the Post
Office.

POKTUGAL.

1853.—Embossed head of Donna Maria
to left (as cut), in various frames. Col. imp.

rect. 5 reis, chestnut, 25 r. blue, 50 r. green,

100 r. lilac.

Remarks.—The 50 and 100 reis are very un-
common stamps in a post-marked state, thou-h the
whole series is attainable enough unused.

1855. To right.—Embossed head of Don Pedro, in various

frames, as before. Col. imp. rect.

1855. Straight hair.

5 reis, brown (5 types).

25 „ blue (2 types).

50 „ green.

100 „ lilac.

1856. Curly hair.

5 reis, yellow- brown.

5 „ black-brown.

25 ,, blue {fine net).

25 „ ,, (coarse net).

25 „ rose.
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1862. To left.—Embossed head of Don Luis, in various

frames, as before. Col. imp. rect. : see cut. 5 reis, brown,
10 r. yellow, 25 r. rose, 50 r.

green, 100 r. lilac.

1866.—Embossed head of

Don Luis to left, ends of top

and bottom labels curved.

Col. imp. rect. Im. and perf.

j_reis
;
black, 10 r. yellow,

20 r. bistre, 25 r. rose, 50 r. green, 80 r. orange, 100 r. lilac,

120 r. blue, 2?0T\~vlolet (perf. only).

1871.-—Similar to last, but ends of labels straight. Col.

imp. rect. Imp. up to 25 r., and full set perf
s
b reis. blacky

10 r. yellow, 20 r. bistre, 25 r. rose, 50 r. green, 80 r. orange,

100 r. lilac, 120 r. blue.

POBTUGUESE INDIES.

1872-73.—Numeral over value on vertical

lines, as cut. Col. imp. rect. 3 types, perf.

10 reis, black, 20 r. red, 40 r. blue, 100 r.

bright green, 100 r. dark green, 200 r. yellow,

300 r. brown violet, 600 r. brown-violet, 900 r.

brown-violet.

Remarks.—These stamps are used in the Portu-
guese settlements near Bombay ; viz., the towns of Goa, Diu, and Da-
maun. The third type has the value in ordinary capitals instead of block
type. The other two differ in ground : type 1 has 44 lines, type 2- has
but 32, and is very rare.

PRINCE EDWAED ISLAND.

1860.—Crowned profile of Queen in various frames, lettered

prince edward island postage. Col. imp. rect. perf
1 penny, buff, 2 p.

pink, 3 p. blue, 6 p.

green, 9 p. currency equal

to sixpence, lilac.

1869.—Same head on
lines ; lettered labels a-

bove and below, as cut.

,4 pence, black,
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1370—Full face of Queen, crowned, in horse-shoe label,

lettered prince edward island postage; value "below. Col.

imp. rect. perf. 3 p. sterling, or 4^ p. currency.

1 c. orange. 2 c. Hue. 3 e. rose.

SLgm^ffi&i

Bffa»au>3K»ira

4 c. green. 6 c. black. 12 c. lilac.

1872.—Crowned profile of Queen in various

frames, etc., as cuts above. Col. imp. rect.

perf.

A c. green.1 c. orange.

2 c. blue.

3 c. rose.

6 c. black.

12 c. lHac.

Remarks.—These stamps became obsolete on July 1st, 1873, -when

the island became part of the Dominion of Canada. The 10 c. cut we
give that collectors may be on their guard against it. It is an impostor,

and was cleverly made by one Allan Taylor, when the other six appeared,

and was sent with the genuine set to a well-known foreign dealer, who
(of course) had them all engraved to illustrate his paper, to the im-
measurable delight of the maker of the 10 cents!
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PBUSSIA.

95

%
§

Mar. 15, 1850.—Profile of Frederick William IV. to right,

on ground of crossed lines, within lettered lined frame ; prei-

marke above, full value below, oak-leaves at sides. A. Col.

imp. ; B. black imp. rect. wmk. laurel wreath.

A. 6 pfennig, orange ; 4 pf. (1856)jrreen.

B. J, silbergroschen, pink; 2 sgrVJ3rW^*
3 sgr. yellow.

Sept. 15, 1851. Envelopes.—Embossed profile of Frederick

William IV. to right, within lettered engine-turned oval. Col.

imp. large oval. Two silk threads across stamp.

Oval. 1 silbgr. rose, 2 sgr. blue, 3 sgr. buff.

Sept. 1, 1852. Envelopes.—Same, Large

OCt. Silk threads. 4 sgr. brown, 5 sgr. lilac,

6 sgr. green, 7 sgr. red.

1857. Envelopes.—Same. Oval or oct.

ISTo silk threads, but with grey inscriptions

above stamps. 1 sgr. rose, 2 sgr. blue, 3 sgr.

yellow, 4 sgr. brown.

Jan. 1, 1857.—Design of 1850 re-engraved; head on solid

ground, shading of face and neck finer, details differing. Col.

imp. rect. 1 sgr. rose, 2 sgr. blue, 3 sgr. chrome, 3 sgr. blue (error).

1858.—The same on ground of crossed lines. Col. imp. rect.

4 pfennige, green, 1 sgr. rose, 2 sgr. blue, 3 sgr. yellow.

Oct. 1, 1861.—Embossed eagle, on solid colour, in lettered

engine-turned octagon, with numeral outside each corner; or

oval, with numeral each side. Col. imp. rouletted. 3 pfennige

(April 1, 1865), mauve, 4 pf. green, 6 pf. vermilion; 1 sgr. rose,

2 sgr. blue, ultramarine, 3 sgr. stone.

Oct. 1, 1861. Envelopes.—Precisely the same. Stamped
to right of envelope ; inscription 1st above,

2nd through stamps. Oval. 1 sgr. rose,

2 sgr. blue, 3 sgr. stone.

1866. Parcel Stamps.—Numeral on tesse-

lated ground of repeated value. Col. imp. obi.

on gold-beater's skin.

10 silbergroschen, rose, numeral in oval.

30 ,, blue ,, oblong-.
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Note.—These stamps, it is stated, are not issued to the public, hut are

affixed hy the officials to parcels, etc., which the Prussian (and later the
German) Post Office transmits in addition to letters. The same designs,

with names altered, have been employed by the North Germau Confedera-
tion, Prussia, and the German Empire.

July 1, 1867.—Embossed double eagle, with numeral each
huuoouuuuuuuuuuuuuu^ side : see cut. Col. imp. oct., roii letted.

JLkreuzer, green, 2 kr. red, .3 kr. rose, _6 kr.

blue^ 9 kr. stone,

July 1, 1867. Envelopes.— Same as ad-

hesives of 1861, stamped to right of envelope,

with inscription through. Col. imp. oct. , with
numerals outside. 3 pfennige, mauve, 6 pf. red.

Same as 1867 adhesives, stamped to right with inscription

through. 1 kreuzer, green, 2 kr. red, 3 kr. rose, 6 kr. blue,

9 kr. brown.

Remarks.—The earliest adhesives have heen reprinted, and on paper
with an imitation watermark. The envelopes of 1851 are reprinted too,

hut there are no threads to the 4, 5, 6, and 7 sgr., and the inscriptions to the

1, 2, and 3 sgr. are black instead of grey. The 4 sgr. envelope of 1857
(with inscription) is quite unattainable.

1867. Privileged Envelope of the victoria national
invaliden stiftung.—Type of 1861 oct. 4 pfennige, green.

Remarks.—This "privileged envelope " was allowed to pass the post

without any further charge than 4 pf. ' The same was carried out during
the 1870 war (see North German Confederation and Germany) hy this

and other societies for relief of the sick and wounded.

QUEENSLAND.

Nov., 1861.—Full face of Queen, crowned, in oval, lettered

with name and full value, similar to cut.

Col. imp. rect. Wmk. star. Im. and perf.

1 penny, rose, 2 p. dark blue, 3 p. brown,

6 p. dark green, 1 sh. violet. Registered

(6 p.) yellow.

1864.—The same; thick paper, no wmk.

perf. 1 p. orange-red, 2 p. blue, 3 p. pale

brown, 4 p. lilac, 6 p. yellow-green, 1 sh.

grey, 5 sh. pink.
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1866.—Same ; ivmk. truncated star and portions of legend,

Queensland postage stamps, per/. 1 p. orange-red, 2 p. blue,

3 p. (1872) pale brown.

1869.—Same; wmk. crown ove •• Q, per/. 1 p. orange, 2 p.

blue, 6 p. yellow-green, 1 sh. claret (1873).

Remarks.—This is another country whose stamps cannot be arranged
with any regard to effect or correctness without reference to the water-
marks.

1852.

REUNION.

Rosette in square of eight ovals and eight balls,

cut. Black imp. on bluish-

grey, rect. 15 centimes, black.

1852.— Geometric square

(as cut), on bluish-grey, rect.

30 centimes, black.

Remarks.—A few sheets of

these were reprinted in 1806, which
has prevented them from being

quite unknown. They are printed in sheets of six types each, and
originals take as high a position for rarity as any known stamps.

ROMAGNA.

Sept. 1, 1859.—Numeral over value, on plain ground, in

lettered frame, as cut. Black imp. rect. \
bajoccho, straw, 1 baj. grey, 2 baj. lemon,

3 baj. dark green, 4 baj. fawn, 5 baj. violet,

6 baj. yellow-green, 8 baj. pink, 20 baj. grey-

blue.

ggBOLLQjgf

©I m fcd
53

BAL
^ROMAGNEgg:Remarks.—These stamps were suppressed by

decree of January 12, 1860. So it is not surprising

that used specimens are much sought for, and remain rare. There is some
doubt as to whether the 6 baj. was ever used for postage. The original

dies of these stamps were preserved, but got badly knocked about, and
from these inferior dies an employe des posies made many sheets in 1869,

all the values on one sheet, and so on. These he termed essays or proofs (!)

—and of course the man ought to know best what to call his own
work !—or else, as he added a border of seven lines to each die (to hide

the indentations a little), I should have called them humbugs. The nine

values may be purchased each in rose, blue, and yellow on white, and in

black on rose, blue, yellow, and grey paper. The series of 63 magnificent

stamps, all warranted genuine, for 14 francs.
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BOMAN STATES.

Papal I§>tamp0*

1852.—Keys and tiara, all different. Black imp. h bajoccho

(single line frame), olive-brown
; ^ baj. (double lined ruling

between stamps), grey, lilac, violet; 1 baj. sea-green, 2 baj. pale

green, 3 baj. yellow-brown, 4 baj. yellow-brown, yellow; 5

baj. rose, 6 baj. green -grey, slate grey ; 7 baj. blue, 8 baj.

white, 50 baj. indigo, sky-blue, 1 scudo, flesh : see cut.

1867.—Same, with designs exchanged and altered in values.

Black imp. on enamel, various shapes, 1867 Im.
r
1868 perf._

2 cent, green; 3 c. grey, 5 c. pale blue, 10 c. vermilionL
l^aJake^oBerinoj^_40 c. yellow, 80 c. pink.

BOUMANIA.
Jlmcceeljmg; ;ptnltiabian i&tarcps,

1865.—Head of Prince Couza to right on solid colour in

Oval, within lettered frame, as cut. Col. imp. rect. 2 parale,

lemon, 2 p. brown, 5 p. blue, 20 p. red (2 types).

mmmmm
1866-67. 1868.

1866-67.—Head of Prince Charles Hohernzollern to left on
solid colour, as cut. Black imp. rect.

1866. Thick paper.

2 parale, yellow.

5 „ grey-blue.

20 „ carmine (2 dies).

1867. Thin paper.

2 parale, yellow.

5 „ dark blue.

20 „ pink (2 dies).
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1868.—Imitation of last, fresh currency, as cut above. Col.

imp. rect. _2_ bani, .. orange ; .3 b. (1870) mauve, 4 b. blue,

28 b. vermilion^ xosq.

5^8

m^mM

1869.—Same head as

cut. CoL imp. rect. Im.
5 bani, orange; 10 bani,

blue; 15 b. r,d,J5 b.

orange with blue centre,

50 bani, blue with red

centre.

Journal Stamp,

151

-As cut. 1£ bani, black on green.

1871. Bearded. —
Same head with beard

:

see cut. Col. imp. rect.,

1871 Im. and 1872 perf.

5 bani, vermilion, rose;

10 b. orange-yellow, blue,

15 b. red, 25 b. brown,

wt~-

mmmm
Journal Stamp.—As cut. li bani, blue on yellc

Sept., 1872. Provisional.—Bearded type,

very poor impressions. Col. imp. rect. Im.

10 bani, pale ultramarine \ 50 bani, blue with

red centre.

Remarks.—Fortunately the whole of the above
stamps are easily procurable, and an otherwise diffi-

cult country may be easily completed by the collec-

tor. The only stamps at all likely to become scarce

are the two provisionals of September, 1872, which
had only a month's currency.

Oct. 15, 1872.—Same head on solid colour,

in beaded circle, as cut. Col. imp. rect. perf.

on tinted paper.

JU- bani, bronze-green.

3 b. bright green.

5 b. buff.

15 b. red -brown.

25 b. orange,

50 b. rose.

W
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1873. Post Card, with Stamp.— carta
de posta ; arms to left ; stamp as cut, in colour,

to right ; usual lettering, and five paragraphs

of instructions.

5 bani, blue on white (obsolete).

5 „' ,, on dark buff ,,

5 „ „ on pale buff, smaller arms.

EUSSIA.

Nov. 15, 1845. St. Petersburg Envelope.— Crowned
two-headed eagle, surcharged with shields, over post-horns, on
white ground in circle containing Russian inscription. Col. imp.

large circular ; stamped on flap, in right upper or in left lower

corner, on large and small envelopes. 5 kop. dark blue and
ultramarine (1864), pale blue (1869).

Jan. 26, 1848. Envelopes.—Embossed crowned two-headed

eagle, charged with shields and over post-horns, on netted ground,

within lettered engine-turned circle bearing weight carried, and
value above in Russian, with 1 k : 3 a kohb (extra charge for

envelope) below. Col. imp. large circular, struck on flap, envelope

bearing arms, very large watermark,, either in square or oval.

1861. WmJc. in oval.184-8. WmJc. in square.

10 kop. black.

20 „ blue.

30 „ rose.

10 kop. grey.

20 „ grey-blue.

30 ,, brick.

Remarks.—Envelopes were the first means adopted in this country

(as in Great Britain) to try the system- of cheap prepaid postage, and, as

in the case with Hanover, Warsaw, &c, the earliest attempt was a local

for the capital. The watermarks extending over the surface of 10, 20,

and 30 k. envelopes render them somewhat attractive, and causes many
persons to keep entire, who would otherwise ruthlessly cut them. Of the

20 and 30 kop., two issues occurred—the first with narrow tail to eagle,

the second with a hroader tail. Adhesive stamps were not introduced for

nearly ten years later.

Dec. 10, 1857-58.—Embossed two -headed eagle over post-

horns, on solid colour, in linear frame within lettered solid oval,

bearing Eussian inscription and value ; all on crowned mantle
;

ground bands of dots. Bicol. imp. rect. Small and large perf.

J.0 kop. brown and blue, 20 kop. blue and yellow, 30 kop. rose

and green.
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1863. St. Petersburg Government Local.
—Two-headed eagle over post-horns, as cut. Black

imp. rect. perf.

5 kop. black, surcharged with grey-blue dots.

1864.—Two-headed eagle over

post-horns on lines, as cut. Black

imp. with col. grounds, all dif-

ferent, rect. large perf. 1 kop.

buff, 3 kop. green, 5 kop. lilac,

3 kop. green (TS7U)7wIW"gimuToT
of the 5 kop. (error).

Remarks.—The first issued adhesive was imperf, viz. the 10 kop.,

followed early next year by all the set perf. The groundwork of the

1864 set is worthy of note, being very beautiful, and copying tbat used
on the Thurn and Taxis 5 and 10 silbgr. and 15 and 30 kreuzer; viz.,

a tesselated ground of repeated numerals of value.

1868.—Embossed double eagle, crowned, in

lettered oval, as cut. Col. imp. oval, to left or

right of envelope. 10 kop. brown, 20 kop. blue,

30 kop. rose.

1869. Envelope, Government Local for

St. Petersburg.—Arms as last. Col. imp.

round. 5 kop. dark lilac.

1870. Envelope (not
Local).— The same. 5 kop. [&

1872. Post Card, no
Stamp. OTKpBITOe IINCLMO,

with arms to left, and space for stamp to right, with two para-

graphs of instructions below, all in finely-engraved frame. Black
on white card.

May, 1872. With Stamp.—Much the same, but different

frame. Oval stamp, as cut. 3 kop. brown, 5 kcrajrre

Remarks.—For full history and list of Locals, see Appendix A.
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1870.-

ST. CHRISTOPHER
Head of Queen on lines, in lettered circle, as cut.

Col. imp. Wmk. cc. and
crown, perf. „l„.jjgflnjk

rose ; 6 pence, green.

Remarks.— The other
engraving, head in circle,

was an essay which appeared
in 1866, in Mack, hlue, green,

and brown. It is an imita-

tion of the St. Lucia design.

ST. DOMINGO.

1362.—Shield containing arms, as cut; value

in italics, reading upwards; no name. Black

imp. square. Medio real (£) rose, Un real (1)

green.

1865.—Same as last, but
\

value in ordinary type, reading )

downwards, notched frame. Black imp. square. |>
•*

Medio real (J) pea-green, Un real (1) straw, I
**-

buff.

CORREOS 1866.—Same arms, with scroll above, bearing

legend, dios patria libertad, as cut. Black

imp. rect. Medio real, straw; Un real, green;

un real, green.

1866.—Same.
Medio real, rose ; Un real, blue.

Error, Unreal (one word), blue.

„ jSTo value given, blue.

1867.—Same, on very thin glossy paper. Black imp. rect.

Medio real, pink, blue-grey, olive (1870).

^Un real, blue-grey; Un real, pink, magenta (1869).

1870.—Same. Black imp. rect. Medio real, magenta ; Un
real, green.

1871.—Same. Col. on colour, rect. Medio real, blue on rose.
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ST. HELENA.

1857.—Head of Queen on engine-turned

ground, in circle, as cut. Col. imp. rect., star

wmk. Im. and per/. 6 pence, blue.

1863-68.—Same stamp, with value erased

by a black line, and new value surcharged in

black. Col. imp. rect. wmk. cc. and crown,

per/. I penny, red (Im. andperf), 2 p. lemon,

3 p. violet, 4 p. carmine (Im. andperf.) 1 sh.

green, 5 sh. orange-yellow.

1873.—Same. Wmk. cc. and crown, perf. 6 p. slate-blue.

Remarks.—Those curious in varieties may find 1 p. 4 p. and 1 sh.

surcharged in two sizes of type.

ST. LUCIA.

1859.—Head of Queen in engine-turned

ground in lettered oval, as cut; no value. Col.

imp. rect. perf

Wmk. star, 1859.

Lake-red (1 p.)

Deep blue (4 p.)

Deep green (6 p.)

Wmk. cc. and c. 1863.

Lake (1 p.)

Slate-blue (4 p.)

Emerald (6 p.)

Remarks.—These stamps are another illustration of the necessity for

some notice to be taken of watermarks. The colours of the two sets are

very unlike, 1859 being soft, warm tints, 1863, on the contrary, cold and
glazed in appearance, and these clear differences are emphasized by differ-

ent watermarks, which clearly ehow that they were separate issues.

1865.—Same stamps, fresh colours, wmk. cc. and c. perf.

_Black (1 penny), canary (4 p.), violet (6 p.), orange (1 sh.).

ST. THOMAS AND PEINCE ISLANDS.

1870.—Crown on solid ground, as cut.

Col. imp. rect. perf. 5 reis. black; 10 reis,

yellow ; 20 reis, stone ; 25 reis,' red

;

50 reis, green ; 100 reis, violet.

Remarks.—These islands are situated on the
African Coast, in the Gulf of Guinea. Used
specimens are seldom seen.
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ST. VINCENT.

1868.—Head of Queen on engine-turned

ground, within engine-turned oval, truncated

top and bottom by labels, as cut. Col. imp.
rect. wmk. star, perf. 1 penny, rose ; 6 p.

green.

1868-69.—Same. 4 p. blue, 1 sh. violet,

black, 1 sh. (1869) dull blue.

1869-70.—Same. Fresh colours. 1 penny_{187JX-Hack,
4 p. yellow, 6 p. yellow-green, 1 sh. brown, 1 sh. rose (1872).

Remarks.—The changes rung upon the colours, for the 1 shilling

value, were very perplexing to collectors at the time they severally ap-

peared ; but it seems to have finally settled to rose, identical in tint with
the first penny.

SAN SALYADOE.

1867.—Volcano and stars (forming the

arms) in oval, as cut ; all values slightly

different. Col. imp. oblong, perf. -£- real,

blue, 1 r. vermilion, 2 rs. green, 4 rs. brown.

H.I. & U S.
Post age

SANDWICH ISLANDS.

1852.—Numeral in fancy square of pearls

and loops ; h. i. & u. s. postage, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. 13 cents, blue.

Remarks.—This stamp and the next three are

all native made, and form as rare a set as can he
found in any other country. They are said to have
"been provisionally issued, pending the arrival of the

first head series from America ; hut I think they
take rank as a veritable issue. The initials stand

for "Hawaiian Islands and United States." The rate to the. United
States being 13 cents, fully explains its use. There is but little difference

in their respective degrees of rarity.

1852.—Numeral in fancy square of cones and loops ; Haw-
aiian postage at top : see cuts. Col. imp. rect. 2 cents, blue,

5 c. blue, 13 c. blue.
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Mawaiiao
Postage

Two Cents

Hawaiian
Postage

FiveCents

Mawanan
Postage

IS^Ceirts.

1853.— Head of Kamehameha III., on
crossed lines, in lettered frame, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. 5 cents, blue on white; 5 c. blue

on blue.

1853.—Same bead and ground, lettered Haw-
aiian 5 CTS., UNITED STATES 8 CTS., HONOLULU
Hawaiian is Col. imp. rect. 13 c. vermilion.

Remarks.—The inscription on the 13 cents shows the proportion of

postage belonging to the Hawaiian Post Office, and that accruing to the

United States. Letters for the States went through the San Francisco

Post Office, and were there prepaid with United States according to the

amount prepaid at Honolulu.

July, 1859. 1st Provisional.—Numeral in

lettered frame (as cut), Hawaiian postage on
the left side, uku leta (paid letter) to right,

10 types of each, on pale blue-grey or greenish-

blue paper. Col. imp. rect. 1 cent, pale blue

;

2 cents, black.

1862.—Head of Kamehameha IV., on lines,

in lettered frame, uku leta overarched above, elua keneta

(2 cents) at base, leaves at sides, numeral in rect. at top corners.

Col. imp. rect. 2 cents, rose (lithograph) ; 2 cents, vermilion

(copper-plate).

n r~
a larcKBjQSUKD

3 I 1

v 1 Cent.

Jan., 1863. 2nd Provisional.—Same as 1st Provisional,

on blue-grey paper. Col. imp. rect. 10 types. 1 cent, black;

2 cents, blue.
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May, 1864.— Head of Kamehameha IV.,

on lines, in oval, as cut. Col. imp. rect. per/.

2 cents, vermilion.

1864. 3rd Provisional—Same as 1st and
2nd Provisional, on white paper. Col. imp.

rect. 10 types. 1 cent, black; 2 c. black.

Note.—On laid paper in 1865, being on plain

wove at first.

May, 1865. 4th Provisional.—Numeral in lettered frame

like the other Provisionals; uku leta at top, Hawaiian
postage each side, on blue paper.

5 cents, blue.

Col. imp. rect. 10 types.

As above, but interisland on left side, on white paper. Col.

imp. rect. 1 cent, dark blue ; 2 cents, dark blue.

1866.— Head of Kamehameha V., on
lines, in oval, as

1

cut. Col. imp. rect. perf.

5 cents, blue.

1867. 5th Provisional.—Type as 4th

Provisional, 1 and 2 c. above; viz., inter-

island on left, on blue paper. Col. imp.

rect. 10 types. 5 cents, blue.

Kamehameha V.

6 c. green.

heads and types, as above. Col. imp.

Victoria Kamamakt.
1 e. violet.

1871.— Different

rect. perf.

Remarks.—It has been erroneously stated that the 1853 and 1869
stamps have been reprinted, and that copies of each so reprinted have
been surcharged with the words specimen or cancelled in red or black.

I cannot see any cause for such an opinion, except that a small stock of
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those values came rather suddenly on the market in 1870; but if every

stock of remainders were to be branded " reprints," I think it would be
a bad look out for Philately. The stamps I have termed provisional have
been frequently termed "unpaid letter tax-stamps;" but as they are

plainly marked uku leta, or paid letter, I cannot see how such a classi-

fication can be admitted.

SABAWAK

1869.—Head of Kajah Brooke to right,

as cut. Col. imp. on col. rect. per/.

3 cents, brown on yellow.

1871.—Head of Charles Brooke to left in

circle, name above, full value below. Col.

imp. rect. per/.

3 cents, brown on yellow.

SAXONY.

1850.—Large ornamented numeral, on wavy ground, within

lettered frame ; sachsen above, franco below, full value at

sides. Col. imp. square. 3 pfennige, red.

1850.—Profile of Frederick Augustus IV. to right, on solid

ground, in lined oval ; background solid, with Gothic leaves

;

lettered scroll, with sachsen above, value below, and numeral
in oval each side. Black imp. rect. £ neugroschen, grey,

1 ngr. rose, 2 ngr. sky-blue, dark blue, 3 ngr. yellow.

1854.—Crowned shield on solid ground in

oval, as cut. Col. imp. rect. 3 pfennige,

green.

June, 1855.—Head of John to left on
lines in oval, background plain with Gothic

leaves, lettered scrolls, sachsen above, and full

value below. Black imp. rect. \ neugroschen,

grey, 1 ngr. rose, 2 ngr. dark blue, 3 n r. yellow.

Same. Col. imp. rect. 5 ngr. red, 10 ngr. blue.
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June, 1859. Envelopes.—Embossed pro-

file of John to left, in lettered engine-turned

oval, sachsen above, full value below, numeral

each side. Col. imp. large oval. Stamped to

left of envelope, in 1862 to right. 1 ngr. rose,

2 ngr. blue, ultramarine, 3 ngr. yellow, 5 ngr.

violet, slate, 10 ngr. green.

July, 1863. — Embossed crowned arms

above, small solid oval with numeral, as cut.

Col. imp. rect. per/. 3 pfennige, green,

^ ngr. orange.
~* The same ; oval. 1 ngr. rose, 2 ngr. blue,

3 ngr. brown, 5 ngr. slate.

July, 1863. Envelopes.—Same as ad-

hesives, stamped to right. J ngr. (1865), orange, 1 ngr. rose,

2 ngr. blue, 3 ngr. brown, 5 ngr. lilac.

Remarks.—Except the first 3 pf. rose, and the 10 ngr. envelope, the

whole of these stamps are easily attainahle, and of the exceptions the

3 pf. is alone rare, though the prevalence of abundant forgeries has
tended to the belief that (as a parallel to the old Swiss Cantonal) it is not
a rare stamp.

SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIK

Nov. 15, 1850, till Feb. 1, I851.-Em-
bossed crowned shield on plain oval ground,

upon large double eagle, as cut ; no name, but

initials in top angles. Col. imp. rect.

1 schilling, blue, 2 sch. rose.

Remarks.—This early pair of stamps was printed

on that now venerable preventive against forgery

—

paper with a silk thread in its substance. They are extremely rare used,

and, on the authority of Mr. Moens, we may say the same of original

unused, since he says they have been reprinted. For my own part, I
extremely doubt any such thing, the specimens with which collectors are

usually supplied appearing to me more like remainders, and not quite

plentiful enough for reprints. This issue was superseded by the then
current Danish stamps, and the next issue did not occur until 1865 (a

curious instance of stamps being in abeyance for fourteen years), then a

series was issued current from March, 1865, till Oct. 31, 1865. In de-

scribing the stamps brought into being during the Schleswig-Holstein»

I have departed from all precedent, but given a more faithfully historical

list by making it strictly chronological.
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April 1, 1864, till March, 1865.-Em-
bossed numeral in engine-turned lettered oval,

as cut. Col. imp. oval, rouletted.

£ schilling (of Hamburg) green.

4 schillinge (of Denmark) rose.
\/W"u->j^-r^i-rw\j%ru\rW"J

ga*»pos;T<^Kgj

March, 1864.—Value in Hamburg currency in wreath
in lettered solid frame, read-

ing abbreviated for herzog-

LICHE POST FREIMARKE, value

in Danish below (see cut),

paper with a grey burele with
letter p in centre. Col. imp.

square. J sch. (or 4 srm) blue.

July, 1864, till March, 1865.—Value in Hamburg currency,

much larger than before, and not in a wreath ; lettered as last

;

different value below (see cut), above to right; paper with a bold

rose coloured burele, and capital p in centre. Col. imp. square,

rouletted. 1 \ schilling (or
1 J slm), blue.

Remarks.—The above stamps, for the separate Duchies of Schleswig
and Holstein, were superseded in March, 1865, by a series under the
united title common to both as next described.

March, 1865, till Oct. 31, 1865.—Em-
bossed numeral in engine-turned lettered oval,

SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN with (a) SCHILLING be-

low, or (b) star below and schilling in centre.

Col. imp. oval, rouletted.

a. \ schilling, rose, \\ sch. green, 2 sch.

blue.

h. \\ schilling (or 1 sgr.), lilac, 4 sch. (or 3 sgr.), stone.
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^djleatoig;.

Nov. 1, 1865.—Type, April, 1864, (a) with schilling below,

(b) with star below, and schilling in centre. Col. imp. oval,

rouletted.

a. \ schilling, green, J^schjilac, 2 schillinge, blue, 4 sch.

stone.

b. \\ schilling (or 1 sgr.) lilac.

|)olstein.

Nov. 1, 1865.-—Type, with white letters and two stars in

pearled oval, on solid colour.

Nov. 1, 1865.—Numeral on colour in oval of beads, with

white letters and two stars on solid colour ; usual type. Col.

imp. oval, rouletted. \ schilling, green, \\ sch. lilac, 2 sch.

blue.

Nov., 1865, and Jan., 1866.—Type, as cut.

Col. imp. oval, rouletted.

(b) Star below.

1^ sch. or 1 sgr. rose.

(a) Schilling below.

lilac,

blue.

1^ schilling, lilac.

4 sch. or 3 sgr. stone.

SERVIA.

NOV., 1866.—Profile of Michael III. to

left, on ground half solid and half lined,

under arched lettered scroll. Col. imp. rect.

(a) small per/., thick paper, (b) large per/.,

thin paper. 10 paras, yellow; 20 paras, rose;

40 paras, blue, (c) large per/, and imperf.,

on ordinary paper. 1 para, green ; 2 para,

brown ; 2 parf. brown (error).

Provisional, 1866.—Arms as cut.

colour, rect. 12 types.

1 para, bronze, green on rose.

1 para, dark green on violet.

2 paras, brown on slate.

2 paras, green on rose (error).

Col.
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1869.—Head of Milano to

left, on solid colour, as cut.

Col. imp. rect. per/. 1 para,

yellow, 10 p.. bistre,~T5~pT

orange, JO p. blue, 25 p. rose,

35 p. green, 40 p. violet, 50 p.

dark green.

1869. Imperf. 20 paras, blue.

1872. „ 1 para, yellow.

1873.—Head of Milano, as cut. Col. imp. rect. Imperf.

2 paras, black.

1873. Post Card, with Stamp.—Native
inscription, with stamp (as cut) to left, all

within engraved frame. 10 paras, violet on
buff.

*

1873. Reply-paid Card.—As above, with
additional words on each card. 10x10 paras,

violet on buff.

SHANGHAI.

1866.—Dragon in lettered frame, with

Chinese characters each side, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. large, (a) value in singular

candareen, (b) value in plural. 1 canda-

reen, blue, 2 c. black, 3 c. brown, 4 c.

yellow, 6 c. orange, brown, 8 c. grey-green,

bright green, 12 c. brown, 16 c. vermilion.

Remarks.—The first Shanghai stamps printed

were all without the terminal s. There are errors

in the Chinese lettering to the left on the 2, 4, and 8 candareens. On the
2 cand. the first character on the left in our engraving is the arbitrary

character for "two." The error has in place of this character two hori-

zontal strokes, symbolising " a pair," and therefore answering to a figure
"2." It is termed an error more because it is less common than because
it is in any way incorrect. The second character on our cut signifies

candareen, and occurs on normal specimens of 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 cand., in

the same position. In the errors of 4 and 8 cand. this is replaced by a
character representing a "mace" (of 10 candareens), a character identical

with the second one on the 12 and 16 cand. 12 candareens is represented
in the Chinese on the stamp as 1 mace 2 candareens silver, the 16 c. by
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1 mace 6 candareens silver, so that the values of the two errors, reading 4

and 8 mace respectively for candareens, represent each 40 and 80 canda-
reens. There are further varieties which may interest the collector, or

which may he useful to have enumerated for reference. They are, hriefly

:

. Antique numerals to 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, and 16 cand.

Ordinary numerals only, 1,2, 3, 12, and 16 cand.

Roman numeral, 1 cand.

Error, candarfens, 3 cand.

Reprints, ordinary numerals, which do not exist in the original set.

6 c. emerald, 12c orange, 16 c. hrown.
These stamps were issued hy order of the General Council of Shanghai,

hut never had much currency, though large quantities were imported for

stamp collectors. Eeprints, usually on slightly toned paper, exist of all

values with ordinary numerals only. Those particularised never existed

as originals in the colours quoted. The next sets were engraved and
printed hy Messrs. Nissen and Parker, and are as weird-looking, so far

as the dragon goes, as could he desired.

Spring Of 1866.—Dragon "wriggling,"

on lines, in various frames, as cut. Col. imp.

rect. per/. 2 cents, rose, 4 c. lilac, 8 c. blue,

I ^IBBKBi^ I
16 c

- green-

Dec, 1866.—Very similar designs, all

different, as cuts below. Col. imp. rect. per/.

1 candareen, brown, 3 cand. orange-yellow,

6 cand. grey, 12 cand. olive.

/
o

1873.—Cents series, surcharged 1 cand. and
Chinese characters (as cut), obliquely. Col. imp.

rect. per/. % centg TQSe ^ ^ue surcnarge>

4 „ grey „
4 „ lilac „ „
4 „ lilac, black „

1873. Post Card; no Stamp.—shanghai local post,

with instructions, all in English, type-set, mauve on white.

1874. Post Card, with Stamp.—shanghai local post

and Chinese inscription, stamp as adhesive to left, all in linear

frame. 1 candareen, mauve on white.
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SICILY.

1859.—Head of Ferdinand II. to left, on

crossed lines, in lettered frame, bollo della

posta di sicilia, as cut. Col. imp. rect.

h grano, yellow, 1 gr. olive, 2 gr. bine,

5 gr. rose, vermilion, 10 gr. intense blue,

20 gr. violet-slate, 50 gr. red-brown.

SIEKRA LEONE.

1881.—Diademed bead of Queen to left on lines in linear

octagon, as cut. Col. imp. rect. per/, bluish or wMte paper.

6 pence, violet.

1872-74.—Tbe same,

wmh. co. and crown.

6 pence, mauve.

1872.— Diademed
bead of Queen to left on
lines in lettered rect.

frame, as cut. Col. imp.

rect. cc, and crown, wmh. per/. 1 penny, rose, 2 p. m<

(1873), 4 p. blue, 6 p. orange (1874), 1 sli. green.

;enta

Hemarks.—The current stamps are chiefly notahle from having the
values printed in separately from the rest of the impression, so that one
plate answers for the whole series.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

1855.—Head of Queen on engine-turned circle, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. wmh star.

Rouletted. I860.

Per/orated. 1868.

1 penny, green.

2 pence, vermilion.

6 pence, blue.

1 shilling, yellow.

1 „ brown (1864).

i

Imperf. 1855.

1 penny, dark green.

2 pence, blood-red.

6 pence, violet-blue.

1 shilling, brown-

yellow.
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1863.—Head of Queen on engine-turning, in lettered oval,

as centre cut. Col. imp. rect. ivmk. star.

Rouletted. 1863.

9 pence, grey-lilac.

Perforated 1872.

9 pence, red-violet.

1866-69.—Same type, surcharged with fresh value, star

wmk., and cc. and c own ivmk, rouletted and per/.

a. Surcharge in blue. 10 p. brown-orange, 10 p. yellow.

10 p. yellow.o. Surcharge in black.

1867.—Diademed head on crossed lines in linear circle, as

cut above. Col. imp. rect. wmk. star, rouletted and per/.

4 pence, violet ; 2 shillings, rose.

1869.—Similar to last: see cut. Col. imp. rect., star uink., or

cc. and crown, rouletted and per/. 2 pence, orange.

1870.—Same type, surcharged with fresh value. Col. imp.

star wmk. per/. 3 pence, blue with red surcharge ; 3 pence,

blue (1871) with black surcharge.

Remarks.—It is impossible to arrange these stamps in any neat or

correct manner without referring either to the watermarks or perforations.

The stamps are all now perforated in an ordinary manner ; hut for some
little time they hore rouletting down sides, and machine perforations at

ends, or vice versu. An immense variety of surcharged capital letters,

used hy various government departments, may be found on all the current

stamps, as follows :

—

a, ag, ao, bd, bg, bm, c, cd, cl, co, cs, c, sgn, db,

DR, E, EB, GP, GS, GT, HA, HG, IA, IS, EA, LL, LT, M, MB, MR, MRG, OA, P, PA,

po, ps, pw, rb, rg, s, sc, sg, sm, st, t, v, w. Forty-seven varieties, and
each found on a full series.
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SPAIN.

1850.—Diademed profile of Isabella II. on ground of crossed

lines, within lettered plain or solid frame, value above, date

below, correos to left, franco or certificado to right. Col.

imp. rect.

Franco to right.

Head to left, 6 cuartos, black.

„ right, 12 „ lilac.

Certificado : see cut.

Head to right.

5 reales, red.

6 ,, blue.

10 „ green.

1851.— Filleted profile of Isabella II. to right on solid

ground, within lettered oval, as cut; franco or certifo., and
full value, with correos 1851. Col. imp. rect.

Franco.

Seis (6) cuartos, black.

Doce (12) „ lilac.

Certifo.

Dos (2) reales, red.

Cinco (5) „ rose.

Seis (6) „ blue.

Diez (10) „ green.

1851. 1853.

1852.— Filleted profile of Isabella II. to left on solid ground
in linear circle, lettered labels franco or certdo., with value

above, correos 1852 below. Col. imp. rect.

Franco.

6 cs. lake-red.

12 ,, lilac.

Certdo.

2 rs. pale red.

5 „ green.

6 ,, blue.

1852-53. Local.—Arms of Madrid, bear and tree in oval

bearing seven stars, crowned, and with branches around, all on
solid octagonal ground ; above correo interior, franco and
value below. Col. imp. rect. 1 cuarto, bronze, 3 cuartos, bronze.
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1853.—Diademed profile of Isabella II. to right on solid

ground, in oval of circlets, "broken by lettered labels ; correos
1853 above, franco or certdo. below, with value. CoL imp.

rect. : see cut.

Franco.

6 cs. carmine.

12 „ purple-lilac.

Certdo.

2 rs. vermilion.

5 „ green.

6 ,, blue.

Jan., 1854.—Arms in crowned shield, with chain and order

of the Golden Fleece on solid ground; correos 1854 at top,

franco or certdo., with value, below.

Franco.

6 cs. carmine.

Col. imp. rect.

Certdo.

2 rs. red.

5 „ green.

6 „ blue.

CORREOS. 1854

FRANCO 1..RV:

NOV. 1, 1854.—Same arms on plain ground,

as cut. Col. imp. rect. 4 cs. carmine, l^real,

blue.

Same arms, correos and stars above (no

date), franco and value below. Col. imp.

rect.

No watermark.

2 cs. green.

Wmk. loops, blue paper.

2 cs. green.

Remarks.—The stamps up to this date form a very difficult series for

the collector; the 3 cuartos hear, and the 2 reales of 1851, 1852, and
1853, with the 2 cuartos of 1854 being- the rarest, a full series will sell

readily for £20 and upwards. There was a 2 cuartos bear prepared for

issue in 1854, but never circulated, being superseded by the 2 ctos. arms
of that year. Specimens may be found, as also 1 and 3 ctos. in gold,

instead of bronze. They are essays. Both 1 and 3 ctos. were reprinted

in 1870 in bronze on very thin paper ; but no other Spanish stamp of any
year has been reprinted, the specimens so plentiful with unsightly bars

across are remainders obliterated by the officials.

1854. Official.—Type of Jan., 1854, but bottom label bear-

ing weight only : see cut. Black imp. rect. J onza, yellow,

1 onza, rose, 4 onzas, green, 1 libra, slaty.
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nORBEOS 1854 1855. Official—Arms as be-

fore, but oval : see cut. Black

imp. oval. . -A-onza, yellow; 1 onza,

rose, salmon; 4 onzas, green; 1

libra, slate.

Remarks.—Two issues of these

are known— the common one die-

printed, the rare one lithographed.

1855-56.—Laureated profile of Isabella II. on solid circle

in beaded circle, correos above, value below, spandrels ssaly,

Watermarked.as cut. Col. imp. rect.

Wmk. hops, blue pape)

2 cuartos, green.

4 „ carmine.

4 ,, . dull red.

1 real, blue.

2 „ brown-lilac.

Wmk. lattice, white

paper (1856).

2 cuartos, green.

4 ,, rose.

1 real, blue.

2 ,, brown-lilac.

1857.—The same, on white paper, without any watermark.

Col. imp. rect. 2 cuartos, yellow-green; 4 cuartos, rose; 12

cuartos, orange-yellow ; 1 real, blue ; 2 reales, brown-lilac.

1859.—Same ; coarser scales in spandrels. 2 reales, lilac.

1860.- Diademed profile of Isabella II. to

ground, in broken circle of four

pieces, with emblems below, as

cut. Col. imp. on tinted paper.

2 cuartos, green on green ; 4 c.

yellow on green, 12 c. rose on
amber, 19 c. brown on salmon

(1861); 1 real, blue on bluish,

2 rs. lilac on lilac.

left, solid

1862.— Diademed profile of Isabella II. to left, on solid

ground, with oval of beads around, in lettered oval, espana at

top, value at foot, as cut. Col. imp. on tinted paper. 2 cuartos,

blue on lemon, 4 c. brown on salmon, 12 c. blue on flesh, 19 c.

rose on blue ; 1 real, brown on yellow, 2 rs. green on flesh.
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Jan. 1, 1864.—Diademed profile as before,

on solid ground, with oval of circlets around,

in oval formed of fancy continuous riband, as

cut, dated. Col. imp. on tinted paper, rect.

2 cuartos, blue on lilac, 4 c. rose on flesh,

4 rs. rose on white (rare), 1 2 c.j^een_on pink,

19 c. lilac on pink ; 1 real, brown on green,

2 rs. blue on pink.

Jan. 1, 1865.—Diademed profile as before,

on lines, name above, espana, arms in top

angles, as cut. Col. imp. rect. Im. and per f.

2 cuartos, rose, 4 cs. blue, 12 cs. blue with

rose centre, 12 cs. [error) head upside down,
1 9 cs. brown with rose centre ; 1 real, green,

2 reales, lilac, red.

Jan. 1, 1866.—Diademed profile as before, on lines in circle,

arched label bearing correos above, value in straight label

below. Col. imp. rect.

perf. 2 cuartos, rose, 4 c.

blue, 12 c. yellow, deep

orange, 19 c. brown, 10

cent de esco. green, 20

cent de esco. brown.

Aug. 1866.—Type of

1864, dated 1866, per/. 20 cmos. lilac.

Jan. 1, 1867.—Diademed profile as before, on lines, in lettered

oval, correos de espana and full value, angles different. Col.

imp. rect. perf. Dos (2) cuartos, brown ; cuatro (4) cuartos,

blue; doce (12) cuartos, orange; 19 cuartos, rose; 10 cent de

esc. green, 20 cent de esc. lilac.

i_j \_n_runj-i

1867. Journal Stamps.—Numeral on solid circie, lettered

franqueo impresos on white, in lettered frame : see cuts above.

Col. imp. red. per/. 5 mils, green, 10 mils, brown.
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July, 1867.—Head of Queen, as before, in lettered oval, as

cut above. Col. imp. rect. perf. 25 mils, blue with rose centre,

50 mils, pale brown.

1868.—As last
;
perf. 25 mils. blue.

1868.—Type, as cut. Col. imp. perf. 50
mils, dark lilac.

1868.—Type of 12 and 19 cuartos of Jan.,

1867. Col. imp. rect. perf. 100 mils, brown,
200 mils, green.

1868.—Type of Jan., 1867. Col. imp.

rect. perf. 19 cuartos, brown.

Remarks.—The issxies from 1860 to 1868 are regular, monotonous,
and of a wearisome mediocrity, only enlivened by confusing alterations

during 1867 and 1868. All the values of those two years were used
during the Revolution of 1868 and 1869, with the surcharge

—

habilitado
1'or la nacton, which will be next catalogued.

1868-69. Habilitado. Province of Cadiz.—Surcharge
habilitado per la nacion For the use of the nation, in dark

blue, first and last words in large type. All stamps from Jan.

1, 1867, to 1868.

1868-69. Habilitado. Provinces of Madrid and Sala-
manca.—Surcharge in black, different size to last. All stamps

from Jan. 1, 1867, to 1868.

1868. Habilitado. Province of Valladolid.—Surcharge
in black or red, rare, in much longer and thinner letters than

other types. Said to exist on all values.

1868. Habilitado in an oval.—Surcharge in blue, in large

transverse double oval. 50 mils, brown.

1868. H. P. N. in oval.—Initials surcharged in black, in a

large transverse oval. 12 cuartos, yellow, 50 mils, brown.

1870. — Allegorical head of Liberty,

crowned, lettered comunicaciones with

value, as cut. Col. imp. rect. perf. 1 mil.

_de esco, violet on flesh, 2 mils, black on
amber, black on flesh, 10 m ils, rose, 25 mite,

'mauve, 50 mils, blue, 100 mils, red-brown,

20© mils, light brown, 400 mils, green,

1 escudo, 600 mils, lilac, 2 escudos, blue,

12 cuartos, fiesh, 19 cuartos, green.
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1872. Journals.—Value in

oval under crown, four stamps

forming one centime : see cut.

Col. imp. square. \ cent de

peseta, Line.

1872. Journals.—Numeral
on lines in circle, franqueo impresos around,

as cut. Col. imp. rect. per/. 2 cents de

peseta, mauve, 5 cents de peseta, green.

1872.—Head of Amadeus to left on lines in oval, comuni-

caciones arched above, espana below. Col. imp. rect. per/.

JLj£gritg_de -peseta^blue, J.Q_c. brown Jilac, 12 c. violet, 25 c.

dark brown, 40 c. orange-brown, JO c. green.

Same bead to right on lines in oval, cojm-

unicaciones above, value in straight label

below, esp. on spandrels : see cut. Col. imp.

reck, perf. 1 peseta, lilac, 4 pes. brown,
10 pes. green]

1873.-—Value in oval under crown, similar

to the same value of 1872, but crown like

that on the head of Liberty of 1870, four

stamps forming 1 centimo de peseta. Col. imp. square. \ cents,

de peseta, green.

1873.—Figure of Liberty, seated, on lines, comunicaciones
in scroll above. Col. imp. rect. perf. 2 cents de peseta,

orange-red, 5 c. rose, 10 c. green , 20 c. black, 25 c. brown,
40 c. lilac- brown, JELajWue, 1 peseta, mauve, 4 pesetas, brown,

10 pesetas, brown violet.

1873. Post Card, without Stamp.—tarjeta postal with
long paragraphs, place for 5 c. stamp to right, all in linear

border, two varieties. Black on white.

Jan. 1, 1874. Post Card with Stamp.

—

republica espa-

kola, targeta postal in black, stamp in colour, in centre,

bearing profile of Liberty on lines in circle, ground of crossed

lines, lettered espana above, value below, note at foot of card,

all within engraved coloured frame. 5 centimes, green with

black inscriptions on white card.

Jan. 1, 1874. Post Card with Stamp.—Lettered tarjeta
postal (targeta above is a misspelling). 5 cmtimos, green

with black inscriptions on white.
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Jan. 1, 1874. Double Post Card.—Lettered
as above, 1st targeta (error), 2nd tarjeta, the

card as above, the second with stamp bearing

large numeral on crossed lines with centimos in

curved label below, correos above, in florid

frame with leaves and branches, name below and

border different to the other card. 5x5 cen-

timos, green stamps and borders, black inscrip-

tions on white.

Remarks.—An essay appeared in November last of a post card with
black inscriptions, showing the error Targeta, and with stamp and frame
in blue, but both unlike that on the issued card. The stamp is a reminder
of the current 1 centime, green, Belgian, showing a lion (but to right)

over label inscribed Espana, numeral in centre, with head of Liberty

above in place of the crown and lion of the Belgian emission. I am not
positively certain that this was not issued; but having seen no specimen
used, prefer to keep it in its usually accepted place as an essay.

Jan. 1, 1874. War-tax.—Arms in crowned shield, on lines,

in lettered oval, impuesta be guerra, with value, angles of lines

with slight Greek border. Col. imp. rect. perf. 5 cent peseta,

black • 1 cent peseta, blue.

Eemarks.—This is a thinly disguised increase of postage, and the

5 c. is levied on all inland letters ; but I am unable to explain the use of

the 10 c. blue, which was not issued with the 5 c. It has been stated that

it is for bills of exchange, but as the 10 c. has been seen on a letter,

which it helped to prepay, the explanation is not satisfactory. The 5 c.

has been taken from letters to England, on which the surtax had been
levied at Valencia. The annexed design represents a peculiar stamp issued

to a Sen or Diego Castell Fer-
nandez by decree of the Spanish
Post Office, dated Dec. 22, 1869,

to frank a pamphlet of 18 pages,
entitled QartiUa Postal cle Espana,
which was ordered to be sent to

24,853 primary schools in Spain.

He enjoyed the privilege of pre-
payment by means of this stamp
for six months, from Jan. 1, 1870,
in consequence of the great bene-

fits which had resulted to the Post Office through the wide circulation

of the work. They were issued on the sole condition that the packets
should be sent under bands, to show that nothing was enclosed but the
postal work. The stamp was printed blue. The other cut represents
a design prepared for the 1873 issue, which was not approved. It is a
great deal more artistic than the design, with head of Amadeus, however.

Jan. 1, 1874. Carlist Government.—Rather doubtful, if
authentic. Head of Don Carlos to left, on lines, in linear oval,
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franqueo overarchedrabove, espana below, value in each lower

angle, background of lines. Col. imp. rect. 1 rl. blue.

Remarks.—This stamp is reported to have "been issued on the above
date ; but if this be correct, it is curious (to say the least) that they came
over rather plentifully last autumn. The name was then spelt without
the accent over the n ; it is now spelt with it.

STEAITS SETTLEMENTS.
jHalacca.

1867.—Current Indian stamps, surcharged with crown above

nryjr-j2T^g£j2n!2?} an(^ ^u^ value below, as cut. Col. imp. rect.

P Slip c
Wmk. elephant's head, perf. Three-half cents,

red on \ an. blue ; 2 cents, red on 1 an.

brown ; 4 cents, black on 1 an. brown ; 6

Cents, violet on 2 an. yellow ; 8 cents, green

on 2 an. yellow; 12 cents, rose on 4 an.

£IBSERHSBrr £reen > ^ cents, blue on 8 an. rose j 32 cents,

krw>-n./vjvrwvn_^s black on 2 an. yellow.

1867.—Diademed head of Queen to left, on lines, in various

lettered frames, all different; name and full value : see cuts. Col.

imp. rect. Wmh cc. 4- c, perf. 2 cents, brown, 4 c. rose, 6 c. violet,

8 c. yellow, 12 c. blue, 24 c. green, 32 c. vermilion, 96 c. grey.

1872.—Same head in lettered hexagonal frame, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. Wmh cc. $ c, perf. 30 cents, light claret.

SURINAM.
1873.—Head of William III. on lines in

dotted circle, name and value, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. perf.

2£ cent, rose.

3 ,, green.

5 ,, violet.

10 cent, bistre.

25 „ blue.

50 ,, orange.
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SWEDEN.

July 1, 1855.—Three crowns in crowned
shield on ground of lace-work, name sverige

above, full value below, as cut. Col. imp.

rect. per/.

Tre (3) skilling banco, green ; fyra (4) sk.

blue, lavender; sex (6) sk. grey; atta (8) sk.

yellow ; tjugufyra (24) sk. red.

July 1, 1856. Government Local for Stockholm.—
for in oblong fancy polygon, primarke lokalbref around, in

beaded oval, background of lines, etc. Col. imp. oblong, perf.

No value given. 1 skilling banco, black ; 1862, 3 ore, brown.

Remarks.—A change of currency occurred about 1857, rendering
a new issue of stamps necessary. The old daler, which was worth about
Is. 8d , contained 48 skillings banco; but on the introduction of the

decimal system the val ie was reduced to Is. Id ; the coin itself was termed
a rixdaler, and was divided into 100 ore. The first issue was reprinted

in 1868.

July 1, 1858.—The same stamps, currency changed. Col.

imp. rect. pe/f. Fern (5) ore, green; nio (9) ore, lilac; tolf

(12) ore, blue; tjugufgra (24) ore, yellow; trettio (30) ore,

brown ; femtio (50) ore, rose.

Dec. 1, 1862. Gov. Local for Stockholm.—Recumbent
lion, shield, and glory, on dotted ground, lettered sverige

above, value below, with numeral in oblong label, frimarke in

centre. Col. imp. rect. per/. 3 ore, brown.

April 1, 1866.—Numeral on tablet under
lion, shield, and glory, as cut. Col imp. rect.

perf. 17 ore, lilac ; 20 ore, red.

July 1, 1872.-Nume-
ral on solid ground in let-

tered circle, frimarke and
full value, name below, as

cut. Col. imp. rect. perf.

5 ore, green ; 6 ore, violet

l-ryj\J<KJ1 r*

5 ore, brown
;

12 ore, blue
;

20 ore, red ; 24 ore, yellow ; 30 ore, brown ;

50 ore, rose.
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July 1,

ground, rest of

Bicol. imp. reef

centre, rest buff.

1872.—Three crowns on lined

stamp as above : see cut.

per/. 1 riks daler, blue

Jan. 1, 1872. Enve-
lope.—Three crowns em-
bossed on solid ground in

lettered engine - turned

oval, as cut. Col. imp. transverse oval to

right of envelope. 12 ore, blue.

Jan. 1, 1872. Post Card with Stamp.-—brefkort, same
type as envelope, embossed to right, all within engraved frame.

12 ore, blue stamp ; rest mauve on white.

Jan. 1, 1873. Post Cards with Stajnps.—Same as last;

inscriptions and frame, mauve. 6 ore, mauve; 6x6 ore, mauve
(reply paid) ; 10 ore, rose ; 10x10 ore, rose (reply paid).

Jan. 1, 1874. Official Stamps.—Arms on white ground,

in elliptical frame, lettered with name and full value, and
truncated each end by upright ovals, containing numerals and
tjenste frimarke ; background dotted. Col. imp. oblong, perf,

3 ore, brown ; 5 ore, green ; G ore, violet ; 12 ore, blue ; 20 ore,

vermilion; 24 ore, orange; 30 ore, chocolate ; 50 ore, rose;

1 krona, blue and brown, coloured from corner to corner in the

two tints.

Jan. 1, 1874. Unpaid-letter Stamps.— Figure of value

in circle, inscribed losen (to pay) above. Col. imp. perf. 1 ore,

black; 3 ore, rose; 5 ore, chocolate; 6 ore, orange; 12 ore,

red ; 20 ore, blue ; 24 ore, lilac ; 30 ore, green ; 50 ore, brown.

Remarks.—I am only able to describe the latter set from the most
meagre information ; so must beg for indulgence, should there be any-
thing incorrect.

SWITZERLAND.

(2Da«xttmal ^fcrntajfitratiom

Basle, July 1, 1845.—Embossed dove on crimson ground,

within a lettered shield-like frame, stadt post Basel, frame

broken above by a crozier-case extending to outer edge, back;

ground of greenish-blue dots, value in lower angles; the whole

within linear frame. Col. imp. rect. 21- rappen, black, centre

crimson, angles greenish blue.
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Col.

Geneva, 1844. Double Stamp.—Crowned half eagle and
key on shield, with lettered scroll or

riband, post tenebras lux, and glory

enclosing J. h. s., above ; poste de
geneva arched above, port local be-

low ; 5 c. at sides of shield ; all on
plain ground, in linear frame, rect.

Printed in pairs from different dies,

and united above by lettered label,

with port cantonal in centre, and value (10 c.) at ends,

imp. 5x5 centimes =10 c, green.

1845.— Copy of last, but eagle uncrowned, and the whole

stamp larger ; eagle's breast hairy, and wing not touching

shield, but pointing upwards ; i.h.s. small. Black imp. rect.

5 centimes, green.

1847.—Copy of last, but larger, and eagle's breast feathery,

and wing going against line of shield
;
portion of scroll, bearing

lux, going through inner ]ine of frame ; i.h.s. larger. Black

imp. rect. 5 centimes, green.

1845. Envelope.—Type of 1847, but eagle crowned, and
different die. Col. imp. rect. to right of envelope. 5 centimes,

green.

1843. Zurich.—Large numeral on crossed lines, forming a

plaid pattern, within lettered frame ; Zurich on lines above

;

sides vertical, lines festooned and dotted. Col. imp. rect.,

paper with faint red ruled lines (across or down) all over it.

a. LOCAL TAXE.

4 rappen, black.

b. CANTONAL TAXE.

6 rappen, black.

1849. Winterthur.— White-outlined cross on solid red

circle, in centre of the ring of a post-horn suspended by cords
;

orts post, poste locale curved below, all on red linear ground,

within polygonal shield ; value at angles, on plain background.

Col. imp. oblong. 2^ rappen, black and red.

federal ^trntinifitrattorn

1849. Vaud, or Lausanne (so termed).—White cross on
solid red circle, over post-horn, with florid ornaments around

;

lettered labels, poste locale above, value below, ground of

lines. Col. imp. oblong. 4 centimes, black and red ; 5 cen-

times, black and red.
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Oct. 1, 1850.—White cross on solid red ground, in shield,

under post-hom, on a plain ground, with value below, all en-

compassed by sinuous rope-frame, broken above by lettered

label. Black imp. rect. 40 types each.

posts locale. 2\ rappen, white. "\

orts post . 2£ „ white. f All with red

rayon I. .5 ,, blue, slate. C centres.

rayon ii. .10 „ yellow, buff. )

1851. Neufchatel (so termed).—White cross on red

shield, with heavy ornaments around, ground of tracery bearing

lettered scrolls, poste locale above, value below. Bicol. imp.

rect. 5 centimes, black and red.

1851.—Same as 1850. rayon i. 5 rappen, blue on white.

1851.—Copy of 1850, re-engraved, but with cross on verti-

cal lines, etc. Col. imp. rect.

rayon in. 15 rappen, rose-red. ) ,
ft""15 centimes, „ J
^

Remarks.—Few stamps are so perplexing or so difficult to the collec-

tor as the preceding. Not only are beginners thrown on their beam ends

by them, but the great majority of old collectors are equally puzzled, and
for the very sufficient reason that genuine specimens are rare, whilst

forgeries of a very specious appearance are abundant. The originals, in

every variety, are figured in accurate facsimile in The Fhilatelical Cata-

logue, and full histories of their uses and introductions are there given,

which it is impossible to condense here, so I will only repeat the following

sparse facts. Although postage stamps were used so early as 1843 for

some cantons, the intricacies of the currency in Switzerland previous to

1850 prevented the use of stamps except in the cantons having a like

monetary system. The so-called Vaud were forerunners of a complete
series, and in April, 1850, the 4 c. Vaud was suppressed, the 2\ rp. Orts

Post (German), and Poste Locale (French inscription) superseded it, the

5 c. remaining in use concurrently with them and the Eayons I. and II.,

and the so-called Neufchatel stamp took its place in August, 1851, and
about that time the Orts Post and Post Locale were discontinued, so that

the series of stamps in use on Jan. 1, 1852, was composed of Rayon I.,

5 rp. blue on white ; Rayon II., 10 rp. black on buff; Rayon III., 15 rp.

and 15 c. red on white ; and these continued in use till the first general

emission took place in 1854.

Oct. 1, 1854.—Full-face figure of Liberty with plain shield

bearing cross in oval, ground of diamonds and lines, all in let-

tered frame, franco above, centimes, centesimi, and rappen.

Col. imp. rect., silk thread through stamp. 2 rappen, grey

(1862), 5 rp. chestnut, 5 rp. dark brown, 10 rp. blue, 15 rp.

rose, 20 rp. orange, 40 rp. yellow -green, 40 rp. dark green,

1 franc, lilac-grey.
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1862-63.—Profiled figure of Liberty to left with plain shield

bearing cross in oval, ground of oval and diamonds, all in let-

tered frame, Helvetia above, franco below, ornaments each

side, large numeral at each angle. Col. imp. rect., wmk. cross,

per/. 2 (rappen) grey, 3 black, 5 brown, 10 blue, 20 yellow,

30 red, 40 green, 60 bronze, 1 franc, gold.

1867-68.—The same. 10 (rappen) rose, 25 green (1868),

30 ultramarine, 50 violet, 50 rose (error).

1867-68. Envelopes.— Embossed cross

in oval of lines in shield, flowers and dove,

eleven stars each side, numeral below, no
name or currency, as cut. Col. imp. oval,

stamped 1st to right, 2nd to left of enve-

lope, wmk. dove with letter. 5 (rappen) pale

brown, 10 rose, 25 green, 30 blue.

Remarks.—There are specimens known of both 5 and 25 rap. enve-
lope, bearing stamp impressed (by error) without colour.

1870. Field-post Envelopes.— For use by the public. In-

scription and arms ; large envelopes, type-set, on rose, blue,

yellow, straw, and grey.

1870. Field-post Envelopes.—For use by the army. In-

scription and arms ; large envelopes, type-set, on blue, green,

salmon, lilac, rose, white, and grey.

Oct. 1, 1870. Post Card, with Stamp.—carte -corres-
pondance ; stamp type of euvelope to left, all in fancy border.

5 (centimes), vermilion, 5 c. rose.

Oct. 1, 1870. Official Card, no Stamp.—Type-set inscrip-

tions. Black on buff, and white.

May 18, 1871. Newspaper Band.—Numeral under cross,

between branches, dated, as

cut. Col. imp. rect. 2 (cen-

times) red, rose (1873) ; 5 c.

red, rose (1872).

1873. Post Card, with
Stamp. CARTE-CORRESPOND-

ENCE. Stamp as cut, to left,

all in fancy frame. 5 (centimes) rose, 5 c. brown.

Remarks.—The Swiss cards bear inscriptions in German, French,
and Italian. The word communicazione in the Italian instructions has
lately been spelt with a final i instead of e. It may be found on both
1873 rose and brown, but the former is very rare.
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1873. Newspaper Band.—Type,
imp. oval.

Militaires francais

internes en Suisse.

Gratis.

as on post card. Col.

2 and 5 (centimes) rose.

Remarks.—There is a very unpre-
possessing looking oblong stamp, type-set,

as annexed, which, was used after the battle

of Sedan for franking the letters of the
French soldiers interned in Switzerland,

as may be gathered by the legend. It

was printed black on red and on solferino paper, and may be consistently

collected by all who take the official stamps which follow.

1873. Official. Post Card. — carte correspondance
officiel, with place for office stamp on one side, and adhesive

on the other ; space for address beneath ; no printing at back.

Black on white.

Envelope for Military Service.—service postal mili-

tare, eidgenossische field post ; Swiss arms, various printed

directions, and space for direction ; large size. Black on buff.

Official Adhesive.— schweizerische post verwaltung
;

Swiss arms surrounded by inscription. Black on white. Imperf.

Private Is tamps.

1867. Rigi-Ealtbad.—For postage be-

tween Rigi Katibad Hotel and the nearest Post

Office. Spray of Alpine rose on dotted ground,

as cut. Col. imp. rect., Im. and per/. Rose-

red (15 centimes).

1868. Rigi-Scheideck.—For postage between Rlgi-

Scheidech Hotel and Gersan. Legend on colour,

in an octagon. Col. imp. oct. Red.

1869.—Back of sealed letter, as cut. Col.

imp rect. Green, red, blue (5 centimes each).

Rigi-Coulm.—Alpine rose, as cut,

imp. oblong.

a. Rose, dotted oval, and ground [ink,

rest blue. (10 c.)

b. Same, but flower outlined in blue, and
dotted oval in blue, rest red. (10 c.)
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1872. Maderanerthal.
— Mountains, etc., as cut.

Col. imp. rect. 5 centimes,

blue.

1872. Belalp.— For post-

age between the Hotel and
Brieg. Same as last.

5 centimes, violet.

TASMANIA.

Oct. 1, 1853.—Small bead of Queen to

right on crossed lines, in lettered oval, van
diemen's land and full value, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. 1 penny, blue.

Same head in lettered circle, in engine-

turned frame. Col. imp. oct. 4 pence, orange.

Oct. 1, 1858.— Diademed portrait of Queen, full face, on

lines in engine-turned oval, bearing name van diemen's land
arched above, postage and full value below. Col. imp. rect.,

star wmk. and no wmk. Im. 1 penny, crimson, rust-red ; 2 p.

dark green, emerald ; 4 p. blue.

I860.—The same. Wmk. numeral and per/. 1 penny, red,

carmine ; 2 p. olive, bottle-green, and bright green ; 4 p. blue,

all varying wonderfully in colour.

1860.—Same head in engine-turned lettered octagon, Tas-

mania and full value. Col. imp., wmk. numeral, Im. and per/,

(a) Fancy octagon ; 6 pence, grey, violet, red-lilac. (b) Plain

octagon ; 1 shilling, red.

1870-72.—Diademed profile of Queen to

left in oval, as cut. Col. imp. rect., wmk.
numeral, or tas. per/. 1 penny, rose, bright

red ; 2 p. green, 4 p. blue, 9 p. (1872) blue,

10 p. black, 5 sh. (1872) mauve.

Remarks.—The stamps of high values, with St.

George and the Dragon in centre, are fiscals, though
they were formerly much sold as postals.

K
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TOLIMA.

(V) 1867. EE. UU. DE. C. E. S. DEL T. CORREOS DEL ESTADO,

vale 5 cts. all within oblong frame composed of sixteen star

ornaments, type-set. Col. imp. small oblong. 5 centavos,

black on blue, and on white.

1871.—Arms of Gra-

nada under stars, lettered

ESTADO S. DEL TOLIMA,

CORREOS DEL ESTADO, EE.

uu. de Colombia, and full

value, as cuts. Col. imp.

rect. 5 (cinco) centavos,

brown ; 10 (diez) centa-

vos, blue.

Remarks,—There is an error on the sheet of the 5 c., in which the
value reads cingo for cinco.

1872.—Arms, and lettered same as above, as cuts. Col.

imp. rect. 50 ( cincuenta

)

centavos, green ; 1 peso, red.

Remarks,—The first issue is

extremely rare, and, through being
set up in type, exhibits many mis-
prints, as de V Estado, dol Estado,

el del t., ef. uu. ; and CORRCOS.
Tolima is one of the United States fK^DE^M,

of Columbia, and it will be ob-

served the stamps are lettered Post
Office of the State (Correos del Estado), as on Bolivar, Cundinamarca,
and Antioquia. The next stamps have been vouched for as genuine ; so

I insert them, but, without having any personal knowledge on the subject,

do so under reserve.

1873.—Arms, and lettering in the usual

style. Col. imp. rect.

15 centavos, black.

20 centavos, blue.

Remarks.—The 15 centavos has been stated

to have been taken from a letter on which it was
by the side of a 5 c. Antioquia, but I confess I do
not understand the conjunction.
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etc. on white ground, in rect.

at

;ht of envelope.

TKANSVAAL KEPUBLIC.
1867. Envelope.—Hand-stamp, potchefstroomz.a.r. g.p.k.,

with value in centre. Circular, stamped to right. 6 pence,

black on white.

1869. Envelope.—The same legend, only smaller sized

circle and letters. 6 pence, black on white.

1869. Envelope.— Hand-stamp, potschefstroom zund
africa, z.a.r. 69 ; value written in centre, small circle, stamped
to right. 6 pence, black on brownish.

1869. German Print.—Arms,
lettered frame, z. apr. republiek, value

sides, as cut. Col. imp. rect. Im. and rou-

letted. 1 penny, red, 3 p. mauve, 6 p. blue,

1 sh. green.

May 1, 1870. Wative Print.—Same;
impressions very smeared and thick. Col.

imp. rect. Im. and per/. 1 penny, rose-red,

1 p. black, 6 p. pale blue, indigo, 1 sh. rich green.

1872. Envelope.—Type of adhesive, to ru

Col. imp. rect. 6 pence, blue.

Remarks.—These stamps were engraved in Mecklenburg-, and large

quantities of sheets were obtained from the printer in the actual and in

fancy colours, and obliterated by a circular postmark. "Whether this has
been done illicitly, or with government sanction, I do not know ; but as

these specimens, though from the real dies, have never passed the post,

they appear to me to possess somewhat of the same value to a philatelist

as a series of our current English silver coinage struck in tin, lead, brass,

zinc, or other base metal.

1873. Envelope.—Type as above, but zes and numerals 6

on white labels. Col. imp. rect., stamped to right. 6 pence, blue.

TKINIDAB.
April 4, 1851.—Figure of Britannia, seated ; name at foot,

on engine-turned ground ; no value given. Col. imp. rect.

On bluish and on white. 1 penny, red-brown, 4 pence, dull

lilac, 6 pence, blue; 1 sh. olive-brown, blue-black.

1856.—Same, poorly engraved on ground

of crossed lines, as cut. Col. imp. rect.

(a) Clear impressions: (6 p.) blue, in many
shades.

(b) Impressions a blot: (1858 1 p.) red,

(6 p.) indigo, grey.
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^ X r]9m 1859.—Design of 1851, but name over-

arched, and value below, as cut. Col. imp.

rect. No wmk. 1m. and per/.

1 penny, rose-red.

4 p. dull lilac, mauve.

6 p. dark green, yellow-green.

1 sh. blue-black, bluish-slate.

1865.—Same, wmk. cc. and c. perf.

1 p. carmine, 4 p. violet, 6 p. emerald;

1 sh. purple, mauve.

1869.—Diademed head of Queen to

left, on lines, in ornamented circle.

Col. imp. large rect. cc. and crown, per/.

5 shillings, claret.

1869. Too Late.—The whole of the

cc. and crown watermark series exists,

surcharged too late in capitals : (a) in red, (6) in black, perf.

1 p. carmine, 4 p. violet, 6 p. emerald; 1 sh. mauve, 5 sh. claret.

Remarks.—It is impossible for the advanced collector to make any-
thing of a fine show of these stamps, unless the perforations of the 1859
series and the colours be carefully investigated and arranged by a more
advanced list, such as in The Philatelical Journ.nL The 1856 and 18'8

stamps were temporary expedients, brought into existence by the stock

of Englisb-printed stamps being exhausted on two separate occasions.

They were o epared by a French engraver resident on the island.

TUKKEY.

March 14, 1862.—Signature (termed Thoughra) of Abdul
Aziz ab e lettered crescent, lettering mean-
ing Tic mblime Ottaman Empire; Turkish

numer; >w in centre of varying 'scrolled

device, cut ; frames different in each.

Black is ct. on thin and on thick papers.

paras (r •), yellow,

piastre (i), slate, lilac.

I piastres (r), blue.

piastres (o), rose.

Renr -Between the rows of these stamps on the sheets is a
Turkish >tion or counterfoil on a coloured band—red for the three

lower a a hie for the 5 piastres. It signifies " Fiscal Control of the
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Sublime Empire:" The characters after the values iu the above list are
those which represent the several numerals, and are repeated in the next
sets for the assistance of collectors.

March 14, 1862. Unpaid.—The same stamps printed in

black on thin red-brown paper, counterfoil in blue. 20 paras;

1, 2, and 5 piastres.

Bemarks.—I cannot do better than borrow from The Philatelical

Journal (p. 70) the explanation there given of the use of this series. The
prepayment of letters and newspapers is compulsory in all the towns
where there is a Post Office, and the prepayment must be made with the
stamps of the first series of various c dours according to the values, and
these are the only ones sold to the public :

" In those localities where there are no postal agents, the public deliver

their letters without prepaying them to the authorities of their localities;

that is, to the caimacans or mudirs. These authorities ia their turn
deliver them to the surudjis or messengers, or to the zapties or police,

who convey them to the nearest point where the post passes. It is for

applying to these unpaid letters brought to the postal agents by the
surudjis and zapties that the second series of stamps was created. These
stamps differ from the others only in colour, which is the same throughout
the values.

" The public cannot employ them, as the government delivers them
only to the postal agents, who themselves affix them on the letters coming
from the districts that have no Post Offices.

" The parties to whom the letters are addressed see by the stamp the
amount of postage they have to pay, and can satisfy themselves that the
charge has been properly made.

" By this means, also, a sort of control is established over the agents
charged with the transport of letters." ^ ^»* *,*,w

Dec, 1865; July, 1866. Locals for

Constantinople.—Crescent and five-rayed

star on vertical lines in circle, as cut. Black

imp. rect. per/. 5 paras, blue {for journals) ;

20 paras, green ; 40 paras, rose.

Remarks.—The above locals were established,

and the service worked, by a M. Liaunos, by virtue

of a firman of the Sultan, dated August 15, 186-5, for the purpose of dis-

tributing letters and papers within the city and suburbs of the capital.

The concession was granted him for six years, but hardly survived as

many months. This local post contracted to deliver newspapers at the
rate of 3£ paras for each sheet, for the payment of which a hand-stamp
was used as next described. The " Interior Tax," which follows after,

was for the purpose of collecting postages on letters delivered by M.
Liaunos' post to the Austrian, French, English, and other foreign Post
Offices in Constantinople.

Dec, 1865. Local Newspaper Stamps.—Turkish inscrip-

tion in centre (signifying, Seal for the journals of the local post)

over p. l. in block letters, all in lettered circle, Turkish above,
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journ* en franchise below. Black imp. large circular. Blue,

rose, white, 3^- paras.

Note.—Reprints (? forgeries) have P. L. in Roman capitals. As these

stamps were hand-struck on the newspapers as posted, it seems ridiculous

to think that those now sold in sheets could he real stamps.

1866. Locals, Interior Tax.

—

taxe interior, with value

in obloug frame. 10 paras, yellow; 20 paras, rose; both black imp.

1866.—1 piastre, red ; 2 piastre, blue ; both col. imp.

Same ; taxe exterior et interior. 10 paras, yellow on white.

Jan. 13, 1865.—Rayed star and crescent

on solid ground in beaded oval, all within

patterned oval, surcharged with Turkish

inscription in black, as cut. Col. imp. rect.

]>erf. 10 paras (•*), green; 20 paras (*••),

yellow ; 1 piastre ( »), lilac (error) ; 1 piastre,

green; 2 piastres (r), blue; 5 piastres (o),

rose ; 25 piastres (r ) vermilion.

Jan. IS, 1865. Unpaid.—The same, in brown with black

or brown surcharge. Col. imp. black surcharge, rect. per/.

20 paras ; 1, 2, 5, and 25 piastres.

1870. Envelope Stamps.—Octagonal band
with Turkish characters and stars in corners,

enclosing crescent on plain ground, embossed

in colour on flap of envelope. 1 piastre, yellow

and black; 1^ piastre, brown; 3 piastre, orange;

6 piastre, violet.

!H5^~^^1 1867 - Local of Kustendje and Czer-
- l

~ -' ' nawoda—View of Kustendje harbour, with

train coming from between rocks, rayed

crescent and star above, all in lettered

frame, local post above, value below, dbsr
( ^i^^^^rtil anc^ name r ' m eacn angle. Black imp.

rect. Im. and per/.

20 paras, green.

Remarks.—This stamp was issued by the Danube and Black Sea
Kailway Company, and the Kustendje Harbour Company conjointly. In
common with many other local stamps, the original has • been much
abused through the proprietors allowing "fancy" sheets to be struck in

any colour of the rainbow, for the use of collectors.

Oct. 28, 1868.—Same design as 1865, but fresh surcharge

and new colours. Col. imp. rect. perf. 10 paras (r), lilac;
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20 paras (r-)> green ; 1 piastre (i), orange ; 2 piastre (r), rose;
5 piastres (e), blue ; 25 piastres (re), flesh.

Oct. 28, 1868. Unpaid.—The same in dirty brown, with
black surcharge. Col. imp. rect. per/. 20 paras, 1, 2, 5, 25
piastres.

© TS. fHovton to Cd.'s locals.

June, 1869.

—

First emission.—
FRANCO with T. B. MORTON & CO.

in semicircle above, and letter

post similarly placed below, sur-

rounded by CONSTANTINOPLE &

DANUBE LINE OF STEAMERS. CirC.

hand-struck. Col. imp. on coloured

paper.

1 piastre, red on white

blue on white

red on pale blue

blue on dark blue

red on pink

blue on rose

red on yellow )

blue on chrome-yellow
J

The higher value was for letters, the lower for newspapers,

weight not being of any object in either case.

July, 1869.—Second emission.— This came out a month
after the first, and consisted of the same impression, with a

ship sailing to the right added above the word franco. Values

and colours as before.

Oct. 1870.—Third emission.—Steam-

ship, with solid curved labels, lettered

T. B. MORTON & CO., D & B. S. L. S.

Spandrels lined perpendicularly, with

figures in left-hand corners, and pies in

right-hand angles. Trans, rect. col.

imp. per/.

2 piastres, blue, for letters of about \ oz.

1 ,, red, for printed matter.

\ „ green, for newspapers.

FRANCO

\ For Kustenjee, Varna, and

j Bourgas.

) For Ibrail, their terminus

/ on the Danube.

For Galatz and Tulcha.

For Sulina.

r-u-\rxr\j~u-u-j
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Journal Stamp. — Type as cut.

Bicol. imp. on colour, obloug.

10 paras, black and red on slate.

1872.— Journal Stamp. — Same
design without groundwork, oblong.

perf.

10 paras, black and red on white.

Remarks.—The French Messageries abandoned the mail service on
the Trebizond line during the Franco-Prussian war, and consequently
T. B. Morton & Co. undertook the service in Oct., 1870, and issued their

adhesive stamps, i .

TUEKS ISLANDS.
1867.—Diademed head of Queen to right,

on engine-turned ground, in oval, as cut.

Col. imp. perf. _l penny, rose; 6 pence,

grey ; 1 shilling, blue-black.

Remarks.—It is said that these three stamps,

used in The Turks and Caicos Islands, have been
suppressed, consequent on those islands being in-

corporated in the Government of Jamaica by an
Act which became law on April 4th, 1873.

TUSCANY.
(Bvunti £)ttd)p.

July 1, 1849.—Crowned lion to left, with shield bearing

fleur-de-lis, all on solid ground, in lettered

frame, as cut. Col. imp. rect. Watermark,

crown, etc. through the entire sheet, blue paper.

1 quattrino, black ; 1 soldi, dark yellow ; 2

soldi, red ; 1 crazia, red ; 2 crazie, blue ; 4 cr.

green, 6 cr. dark blue, 9 cr. dark lilac, 60 cr.

red.

1856.—The same stamps. Wmk. of

elliptical lines, white payer. 1 quattrino,

black ; 1 soldo, yellow ; 1 crazia, rose ; 2

crazie, blue ; 4 cr. green, 6 cr. blue, 9 cr.

brown-lilac.

1856. Newspaper - tax Stamp.—
Hand-stamped, 2 soldi, in centre ; bollo
STRAORDINARIO PER LE POSTE in circle, as

cut ; circular. 2 soldi, black.
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Prototfiioital <J5ot)erntnent»

July, 1859, to April, 1861.—Cross of Savoy and shield in

crowned mantle, on solid ground ; within lettered frame, franco
bollo postale toscano, and value. Col. imp. rect. Wmk.

of elliptical lines on white paper. 1 centes, lilac, 5 c. green,

10 c. grey-brown, 20 c. blue, 40 c. rose, 80 c. salmon ; 3 lire,

yellow.

Remarks.—The 2 sol., 60 cr., and 3 lire, more especially the latter

stamp, are extremely rare, but reprints of the 2 soldi are not uncommon,
and some of these reprints have been carefully postmarked, and by their

comparative abundance have kept down the value of genuine impressions.

UNITED STATES.
<3a\}txnmtnt Locals.

(Before the first general emission.)

1844. New York.—Full-faced portrait of Washington on

crossed lines, in oval, lettered post office and full value in

curved labels, new york in top corners. Col. imp. rect. J5
jcents, black on white and on blue.

1845. Brattleboro, Vt.— Initials, f.n.p., on lines in trans-

verse oval, name above, value below. Black imp. small oblong.

5 cents, buff.

1845. St. Louis, Mo.—Arms,
as cuts ; name, ST. louis post

office, and numeral. Black imp.

on blue. 5, 10, 20 cents.

1845. New Haven, Conn.—
Large numeral and paid in centre,

post office, new haven, ct. in

two lines above ; e. a. Mitchell, p.m. below, in writing.

imp. large rect. 5 cents, red.

1846. Providence, R.I.—post office prov. r. i. and full

value on lines in oval, ornaments at angles, oblong. 5 cents

and 10 cents, black on white.

1847. Alexandria, D.C.—Paid 5 encircled by Alexandria
post office, with circle of stars. Large circular. 5 cents,

black on buff.

Remarks.—The whole of the above stamps are extremely rare.

Only one copy of the Alexandria is known, only three of the 20 c. St.

Louis, and hardly a dozen Brattleboros. Only the 5 c. Providence is at

Col.
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all attainable, so it is hardly needful for me to say anything about the
varieties of type, as those will be found in more extensive works than
this; suffice it to say, four types of 5 and 10 c. St. Louis are known, and
11 types of Providence 5 c. These last are printed in sheets of twelve
stamps, eleven of 5 a, and the twelfth a 10 c. All these stamps may be
regarded as brought out by the tardiness of the government to recognise

the advantages of postage stamps, so the postmasters issued their own
labels in many populous places, but under government sanction.

(Sotoetrnnent General Sssttes.

July 1, 1847.—Portrait of Franklin to left on crossed

lines in oval, background ornamented and lettered u.s. post

office, full value and numerals below. Col. imp. rect. JLcents,

brown on blue.

1848.—Portrait of Washington to right, rest of stamp as

last. Black, imp. rect. JjO cents, black on blue,

Sept. 29, 1851. Carrier.—Head of Franklin to left on

lines in oval, resembling 3 c. of the general issue, lettered

carrier's stamp, no value. Colour on colour, rect. (1 cent),

blue on pink.

Nov. 17, 1851, to Jan. 27, 1852. Carrier.—Eagle at bay
on branch, in lettered transverse oval. u.s. P.O. despatch,

prepaid one cent, foliage at corners. Col. imp. oblong.

1 cent, blue.

Remarks.—The two Carriers' Stamps were for prepayment of city

letters delivered by carriers. The one with head of Franklin is extremely
scarce ; but a large stock of remainders of the eagle 1 c. has prevented
them from becoming rare. The earliest carrier is more often found in

collections in a brownish yellow tint, which was a trial or proof colour,

than in blue on pink as issued. Neither of the carriers was used much,
except in Philadelphia and Cincinnati.

1851.—Various heads in various frames, all lettered u.s.

postage and full values. Col. imp. rect. Im. and per/, up to

12 c, all per/, beyond. 1 cent (Franklin) blue, 3 c. (
Washing-

ion) red, 5 c. (Jefferson) brown (several dies),_10 c. {Washing-
ton) green, 12 c. (Washington) black, 24 c. (Washington) lilac,

30 c. (Franklin) orange, 90 c. (Washington) dark blue.

1853. Envelope.—Embossed head of Washington to left

in lettered engine-turned oval containing full value, no name.
Col. imp. large oval to right of envelope, on white and on buff

.

paper. jLcents, red (5 dies), 6 c. red, 6 c. green 10 c. green (2 dies).
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1857. Envelopes.—Embossed head of Washington to left,

in solid oval, lettered u.s. postage and full value. Col. imp.

small oval, to right of envelope, on white and on buff paper. 3

cents, red ; 6 cents, red ; 10 cents, green.

1860. Envelope.—Embossed head of Franklin to right, in

frame, lettered as above. Small oval, to right of envelope, on

wldte, on buff, and on orange paper. Several dies, differing in

size of oval, position of head, and dot and no dot after postage.

1 cent, indigo.

1860. Envelope, Compound.—On white and on buffpaper.

1 cent, indigo, and 3 cents, red, on one envelope.

1860. Band.—Type, as last ; brown or yellow paper. 1 cent,

indigo.

Remarks.—Immediately on the outbreak of the war the whole of

their current stamps and envelopes were superseded by new sets, and the

old ones declared null and void. Reprints of all the envelopes have been
made except the 1 c. Originals have the laid lines in the paper obliquely

placed, reprints have them vertically. There is one variety of the 3 c.

envelope, 1853, with longer labels than usual, cut square at the ends, and
this is scarce. The other varieties are less pronounced. The two dies of

10 c, 1853, differ considerably in length of the labels, and neither are

common. I am not aware that any of the Government general issues of

adhesives have ever been reprinted, though unused proofs of 1847 5 and
10 c. are tolerably plentiful. The New York Post Office 5 cents, black
on white and on blue, has been reprinted. The 1857 6 c. red envelope is

quite unattainable, and there seems considerable reason for doubting
whether it was ever issued. The 10 c. green is likewise extremely rare.

1861.—Various heads in various frames, all lettered tj.s.

postage and full value, with numerals at each corner. Col.

imp. rect. per/.
t
l cent (Franklin), blue ; 3 c. (Franklin), rose

;

5 c. (Jeferson), dull yellow, dark brown; 10 c. (Washington),

green; 12c. (Washington), black; 24c. (Washington), lilac;

30 c. (Franklin), yellow; 90 c. (Washington), blue.

1861. Envelopes.—Embossed head of Washington to the

left, in oval, lettered united states and full value, with numeral
each side oval, on white or bvff paper. Col. imp. oval. 3 cen ts,,

rogfi^ 6 c. rose.

1861. Letter Sheet.—Same head, on blue paper. 3 c. rose.

1861. Envelopes.—Same head, in oval frame, lettered full

value above, u.s. postage below, numerals in large circle each

side, foliage around. Col. imp. transverse oval, to right of

envelope, on white and on buff paper. 10 cents, green.
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1881. Envelopes. — Same. Bicol. imp. on buff paper.

12 cents, red and brown, 20 c. red and blue, 24 c. red and
green, 40 c. black and red.

1883-64. Envelope.—Embossed head of Andrew Jackson
in hexagonal lettered frame, full value and numeral each side.

2 cents, black. Several dies.

(a.) U.S. postage, on buff and on brown,

(b.) U.S. post, on buff, on lemon, and on orange.

Remarks.—The United States envelopes of every issue are upon ]aid

paper, bearing as watermark, in large letters, U.iS.P.O.D. for United
States Post Office Department.

1863.—Andrew Jacfoon,

very large head, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. perf. 2 cents,

black.

1866.—Portrait of Lin-

coln to left, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. perf. 15 cents,

black.

Remarks.—In 1868 the Post Office authorities began to emboss upon
the adhesive stamps a small grid of fine dots, "which pierced the paper,

and rendered it a matter of impossibility to clean the stamp ; at least,

this is the usually accepted reason for its appearance. A large grid was
at first used ; later, a smaller one.

1864-66. Envelopes.—Similar to 1861, but bolder figures

on 3 and 6 c, and higher values in one colour. Col. imp. large

oval and transverse oval, to right of envelope.

(a.) On white, on buff, or on primrose paper. 3 cents, rose,

3 c. brown, J3 c. rose,J) c. mauve.

(6.) On buff or on primrose paper (1866). 9 cents, orange,

9 c. lemon, 12 c. red-brown, 12 c. dark brown, 18 c. red, 24 c.

blue, 30 c. green, 40 c. rose.

1866. Periodical Stamps.—White profile of Franklin in

elaborate engine-turned frame, to left, lettered u.s. postage,

NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS, SEC. 38, ACT OP CONGRESS APPROVED
march 3, 1863 ; large numerals above. Col. imp. large rect.

perf. 5 cents, blue; 10 cents, green; 25 cents, red.

Remarks.—These large and showy stamps were not long in use, but
a good stock of remainders has rendered them tolerably abundant.
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.rv-inn.-.Tn.-!ltvt. n.

1869.—U.S. POSTAGE, Or UNITED STATES POSTAGE. Various

designs (as cuts), ornamental borders ; value in lower part of

stamp. Col. imp. perf.

1 c. square (Head of Franklin), yellow.

2 „ (Horseman), brown.

(Locomotive), blue.

__JJiead of Washington), blue.

(Eagle on shield), orange.

(Steamer), green.

(Landing of Columbus), blue and brown.

(Declaration of Independence), purple and green.

(Eagle on shield, and flags), red and blue.

(Head of Lincoln), red and black.

10

U
15

24

30

90
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ra»rp

1870.— u.s. postage. Head in variously-designed borders,

as cuts; value at bottom. Col. imp. perf.

1 cent, rect. (Franklin), blue.

(Jackson), brown.

(Washington), green.

(Lincoln), red.

(Stanton), vermilion.

(Jefferson), brown.

(Clay), purple.
(Webster), yellow.

(Scott), violet.

(Hamilton), "blacky

(Perry), scarlet.

2 „

3 „ „ <

6 M
7 „

10 „ (

12
I, <

15 „ <

24
>> M <

30
)> n (

90 a » (
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1870-71. Envelopes.—U.S. postage. Head to right, in in-

scribed engine-turned oval (as cuts\ with figures of value on each

side. Embossed in colour on salmon and on primrose paper.

The heads depicted in this issue correspond with similar

values of the 1870 adhesives.

1 c. large oval, blue.

2 c. ,, brown.

Same design on white paper.

1 c. large oval, blue.

2 c. „ brown.

3 c. „ green.

6 c. „ red.

10 c. ,, black-brown.

3 c. large oval, green.

6 c. ,, red.

12 c. large oval, dark puce.

15 c. „ orange.

24 c. ,. purple.

30 c. „ black.

90 c. ,, carmine.
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1872. Newspaper Wrapper. — Same
as 2 cent envelope, but on broad strip of

paper. 2 cents, brown on brown.

1873. Post Card.—Head of Liberty to

left (as cut), inscribed united states postal
card in ornamental frame. 1 cent, brown
on buff. Wmk U.S. P.O. D.

OFFICIAL ADHESIVE STAMPS.

1873.

Note.—The heads depicted in the following official series correspond
with similar values of the 1870 adhesives.

^Sricttltttral ^Department.

dept. op agriculture, u.s. Head in oval border, inscription

above and value below. Col. imp. rect. per/.

1 cent, rect. orange.

-—

3

- 6

10 cent, rect. orange.

12 „ „ „

oU ,, ,, ,,

©recttttbe Department

u.s. executive. Head in oval border, inscription above and
value below. Col. imp. rect. per/.

- 1 cent, rect. carmine.

& » » »
O a. , 1 .«

6 cent, rect. carmine.

interior iDcpartteent.

dept. op the interior, u.s. Head in oval border, inscription

above and below, in shields, value underneath in words and
figures. Col. imp. rect. per/.

~1 cent, rect. vermilion. ~12 cents, rect. vermilion.

-2 „ ?* >5 15 >> >> >>

3 „ >* jj
24 >> )> >>

-6 ,, j) j>
• 30 >> ?> >>

10 „ » j? 90 >> 3) >>
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^Justice Apartment

dept. of justice, u.s. Head in ornamental border, inscrip-

tion above and below, in stars, value at bottom. Col. imp.

per/.

— 1 cent, rect. plum. - 12 cents, rect. plum
-* 3\, ?> ?)

- 15 „ >> >»

-3 „ j? j>
24 „ >) >j

-6. „ 5J J>
-30 „ )> >>

-10 „ )) )>
-90 „ >> >>

jftatoal ^Department

navy dept. Head in oval, inscription in upper corners,

and in slanting shields in lower, with rope margin intersected

by stars, value underneath. Col. imp. per/.

~l cent, rect. light blue. -*12 cents, rect. light blue

-2 „ „ M5 „ >j >>

-3 „ „ -24 „ 5) >>

-6 „ „ -30 „ J) >>

-7 „ „ -90 „ )) >>

-10 „ „

Postal department

POST OFFICE DEPT. OFFICIAL STAMP, U.S.

Figure of value in white oval, surrounded

by inscription with value in words and
figures below. Col. imp. rect. per/. 1

?
2,

3, 6, 10, 12, 15, 24, 30, 90 cents, blacE^

§>tatt ^Department

dept. of state, u.s. Head in oval, in-

scription above and below, with value under-

neath in words and figures. Col. imp. rect. per/.

J, )0
t
12

r
15..34^30, 90 cents, green.

1. 2, 3. 6.

department of state, u.s. of a. Head of Seward in oval

with similar surroundings, value in words at bottom. Col. imp.
large rect. per/. 2, 5, 10, 20 dollars, black and green.

L
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OFFICIAL STAMPS.

Creasttrp Department.

U.S. treasury dept. Head in oval, inscription above, with

value underneath in words and figures, back-ground of cordons

and tassels. Col. imp. rect. per/. 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 12, 15, 24,

30, 90 cents, brown.

SHEar Department.

u.s. war dept. Head in oval, inscription above, and shields

of stars and stripes and value underneath. Col. imp. rect. perf.

1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 12, 15, 24, 30, 90 cent, light claret.

OFFICIAL ENVELOPE STAMPS.

Postal Department.

U.S. POST OFFICE DEPT. OFFICIAL STAMP.

Figure of value surrounded by oval border

of interlaced lines, containing value in

words below, embossed in colour on yellow.

2, 3, 6 cents, black.

OFFICIAL ENVELOPE STAMPS.

Wkwc Department,

war department. Same design as 1870 issue, embossed in

colour on tinted paper. 1, 2, 3, 6, 10, 12, 15, 24, 30 cents,

vermilion.

VANOOUVEK ISLAND.

1865.—Diademed head of Queen to left,

on lines in circle, lettered name and full

value : see cut. Col. imp. rect. Wmk cc.

and c. Im. and perf. 5 cents, rose ; 1 cents,

blue.

Remarks.—These stamps have been obsolete

since the island was incorporated in the Dominion
of Canada in 1868.
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VENEZUELA.

Jail. 1, 1859.—Arras (horse, etc.) in shield, cornucopias

above, branches each side, all on ground of crossed lines;

riband below, lettered libertad ; Venezuela overarched above,

correo de at top, full value below. Col. imp. small upright
stamp. | real, pale yellow, orange, 1 r. blue, 2 r. dull rose.

Aug. 7, 1861.—Same arms, but with horse to left, on white
ground ; correo de Venezuela above, full value below. Col.

imp. rect. Cuarto (£) centavo, green ; medio (J) centavo, grey
;

un (1) centavo, grey-brown.

Nov., 1863.—Condor on solid ground, in dotted circle

;

federacion above, venezolana in scroll over full value, as cut.

Col. imp. rect. \ centavo,

flesh ; 1 centavo, grey
; \ real,

yellow (2 dies) ; 1 real, blue
;

2 rs. green.

1866.—Arms as 1859, on
solid ground, in lettered octa-

gon, CORREO DE LOS EE. UU.

de veneza (Postage of the United States of Venezuela), and full

value, as cut. Col. imp. square. J centavo, yellow-green,

1 centavo, blue-green
; \ real, rose, 1 r. vermilion, 2 r. yellow.

Remarks.— The inscriptions on these stamps
show alterations in the constitution or government
of the country very similar to those of Granada

—

1st, Venezuela; 2nd, Venezuela Confederation; 3rd,

United States of Venezuela.^ The annexed cut is a
"college" stamp, used in the Venezuela "schools"
(escuelas), after the manner of United States produc-
tions, simply for the teaching of youth the whole
business of letter-carrying, despatch and receipt of

imaginary orders, &c.

YICTOEIA.

July 1, 1850. Half-length figure of Queen, with crown
and sceptre, on wavy lines ; name above, full value below, sides

waved lines. Col. imp. rect. 1 penny, rust-red ; 1 penny,
rose ; 3 pence, blue ; 3 pence, blue, perf.
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The same. Ground of wavy lines in bands.

(a) Fine ground and fine borders. 2 pence, lilac.

(6) Coarse ground „ 2 „ grey.

(c) „ and coarse border. 2 „ grey, brown.

„ and ,, (error), without value.

1852. Full-length figure of Queen in coronation-chair, on
engine-turned lines, under Gothic arch; no name; full value be-

low. 50 types, on copper-plate. Col. imp. rect. 2 pence, brown.

The same ; lithographs from the copper-plate. 2 pence, grey

and red-lilac,' in every shade.

1854-58. " Postage Stamp."—Diademed head of Queen to

left, on solid ground ; postage stamp at sides, name above,

full value below. Col. imp. rect. Im. and per/. 6 pence,

yellow; 2 shillings (1858), green.

1854. Registered and Too Late Stamps.—Type, similar

to above, but smaller lettering, and too late or registered

overarched, in another colour; value below, in same colour.

Bicol. imp. rect.

6 pence, too late, green letters on lilac stamp.

1 shilling, registered, blue letters on rose stamp.

1854. Filleted head of Queen to left, on solid ground, in

lettered circle ; name and full value on octagonal ground of

vertical lines. Col. imp. oct. Im. and per/. 1 shilling, blue.

1856.—Queen on throne, imitation of 1852, name overarched

on engine-turned ground, postage and full value below. Col.

imp. rect., wmk. star. Im. and rouletted. 1 penny, green

;

6 pence, blue.

1859. Emblems.—Diademed head of Queen on ground of

fine lines in oval; lettered with name and full value, and corn,

fruit, and flowers; emblems at angles. Col. imp. rect. 1 penny,

green, 2 p. lilac, 4 p. rose.

Varieties of Emblems.—These are so numerous that I

deem it advisable to give a list of the leading kinds, as it will

prove often useful for reference, even to those who do not

care to collect them all.

(a) Star wmk. 1859. Im. and roulette. 1 penny, yellow-

green ; 4 pence, vermilion, dull rose.

(6) Laid paper. 1860. 1 penny, green, perf.; 2 pence, violet,

roulette ; 4 pence, rose, roulette.
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(c) No icmk. 1 penny, emerald, Im. and roulette; 1 p. yellow-

green, per/. ; 2 p. lilac-grey, Im. and roulette ; 4 p. rose, Im.

and roulette.

(d) WmL numeral, perf. 1861. 1 penny, green; 2 pence,

violet, lilac.

(e) Wmh full value. 1862. 1 penny, green; 2 pence, lilac-

grey ; 2 pence, variety ; wmh. three pence.

1862. Beaded OVal.—Head of Queen on solid ground, in

beaded oval, within another lettered oval, victoria postage and
full value, white numeral each side. Col. imp. rect., wmk. full

value, perf 3 pence, blue, 4 p. rose, 6 p. orange, 6 p. black.

1862. Netted Corners.—Type much the same as emblems,

but corners netted, and no emblems there or in oval. Col. imp.

rect., wmk. full value or numeral, perf. 1 penny, green.

1862. Postage Stamp.—Type of 1854. Col. imp. rect.,

wmk. full value, perf. 6 pence, black.

1862. Coloured Side-figure.—Diademed head of Queen
on solid ground in lettered oval, name and full value, coloured

numeral each side. Col. imp. rect., wmk. full value or numeral,

perf 6 pence, black.

Remarks.—Postal affairs appear to have been very much mixed in

Victoria from 1859 to 1862, as no less than five kinds of 6 penny stamps
were in use during that period. Of these the only rarity is the beaded
oval 6 p. orange, which is a scarce stamp even used, but unattainable
unused. The papers employed for the emblems, and indeed for all the
1862 stamps, were very variable in watermark. A perforation by machine
was not finally adopted by government until 1862. The watermarked
paper ran short at one time, and the beaded oval 3 penny was printed on
laid paper, whilst the 4 penny appeared without any watermark, and then
on paper bearing five shillings. The 6 p., with coloured side-figures, is

found printed from deteriorated dies, which give the appearance of a
white inner oval round the head. The next year commenced a full series

with a laureated head of Queen ; but the 2. sh. value never bore it, and
the 2 penny again reverted to the crowned head.

1863 - 65. Laureated head of Queen
to left on lines in circle, name above, full

value below, as cut. Col. imp. rect., wmk,
numeral and various errors, perf 1 penny

?

green, 2 p. lilac, 4 p. rose, 8 p. orange (1865).

1864. Laureated head on lines in let-

tered oval, like 10 pence, illustrated overleaf.

Col. im. rect., wmk. numeral and various errors, perf 6 pence,

blue.
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1864. Postage Stamp.—Type of 1854. Col. imp. rect.

Wink. 2, perf. 2 shillings, blue on yellow.

1865. Beaded oval.—Type of 1862. Col. imp. rect.

Wink, full value, perf. 3 pence, lake.

;wwaj\j

:*
rvf \s \j~\r>r\i~w-w"v e\-r\r

1865-66. Laureated heads in various letter frames, as

above. Col. imp. Wmk. numeral, perf. 3 p. (1866) lilac,

10 p. grey, 10 p. (1866) brown on rose, 1 sh. blue on blue.

1867. Laureated.—Types as before. Wink, crown and V.,

perf. 1 p. green, 2 p. mauve on lilac, 3 p. (1869) orange, 4 p.

rose, 6 p. blue.

1868. Laureated
head in small lettered

circle (as cut), with crown

above. Col. imp. Wmk.
crown and V., perf. 5

shillings, blue on yellow.

1868. The same

;

lettering and crown in

red. 5 shillings, blue and red on white.

1869. Wrapper.—Type of 1863. Col. imp. rect. 1 penny,

green.

1869. Envelope.—Embossed head of Queen in engine-

turned oval, lettered postage, victoria, and full value. Oval

to right of envelope, on white and on blue paper. 2 pence, pink.

1870. Diademed head of Queen to right

in lettered oval, name and full value, as cut.

Col. imp. rect., wmk. crown and V., perf
2 pence, lilac.

1871.—Type of 1865, 10 pence, with new
value surcharged in blue. Col. imp rect., wmk.
numeral, perf 9 pence, blue and brown on rose.

Jin nj- j-j-i rx
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1873.—Type of 1863, 1 penny, surcharged with fresh value in

red. Col. imp. rect., wmk. crown and V., per/. J penny, red

and green.

1873. Wrapper.—The same as last.

1873.—Diademed head of Queen to left

r^wxn^jwvvir^ on lines in lettered oval, name and value,

with engine-turning each side, Greek pattern

in angles. Col. imp. rect, wmk. crown and

V., per/. 2 pence, mauve.

&\rwv\J^j\j\rj\f\Aj\j

1873.—Gothic crowned
head of Queen to left, on

lines in dotted circle, let-

tered labels above and be-

low, on solid background,

with sinuous border and emblems at angles:

see cut. Col imp., wmk. numeral, per/.

9 pence, brown on rose.

Remarks.—The various watermarks, etc.,

of these somewhat intricate sets are elaborately

described in The Philatelical Catalogue, to which
the more advanced collector is referred for these

and other details beyond the scope of this work.
The annexed circular cut represents a frank
stamp, of which very nn-mprrma varieties exist ; /^
but the interest in hand-struck frank stamps is e^ ]

very limited, and we need say no more of them.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.

1857.—Swan, swimming, to left, with reeds and sun's rays,

which have been omitted in the cut annexed,

in octagonal solid frame, lettered name,
postage, and full value. Col. imp. oct. Wmk.
swan. Im. and rouletted. 2 pence, brown
on red ; 6 pence, bronze.

1857.— Swan, swimming, on a netted
ground, in lettered solid oct. frame, as last.

Col. imp. oct. Wmk. swan. Im. and roulette. 4 pence, blue.
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IPOSTACE,

^NTYSS

1 penny, black,

1857.— Same, in solid

lettered oval, as cut. Col.

imp. oval. Im. and rouletted.

1 shilling, red-brown, pale

brown.

1860.—Same, in lettered

oblong frame, as cut. Col.

imp. oblong. Wmk. swan. Im. and roulette.

2 p. vermilion, 4 p. blue. 6 p. green.

1861.—Same. Swan wmk., perf. 1 penny, rose, 2 p. blue,

4 p. vermilion, 6 p. lilac-brown, 1 sh. dark green.

1863.—Same. No wmk., perf. 1 penny, brown-lake, 6 p.
lilac on blued paper, 6 p. violet.

1865.—Same. Cc. and c. wmk., perf.

1 penny, olive-bistre, JLp. chrome, 4- p nn.r,

mine, 6 p. violet,. 1 sh. green, 1 sh., error

(1870), olive-bistre.

1872.—Swan in oval, on shaded ground.

Cc. and c. wmk., perf. Three pence, marone.

WUETEMBUEG.
Oct. 15, 1851.—Numeral on varying grounds, in linear

diamond, within lettered square frame ; wurtemburg below,

FREIMARKE at top, DEUTSCH. OESTR. POSTVEREIN Oil left, BERTRAG
v. 6 april, 1850, on right. Elack imp. square. Centres all

different. 1 kreuzer, amber, 3 kr. yellow, 6 kr. green, 9 kr.

rose, 18 kr. dull violet.

Oct. 22, 1857.—Embossed arms on moire

ground, in lettered square frame ; freimarke
above, value repeated on other sides. Col.

imp. square. Silk thread through stamp.

1 kreuzer, brown, 3 kr. yellow, 6 kr. green,

9 kr. rose, 18 kr. blue.

rafcarioWifcirwaiiEa

^MEEH^M^Em
1857. Returned Letter.—Arms under

crown, with branches around, on white ground, commission fur
retourbriefe. Col. imp. rect. Im. and rouletted. Black (2 dies).
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1858.—Same as 1857, without silk threads. Im. and small

perf. 1 kreuzer, dark brown, 3 kr. yellow, 6 kr. dark green,

9 kr. rose, 18 kr. dark blue.

1862-64.—The same, without silk threads, large perf.

1 kreuzer, green, 3 kr. rose, 6 kr. blue, 9 kr. dark brown,

9 kr. red-brown, 18 kr. orange.

1866.—The same, rouletted. 1, 3, 6, 7 (blue), 9, 18 kr.

1862. Envelopes.—Numeral embossed on solid ground in

engine-turned octagonal lettered frame, name and full value,

stamped to right of envelope with large green inscription on

white. 3 kreuzer, rose, 6 kr. blue, 9 kr. brown,

1863. Envelopes.—The same, with small green inscription

on blue paper. 3 kreuzer, rose, 6 kr. blue, 9 kr. brown.

1865. Envelopes.—The same, with envelope inscriptions in

different colours, on blue paper. 1 kreuzer, green with lilac in-

scription, 3 kr. rose with black inscription, 6 kr. blue with

yellow inscription, 9 kr. brown with green inscription.

1868.—Numeral on crossed oblique ground
in oval of leaves, as cut. Col. imp. rect. rou-

letted. 1 kreuzer, green, 3 kr^jrpse,- 7 kr.

blue, 14 kr. orange.

1869-73.—The same. 2 kreuzer, orange,

9 kr. (1873) , brown,

1870. Correspondenz-Karte. Konigl. — wurtemberg-
isches post gebiet, with stamp type of envelope to right, type-

set instructions in six paragraphs on large blue card. 1 kreuzer,

green, 3 kr. rose.

1871. Correspondenz-Karte, with inscription below those

words, otherwise same as last, instructions in two varieties

—

(a) six paragraphs, (6) five paragraphs. 1 kreuzer, green on blue.

1872. Correspondenz-Kart. Kon.—wurttemb, otherwise

same as 1871, on blue card.

Single.— 1 kreuzer, green.

Reply Paid.— 1 x 1 kr. green, 3x3 kr. rose.
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Oct., 1872. Post Karte.—KONIGLICH wurttemb. post-gebiet.

Type of adhesive of 1868, in right corner. All in colour, on
blue card.

Single.—1 kr. green, 2 kr. orange.

Reply-paid.—1 x 1 kr. green, 2 x 2 kr. orange.

1873. Post Karte.—The same, with corded frame to card.

All in colour, on blue card.

Single.— 1 kr. green, 2 kr. orange.

Reply-paid.—1 x 1 kr. green, 2 x 2 kr. orange.

1873. Parcel Stamp.—Arms and stamp of 1857 type.

Col. imp. square, rouletted. 70 kreuzer, brown-violet.

1874. Post-packet Addresse Card.—Stamp similar to

1857 type, but angles cut, octagonal, embossed to right of card,

type-set instructions in black ; all within corded frame. Col.

imp. on buff card. 18 kreuzer, green.

1874. Envelopes.—Type as before, without any envelope-

inscriptions. 1 kreuzer, green, 3 kr. rose.

Remarks.—The last-mentioned envelopes have not yet appeared, hut
will do so shortly. The 6 and 9 kr. envelopes are now obsolete, and as

no fresh supply is in preparation they are likely to remain so. I have
gone a little into details in the enumeration of the second series ; for the

stamps are easily attainable, and without attention to the threads or per-

forations it is not possible to arrange them in any satisfactory manner

;

and besides, it is well for the young collectors, for whom this work is

mostly intended, to develop habits of exactitude, to learn to examine
their stamps, and not to be content to have a few specimens stuck bodily

and higgledy-piggledy in an album. They will derive a great deal more
satisfaction from them if they make themselves acquainted with their

peculiarities, and try to classily them. The card of 1 8 kreuzer is a sort

of advice card (so I take it) for packets sent by post, and must certainly,

from its comparatively high price, have something to do with the prepay-
ment of the parcel; but it has only come to hand at the moment of

publication, so there is no time for enquiry.
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APPENDIX A

EUSSIA.
[all eights reserved.]

LOCALS OF THE KUSSIAN STEAM NAVIGATION
COMPANY.

jFor Husstan Ports in tfje icijaitt.

1864. Journal Stamp.—Two-headed eagle over post-horns

on plain ground in linear circle, surrounded by engine-turned

sinuous border on lines in solid lettered circle, signifying " For
Despatches for the Levant. 6 kop. stamp ; " all within frame of

several ruled lines ; spandrels, with engine-turned ovals. Col.

imp. ; very large square. 6 kop. blue.

1868.—Large fancy numeral in centre on
crossed lines, with solid lettered oval, signifying

"Correspondence of the West;" triangle at each

corner, as cut. Col. imp. rect., wink, 'waved lines,

large and small perf.

\j^j-\rw\s\f\rJ'X
y

1 kop. brown.

3 kop. green.

5 kop. blue.

10 kop. rose and green.

1865.

jFor SFurktsI) Ports in t\t Letoant

Steamship in fancy transverse oval, with florid orna-

ments and ground of vertical

lines, all surcharged with co-

loured net. Col. imp. rect.

See cuts. No value given.

(a) Double eagle below ship.

(10 paras), red, with blue net.

(b) Double eagle above ship.

(20 paras), blue, with red net.
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1870. Provisional. (?)—Steamship, etc., and general appear-

ance as above, but all in white on bicoloured ground ; back-

ground (netted) and frames in one colour ; solid central ground

in another. Bicol. imp. rect. No value given.

(a) Double eagle below ship. (10 paras), brown frame, rest

blue.

(b) Double eagle above ship. (20 paras), blue frame, rest red.

GOVEKXMENT LOCALS ISSUED BY THE EUEAL
COUETS.

introduction.

The causes of the emission of these curious and interesting

stamps was long shrouded in obscurity, and, though they have
now taken a recognized position among postal emissions, are

still but little understood. The causes which led to their usage

are the same which governed the establishment of local posts in

the United States; viz., the vastness of the country, and the

incapacity of the Government Post Office to cope with any very

great difficulties.

Thus they distinctly supplement the Government Post, taking

up letters where the Government declines further responsibility,

or acknowledges its incapacity to reach; and the following

translation from the St. Petersburg Exchange Neics of Septem-

ber, 1870, will fully explain the terms or footing on which
these Eussian locals stand with respect to Government :

" 1. The local post has the right to receive from the Post Offices,

for delivery throughout the circuits, common letters, as also

newspapers, magazines, and declarations for money, registered

and book-package correspondence from places at a distance, for

transmission to the nearest Post Office, and to convey all sorts

of correspondence between villages of circuit which are de-

prived of postal communication.

" 2. Persons wishing to receive correspondence from the Post

Office in the aforesaid manner (i.e. through the village post) are

obliged to present at the Post Offices separate written declara-

tions, or formal decisions on the same, of village courts to which
they may belong.

" 3. The local posts are not prohibited from having their own
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postage stamps, but on the condition that the stamps have

nothing in common in their design with the postage stamps of

the Government post.

"And 5. The carriers of the local post may have on the bags

used by them the representation of the Government or circuit

coat of arms, without the post-horns."

The St. Petersburg Exchange News is the organ of the

Russian Post Office; so their legality is set at rest for ever.

The values of the stamps issued range from 2 to 10 kopecs.

This, perhaps, arises from the greater or lesser distances of the

rural districts (where the stamps circidate) from the nearest

Imperial Post Office. Most of the labels are adorned by the

arms or emblems of the districts from "which they emanate. In
cases where two distinct are to be found, it is most likely (as

has been already suggested elsewhere) that one set of emblems
relates to the government of the province ; the other, to the

town or district to which the stamp belongs.

When these stamps were first investigated, in 1869 and 1870,

their existence was several times denied, and that actually upon
the word of some of the Russian Post Office employes ! But
that such denials bear little weight can be readily understood

after a perusal of the following statement

:

"On page 171 of the S.C.M. for 1870 appeared an account

of a denial of these local stamps, which occurred to the gentle-

man at St. Petersburg to whom the philatelical world is in-

debted for the earliest list of them, and this is the extract

:

' He had written to the postmasters of two or three of the

towns where the locals were supposed to be in use, and they

had replied to him that no such stamps were in existence.

Determined to arrive at the truth, he went himself down to

Schluesselburg, but even his own enquiries on the spot produced

no result. He himself had taken the stamps of Borowitz and
others from letters, and after this it was indeed astonishing when
told that there were not any such stamps known.' This led

him to the ultimate discovery that the village postmasters are

not the persons to whom to apply, as the officials of the local

courts alone control the circulation of these stamps, and it is to

them that application should be made, as the Imperial Post

Offices have nothing to do with them. The causes which led

to the establishment of private or local posts in Russia appear

the same which have rendered them necessary elsewhere, and
which causes are generally reducible to one fact ; viz., an in-
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capacity of the public or Government Post Office to cope with

any very great difficulties."

After these remarks I will devote a little space to an exami-

nation of the stamps and their designs, because they are little

known, and because their Russian inscriptions cause them to be

rather a sealed book to most. The earliest authentic list of

them contained notices of the following stamps, which, so far

as my personal knowledge extends, have never been since veri-

fied ; viz.

:

Atkarsk, first issue.

Kazan.

ISTolinsk. Value in circle. Col. imp.

Shadrin.

Yasilsk.

Similarity of Design.

There is a considerable similarity of design amongst some of

these stamps, those produced by a Moscow printer being very

much of the same pattern—emblems in oval or in shield in

lettered oval, solid corners bearing numeral, with a sinuous or a

plain line frame. Of this class I may instance Charkoff, Bogo-

rodsk (1st issue), Bronnitzi, Kolomna, Paulograd, and Podolsk.

Eccentric Designs.

These are very numerous, comprising most of those bearing

emblems or arms ; but the most peculiar are

—

Berdiansk, a three-coloured stamp.

Woltschansk, ditto.

Kotelnitz, with counterfoils.

Soumy \

Schlusselbourg > Design forming monogram of the name.

Kolomna j

Wassyll, plain embossed, round.

Tula envelope, ditto, with two stamps.

PskorT, diamond
1 Adliesives embossed in coloured relief.

Louga, oval
J

Riazan ""j

Psko^ VAreaU diamonds.

Woltschansk )

Livni, 1st type, scalloped edges.

Yaldai, mountain and crown.
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No design, name and value either simple or in circle, oval or

diamond.

These comprise the uninteresting classes ; but if we collect

one kind for their eccentricity, we must not reject these for

their plainness. They might be divided into groups resembling

each other ; but this, I think, would rather confuse the collector.

He or she will be more likely to notice their differences inter

alia if they are not classified. They may, however, be divided

into two classes ; first, those which possess some attempt at

design, though being without emblems ; and second, those which
are almost ostentatious in their simplicity, having the entire

ground plain though with varying shapes or centres, and these

tail off to the miserable plain type -set designs—nothing but

words, of Sizran, Bogutchar, Beshetsk, etc.

1st. Name, etc., in some slight frame or border.

Alexandria, circle of ornaments.

Tiraspol, solid circle, milled inside.

Eostoff, in oval with solid rect. frame.

Kiriloff, on distant wavy lines, round.

Cherepovetz, on lines, fancy letters.

Perm, plaid corners.

Pereiaslav
]

Piriatin V Round.

Pereslav Zaliotskoi
j

gone I

j)jamon(j l^g
{n centre.

Kiazan j
'

Beshetsk, rect. diamonds in border.

Tver, blue value, rose frame, round.

Koseletz, gilt, rect.

2nd. No design or finish, plain ground.

Werkhodnieprovsk, square, black.

Tichvin, oblong, red.

Sizran, rect. black.

Dnieprovsk, oblong, black.

Kotilnitz and Nolinsk, varying.

Bogutchar, oblong, black.
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Eouletted.

Perforated Locals.

These are uncommon, and I quote them for their uncom-
monness.

Kolomna
Podolsk

q
b

.«? > Ordinary Perforation.

Livni, scalloped ^

w b
.

'
, > Punched out to shape.

Wesiegonsk i
r

Pskoff, diamond J

Emblems.

These are of so varied a character that I cannot attempt to

tabulate them, but will simply quote such instances as occur to

me where the same emblems are common to two or more locals.

The following are not all, but the most noteworthy.

Birds (one, two, or three)-

Maloarchangel, two.

Fatejh, three.

Atkarsk, three.

Birds (two-headed eagle)-

Dmitrieff.

Livni, three.

Sapojok, one.

Melitopol, first type.

Crown—
Valdai.

Sapojok.

Skopin.

Louga.

Krapivna.

Tchern.

Ejeff.

Animals (wolf, bear, lion, horse, or nondescript)—
Woltschansk.

Panlograd, horse.

Demiansk, bears.

Novgorod, „

Pskoff, wolf.

Louga,. „
Rjeff, lion.

Sheaf of Corn—
Saratoff.

Tchern.

Cherson, type 1
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Three Fishes— Scythe—

Atkarsk.

Belozersk.

Saratoff.

Cherson, type 1.

Elizavetgrad.

Orgueiff.l& v

Amongst the emblems peculiar to different locals, the following

are the most curious, not including those occurring in the previous

lists :

Sun and -flood-gate, Borovichi.

Courier, Cherson.

Horseman smoking, Melitopol.

Bag, Soumy.
Cross and crescent, Belozersk and Mariopol.

Mountain, Valdai.

Bee-hive, Schatz, TambofT.

Cray-fish, Wesiegonsk.

Casket, Kadnikoff.

Tub (?), Louga.

Tree and Bull's head, OrgueifT.

There is one thing about Russian Locals, the great bulk of

them are tolerably common, and a comparatively small outlay

will secure a large assortment of them ; this is far from being

the case with any other genuine locals. Some of them are

not attainable as yet, and no doubt there are a great many still

unknown.

LIST OF THE DISTRICTS IN RUSSIA ISSUING
POSTAGE STAMPS

CLASSIFIED in governments.

The numbers after the names have reference to the numbers given to

the separate districts or towns in the list which follows this (completed
to March, 1874).

Bessarabia—Orgiieiff, 34.

Charkoff—Charkoff, 10; Woltschansk, 65; Soumy, 52.

Cherson—Alexandria, 1; Cherson, 12; Elizavetgrad, 18;
Tiraspol, 56.

Ekaterinoslaw—Ekaterinoslaw, 17; Mariopol, 30; Paulograd,

35 ; RostofF, 44 ; Werkhodnieprovsk, 63.

Kazan—Kazan, 21.

Koursk—Dmitrieff, 14; Fatejh, 13.

M
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Moscow—Bogorodsk, 6; Boronnitzi, 9; Kolomna, 23; Po-

dolsk, 41.

JSTijni Novgorod—Vasilsk, 61 ; Wasil, 62.

Novgorod— Belozersk, 3; Borovichi, 8; Cherepovetz, 11;
Demiansk, 13; Kiriloff, 22; Novgorod, 33; Tichvin, 55;
Yaldai, 60.

Orel—Livni, 27 ; Maloarchangel, 29.

Perm—Perm, 39.

Poltava—Pereiaslaw, 36 ; Piriatin, 38.

Pskoff—Pskoff, 40; Toropetz, 57.'

Eiasan—Egorieff, 16; Eiasan, 42; Sapojok, 45; Skopin, 51.

St. Petersburg—Louga, 28 ; Schlusselbourg, 48.

Saratof—Atkarsk, 2 ; Saratoff, 46.

Simbirsk— Sizran, 50.

Taurida—Berdiansk, 4 ; Dnieprovsk, 15 ; Melitopol, 31.

Tamboff— Schatz, 47 ; Tambolf, 53.

Tschernigoff—Koseletz, 25.

Tula—Krapivna, 26 ; Tula, 58 ; Tchern, 54.

Tver—Beshetsk, 5 ; Ejeff, 43 ; Tver, 59 ; Wesiegonsk, 64.

Viatka—JSTolinsk, 24 ; Kotelnitz, 32.

Vladimir—Pereslav-Zaliotskoi, 3 7.

Vologda—Kadnikoff, 20.

Woronetz—Bogutchar, 7.

1. Alexandria (Cherson).

• **fe?SS^c%4r 1872.—Abbreviated inscription, II.

2**Sr 4v>£?A^ %& 3. ^-» encircled by inscription, within
*£' J^ y& qg* circular border of twenty-three orna-

*S • ^ n -.. v^ ments, as cut ; no value. Black imp.

3g,& D.3.M. »<£ round .

% % <? k% £^ 10 kop ' amber-

I do not know what the twenty-three

ornaments may imply—whether there

be anything occult in the quantity, or what they represent

either collectively or individually ; but, to my untutored mind,

the majority resemble so many flies, of a "leggy" and most

objectionable nature ; whilst some of them are not unlike

flowers—perhaps some peculiar orchid. It is not a common
local at present. The inscription signifies Alexandria Rural

Post Stamp
t
and the initials in centre stand for last three words.
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2. Atkarsk (Saratoff).

Jttst %&&xz*

Arms presumably as next; viz., three fishes and three birds

under crown, without any lettering or value, in linear frame.

Col. imp. rect. (2 kop.), black.

Large shield, with three birds in lower half, and three fishes

above, with inscriptions around ; no value ; all within linear

frame. Col. imp. rect.

(2 kop.), sepia.

The first type is only known from a description in an old list

of Russian locals. As the list has never yet been found inac-

curate, the type will probably turn up in the future.

The three fishes in the second type are shown with their

noses together—one being vertical, and the other two oblique.

The type is a reminder of Belozersk for the fishes, and of the

current Livni and Fatejh for the three birds, only they are here

in a straight row, whilst in a triangular form on Livni, and one

behind another in an oblique line on the Fatejh. This local,

and of the first type, occurs in old lists under the name of

Atkar. Besides resembling Livni in the matter of the three

birds, it further resembles it in design by having the shape of

the large shield to form the inner outline of the border. A
similar thing may be traced in the illustrations of Rjeff and
Wesiegonsk (first issue), only that in these two latter the border

is of a solid band of colour.

3. Belozersk (Novgorod).

.first 3ssuf.

1870.—Eussian inscription in four lines, in linear frame, with
solid circle bearing numeral at each angle, the whole in black,

and surcharged with a network or bureU the size of the stamp
in buff. Col. imp. rect.

2 kop. black and buff.

l*>ccon& 3Tssue.

1871.—Cross over crescent, and two fishes crossed below on
lines in lettered frame, with solid circles at each angle bearing

numeral. Col. imp. rect.

3 kop. black.
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Fish being the principal staple of this district, it is not sur-

prising that we find the fact patent on the stamp of 1871. The
town is situated near the Beloe Lake (or White Lake), which
gives the name to the town ; hut though its situation gives the

explanation of the two fishes, saltire, the crescent and cross are

still unexplained. Three fishes appear on the Atkarsk and
Saratoff stamps, and the cross and crescent on the Mariopol.

The execution is very rough, altogether spoiling the effect of the

design. The first type was very unpretending, rather small,

and generally neat-looking.

4. Berdiansk (Taurida).

White lime-kiln, with plough and ground in black, on a green

ground, anchor below black on blue, all within lettered frame,

with value in ornaments at angles. Bicol. imp. rect.

10 kop. black with green and blue centre.

This is a very pretty local, beautifully printed, and of rather

a small size, and which forms a bright spot amongst the best of

them. The insignia are very curious. The plough and anchor

are certainly clear enough ; but whether the other emblem re-

presents a hovel (as usually stated), a bee-hive, or lime-kiln, is

a matter for the imagination. The whole stamp is printed in

black on white paper, the lower half of the centre surcharged

with pale blue, and the upper half, except the hovel, hive, or

kiln, is surcharged in very pale sea-green, varying in later copies

to yellow-green, so that it stands out in strong white contrast,

giving a very unique appearance to a very peculiar design. It

is not one of the rare locals, and is worth possessing for its

many peculiarities and beauty.

5. Beshetsk (Tver).

Russian inscription in four lines (second of two letters, fourth

with value 3k.), all in fancy frame of diamonds. Black imp.,

type-set, small rect. 3 kop. green.

This is a very disgusting little stamp, without a single re-

deeming point. There are many errors or varieties in the setting

up of the specimens forming the sheet, some of them as stupid

as the 55 kop. error of Sizran, one of them being the misplace-

ment of a section of the design. The lettering signifies Stamp
B. Z. {Beshetsk Emstwo, or Rural administration), postage 3 kop.

The name has been usually copied from the French rendering,

Biejetsk ; but the correct spelling is that used above, Beshetsk,
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6. Bogorodsk (Moscow).

JFitfit Cppe.

tS^^^SJSff ^' Ceorge an(i the Dragon to right, in

w^^^P^@B& upper half of an oval ; spinning-wheel below,

^^^iffiftSjff ^n l°ttered oval
;
background solid, bearing

Sm I^^Hll>w value a^ each angle ; all within sinuous frame,

W*\ ~jpwJ°li as CU^ Col. imp. rect.

j||||^^g|i|: 5 „ red, Unpaid.

10 „ red, „
Newspaper Band. 5 kop. blue.

5 ,, red, Unpaid.

.Envelope, 1872, stamped on flap.

5 kop. blue (current).

St. George and the Dragon to left, and
wheel as above ; background of wavy verti-

cal lines, with squares projecting at each JBKPfP!*!
angle, and bearing numeral of value, as cut. mIIsmIjJI
Col. imp. rect.

5 kop. blue (obsolete).

10 „ red, Unpaid.

Envelope, stamped on flap.

5 kop. blue.

10 „ blue.

10 „ red, Unpaid.

Clnrfc €j>pe.

Same type as the second, but St. George larger, and execution

much inferior. 1 kop. lilac-rose.

5 „ rose, Unpaid.

JFottrtf) 3fieitte.

1872.—Analogous type to last two, but much smaller. Col.

imp. rect. 1 kop. lilac-rose.

5 ,, dark blue.

5 „ rose, Unpaid.

10 „ pale blue.

10 ,, lilac-rose, Unpaid.
Fortunately for philatelists, no other district has gone so

deeply into issuing stamps as Bogorodsk, or I don't know where
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we should all find ourselves at the end of Appendix A. I have
done my best to describe "in simple language" what I and
others know of these four issues, and fancy that the results are

easy of comprehension, though the types are really confusing.

The existence of unpaid stamps of two values is not incompre-

hensible ; but I confess unpaid envelopes and unpaid newspaper
bands are not easily understood. They can hardly be used by
the post officials, unless they find time hanging heavily on their

hands ; for they would be obliged to re-direct them all. Their

most probable use may be that they are supplied to the public

at a nominal charge, who use them for such correspondence or

papers as they wish the receiver to pay postage upon, which is

collected by the postman on delivery. This is only an idea

;

but it must be remembered that the essence of cheap postage is

prepayment, and that prepayment is an innovation coeval with

postage stamps, which, if properly considered, may explain these

unpaid envelopes and bands, as being perhaps more in accordance

with Eussian ideas than prepayment.

The 5 kop. blue was the first Eussian local found ! It was
first described in May, 1869, and figured with the Borovichi in

the following June.

The spinning-loom is an emblem of the particular manufac-

tures of the town.

7. Bogutchar (Woronetz).

Two lines of inscription in capitals, in

no BoryHAPCH
yt3Ay5Hon.

linear oblong frame
;
ground plain, as

cut. Col. imp. oblong.

5 kop. black.

This is a stamp which can hardly excite interest of any kind,

and for sheer plainness cannot be surpassed. Its inscription

does not bear the word Eural or Village, as the majority of

these locals do.

8. Borovichi (Novgorod).

jftrst Issue.

Sun on dots in left half of circle, sluice-

gate in right half in lettered circle, overlap-

ping four smaller lettered circles, background

crossed lines with white circles bearing nume-

ral at each angle, as cut. Bicol. imp. rect.

5 kop. black and red, centre and corner

circles white.
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The same arms in smaller circle, with nu-

meral above and v below in diamond frame,

lettered, as cut. Bicol. imp. diamond.

5 kop. black and red.

These form a singular and very striking

pair of stamps, and are both tolerably com-

mon. The sluice-gate, or flood-gate, is said to

be typical of the cataract of the river Msta

(upon which the town is situated), as it flows

from the northern spur of the Valdai hills,

forms a link in the celebrated canal system,

The river Msta
which stretches

from and connects the Baltic and the Caspian Seas.

9. Bronnitzi (Moscow).

Value on vertical lines in lettered oval,

background solid, bearing value in each

angle, all in thin sinuous frame, as cut.

Col. imp. rect.

5 kop. vermilion.

Envelope, stamped on flap.

5 kop. blue.

There is a considerable degree of affinity

between the stamps of Bronnitzi, Kolomna,
and Podolsk (all in the government of Moscow) in the treat-

ment of the design, and these are probably made by the same
printer ; and, it is stated, in the city of Moscow.

10. CharkolF (Charkofp).

1871.—Cornucopia and caducis in upper

half of oval, lower half bearing numeral, in

lettered oval ; background solid, bearing value

at each angle; all within sinuous frame, as

cut ; each stamp surcharged in black, with a

portion of the third word and the whole of

the last in a linear oblong, placed diagonally

on the stamp. Col. imp. rect.

5 kop. red with black surcharge.

5 kop. blue, Unpaid.

This is another stamp after the design of the last. The sur-

charge on the stamps occurs on every specimen in the sheet, but
I do not know its signification.
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11. Cherepovetz (Novgorod).

Value in small oval on a large rect., with
hollowed corners, of crossed lines, bearing

inscription curved above and below, numeral
in each hollow ; all within linear frame, as

cut. Col. imp. rect.

3 kop, blue.

The inscription on this stamp is in

Sclavonic, and reads, Cherepovskaya Rural
Post. It was first catalogued in 1870, and

long known under the name of the Usrusskajo stamp. The
town is upon the Zseksana river, which flows from Lake
Beiloe, and is not far from Wesiegonsk. As will be seen, how-
ever, there are no emblems, which is to be regretted, since the

other towns in the Government of Novgorod are remarkable for

the peculiarities of their insignia.

12. Cherson (Cherson).

Sheaf of corn, scythe, and rake in upper half of oval ; lower

half bearing value, in lettered oval ; background solid, bearing

numeral at each angle. Col. imp. rect.

10 kop. yellow.

1871.—Courier in black on white ground,

in linear circle ; back-

ground of vertical lines,

bearing inscriptions, and
value each side, as cuts.

Bicol. imp. large rect.,

per/.

10 kop. rose with black

centre.

1872. — The same;
stamp of a much smaller size. Bicol imp. small rect., per/.

10 kop. rose with black centre.

The first type of Cherson is extremely rare. Of the emblems,

the sheaf is common to Schatz, Saratoff, and Tchern as well

;

whilst the sheaf and scythe figure on Elizavetgrad, in the same
government, and also upon the Orgueitf type. The courier may
be considered, perhaps, as a strictly postal emblem, and having

no significance as the emblem of the town.
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13. Demiansk (Novgorod).

1868.—Shield bearing two bears, swords, and
several indecipherable emblems in lettered oval,

character in each angle, entire ground plain, as

cut. Black imp. small rect.

3 kop. blue (enamelled paper).

An insignificant little stamp, whose interest is

damaged by the arms being so badly drawn that they are not to

be clearly made out ; but they have a considerable affinity with
those on the Novgorod stamp. The two animals are probably

bears, the swords are plain, but there I must stop. The letters

in angles represent n. g. d. z., for Novgorod Government, Demi-
ansk Emstwo, " Eural Administration," the same which appears

in the oval in full.

14. Dmitrieff (Koursk).

Russian arms on white ground in lettered circle, bearing in-

scription and value. Circular.

3 kop. black on white,

It requires explanation why "Dmitrieff Eural Court" postage

stamps should bear the imperial arms, which is in distinct con-

tradiction to the decree authorising the use of these locals, as

quoted in our introduction to this appendix. The only thing

is, that the type does not absolutely bear any resemblance to the

imperial stamps, and this may account for Dmitrieff being

allowed to use the arms. The post-horns are, however, omitted.

The suppressed type of Melitopol sinned, however, in every

possible manner.

15. Dnieprovsk (Taurida).

Three lines of inscription in oblong lettered frame, slight

scroll each side, entire ground plain. Col. imp. oblong, type-set.

5 kop. black.

This stamp has been known since 1871, but specimens have

only lately been found. The inscription signifies Rural stamp

of the district of Dnieprowsk, 5 kop. for letters The town was
founded in 1711 by the Cossacks, and is at the mouth of the

Dnieper. Though that name appears on the stamps, the place

is now always known as Aleschky, at least so say the maps.
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JseecmtJ Issue.

1874.—Nearly same as last; but the scroll on each side in

the frame is different. Col. imp. oblong, type-set, on thin laid

and fancy papers. 5 kop. black.

These locals must not be confounded with those for Werkho
Dnieprovsk, a place higher up on the same river in the govern-

ment of Ekaterinoslav. Dnieprovsk itself is opposite to the

town of Cherson, the river separating the two.

16. Egorieff (Eiasan).

Eussian inscription in three lines, with one white ornament
on ground of horizontal lines in transverse diamond frame, let-

tered, and with star at each angle ; very similar to Eiasan stamp,

only without the fancy pattern over centre. Col. imp., large

transverse diamond.

JFtrst Issue.

Lithographed impressions, six-rayed stars.

3 kop. grey, Town.

3 kop. blue, District.

Seecntf Issue.

1872.—Impressions from a fine steel die; many-rayed stars.

3 kop. jet-black.

These stamps resemble the early emission for the town of

Eiasan, and it is only the large transverse diamond-shape which
renders either of them remarkable. Their form is a pleasant

relief to the page which they would occupy.

17. Ekaterinoslav (Ekaterinoslav).

Letter e in centre, with date (1787) and value disposed

around on a netted ground, in circular lettered frame, back-

ground netted with numeral at each angle. Col. imp., large

square. 5 kop. green.

The letter e, which forms the sole emblem on this stamp,

is the initial of Catherine II. (i.e. Ekaterina), who founded the

city in 1787, to which the date of course has reference. Though
plain, it is rather a showy label, being decently executed and
of a good size, and last, but not least, tolerably abundant.
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18. Elizavetgrad (Cherson).

Arms on shield, in small lettered circle, between two
columns, and under
a canopy bearing nu-

•meral ; open book
below; sheaf, scythe,

and pen on each side

;

all within lettered

circle, as cut. Col.

on col., large circular.

5 kop. rose on rnauve.

1871.—The same stamp, of a much smaller size. Col. imp.

small circular.

5 kop. yellow-green.

There can be no question about it, these are very extraordinary

stamps, design and emblems very wonderful, and I really cannot

pretend to say what they are all about. Their appearance has

been aptly compared to a design for a clock. The larger stamp

is a rarity, and at the present the smaller one is anything but

abundant.

19. Fatejh (Koursk).

Envelope.—Three birds in one half of transverse oval, gun
and a harrow in the other half, all within lettered transverse

oval ; entire ground plain ; no value. Col. imp. on flap of

envelope, transverse oval.

4 kop. blue, Town.

6 „ red, District.

More oddities here ! But the birds are old friends, as there

are three on the Atkarsk current type, as well as on -the Livni.

The last stamps I described bore a scythe ; this one has another

agricultural implement, but the gun is unique. The colour is

the only thing to constitute the different values, which, though
seeming an extremely primitive idea at first sight, finds a parallel

in one Government issue at least that I can recall; viz., the

Ionian Isles. They are jxrinted upon any kind of envelope

which the postmaster can obtain, and as the colours vary greatly

in depth, there is a grand field for the collector of varieties to
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"spread himself" upon. Fatejh is not far from Maloarchangel

and Livni ; so the birds common to all three may have reference

to some old relations between them.

20. Kadnikoff (Vologda).

Orb and sceptre by side of small crown in

upper half, casket (very like a bucket) with

two indecipherable emblems in lower half of

shield • ground white, value at sides of shield,

encompassed by inscription ; all within linear

circular frame. Col. imp., circular.

3 kop. blue.

This is an extraordinary little stamp, the emblems being so

badly drawn that no one could say what they were meant for

;

but fortunately I had them described by a St. Petersburg corre-

spondent, who furnished me with the first copy known, and
which was figured from the above engraving in The Philatelical

Journal for October, 1872. In colour it varies from dark blue

to ultramarine, on various tints of white and greyish papers.

21. Kazan (Kazan).

Eussian inscription, signifying prepaid envelope of kazan
village post ; no value. Col. imp. oval ; hand-stamp on flap

of envelope. (6 kop.), blue.

Nothing is known of this stamp, and its existence is only

known from a description which appeared in the earliest list of

these stamps, which has never yet been found inaccurate.

22. Kiriloff (Novgorod).

Russian inscription in four lines, giving weight carried and
value (1 loth, 2 kop.), on ground of maze-work, in large

lettered circle ; all within linear frame, with ornament at each

angle on plain ground. Colour on colour, large square.

2 kop. indigo on brick.

2 „ black on brick.

This is a large, awkward stamp, and was discovered in 1870.

It is in no way prepossessing, and only interesting from depart-

ing from the beaten path in giving the weight which it will

frank, which particular is a copy of the Government Envelopes.
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23. Kolomna (Moscow).

Column and two stars on shield, on white

ground, in lettered oval; background solid,

with value at each angle; all within linear

frame, broken at angles, as cut. Col. imp.

rect., rouleited.

5 kop. vermilion.

5 „ blue, Unpaid.

There must be something worth knowing
in the history of this town ; for, unless we
are misled by mere linguistic identity of sound, the column
which figures on the stamp has also given it its name. On the

other hand, it may be used as a sort of eccentric monogram for

the name, which is stated to be the case with both the bag of

Soumy and the key of Schlusselbourg. In either case the

design is worthy of attention.

24. Kotelnitz (Viatka).

dFtrst issue

Type I.—Value (small) in centre of large lettered circle, in

heavy linear frame ; numeral in angles ; entire ground plain.

Black imp. large rect., printed with large oblong counterfoil to

left, bearing marked spaces, to be filled in writing with rotation

number, precise date, and the signature of postmaster.

3 kop. blue-grey, Local.

Type II.—The same, but value in transverse oval, and with
inscriptions abbreviated. Black imp. oblong, with counterfoil

to left to match, and marked out as before.

3 kop. orange, enamelled paper. For exterior of District.

gtconti Esstte.

Value larger, in lettered transverse shaded oval, in oblong

frame, with numerals in ovals at angles ; entire ground dotted.

Black imp. large oblong, and with counterfoil as before to left.

3 kop. blue, Local.

3 „ yellow, Exterior.

These stamps are now obsolete, having been withdrawn
December 31st, 1872; so are likely to remain very scarce. If

the system of rotation numbering by hand used for some other
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districts (Krapivna, Saratoff, etc.) is cumbrous, what shall we
say to this elaborate system of counterfoils, each with five lines,

to be written in before the work of payment of a single letter

was effected ! jN"o wonder they were withdrawn ! The counter-

foil was evidently left loose, the stamp only being stuck down
on the letter ; and this counterfoil was probably retained by the

postmaster after delivery of the letter. It has been stated that

they were discontinued at the date indicated in consequence of

the Rural Post having decided to deliver correspondence for

nothing ! This seems hardly credible. The only conclusion

I can come to is, that the district of Kotelnitz, in the govern-

ment of Yiatka, must have contained some marvellously con-

stituted officials, with some strange notions of the application

of postage stamps, if they first protected the system with a mass

of red tape and formalities, and then, having given it up for a

bad case, had to carry the correspondence for nothing in their

own defence ! Why don't they go over to the States and set

up a gratis local post, and ruin themselves quickly ! We col-

lectors should then, perchance, get some cheap locals. There

are plenty of "locals" whose stamps never have franked a letter,

for the simply sufficient reasons that there were either no letters

to frank, or no local post to carry them (though that there always

were plenty of stamps, no sane person will venture to gainsay

:

those local posts of ethereal character never let their stocks run

down). So far they exercised a marvellously earthly prescience,

and a safe material check upon the unseen. I never yet heard

of a Eussian official who would do anything for nothing ; so I

am sceptical about this gratis postage. At the same time, I will

admit they are but mundane, and quite capable of doing nothing

in return for anything handsome in the way of remuneration or

emolument which may be thrust upon them.

25. Koseletz (Tschernigoff).

JFtrgt Issue.

Value with one line above and two below of inscription, all

on plain ground in linear frame. Col. imp. rect.

3 kop. bronze.

Plainness itself, only relieved by the uncommonness of the

golden colour, but now superseded by the next type, which I

am only able to describe from hearsay. The above is stated to

have been in use since 1867; but as local stamps were not
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authorised by Ggvernment till June, 1869, this statement can

hardly be correct.

Scconft ;fssme.

1873.—Value in lettered oval. Col. imp. (oral).

3 kop. bronze.

The description of the second type has only arrived at the

moment of going to press, so I can give no further information

than the above.

26. Erapivna (Tula).

Shield bearing sprays of some plant with crown above, horse-

shoe inscription, circle and numeral at angles, "No" at foot,

which is followed by a written rotation number, all within

linear frame, entire ground plain. Col. imp. rect., wmk. in squares,

termed quadrille paper. 3 kop. blue.

It is not known what plant or cereal the shield contains, but

probably some staple production of the district, hereafter to be
determined. The inscription signifies Krapeevna Mural Post.

As the stamps issued are all numbered by hand in black' ink,

the circulation cannot be excessive ; indeed, though the type

has been chronicled since 1871, it was never figured until last

year. The design is much like that for Skopin.

27. Livni (Orel).

dftrst §&&m.
Full value in one line, star above and

below, within lettered circle, entire ground

plain. Black imp., circular festooned

perforation following shape of stamp.

3 kop. crimson, enamelled paper and

varnished.

The scalloped edge of this type has

caused it to be universally likened to a

bobbin-label, and the extreme plainness of the stamp presents

nothing for comment. It has been lately superseded by a very

striking label, which is next described.

£cconfci §mut.
1873.—Bird on top of building in upper half of shield, three

birds disposed triangularly in lower half, with rect. lettered

frame following shape of the shield, full value. Col. imp. rect.

5 kop. red.
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It does not look encouraging for the future of cheap postage

in Eussia when the rates are raised, as here exemplified. The
first stamp, though inscribed three kop., had been sold at 5 kop.

sometime before the new type appeared, and on the exhaustion

of the supply a fresh design ensued, as marvellously mixed as

the other was simple. The bird at top is large, but of an un-

certain species, and the building is equally doubtful, resembling

a pyramid with a tower each side. The stamp is plentiful, and
of considerable interest.

28. Louga (St. Petersburg).

Wolf under tree in upper half of shield,

basket in lower half under large crown,

encircled by inscription, no value, as cut.

Whole impression in white relief on colour.

(2 kop.), blue.

The basket, casket, or tub, for it might

be either, figures with equal indistinctness

on the Kadnikoff local. For the rest the

stamp is handsome, and extremely common.
All the specimens are punched out to the

shape of the design, which must be a singularly unpleasant

method of having a pound's worth of stamps.

29. Maloarchangel (Orel).

Shield containing eagle with mountain (1) each side of it

above, a second eagle with another emblem (indecipherable)

below, shield encircled by inscription, all within linear frame,

entire ground white, no value, hand-stamped. Black imp. large

circular. (5 kop.), white.

The large bird at top is probably the equivalent of the Livni

bird just described, and what I have termed the mountain
each side may be found to be the two towers ; but the impres-

sions are such execrable things that I cannot speak with any
certainty.

30. Mariopol (Ekaterionoslav).

dFtrst Jtesme.

Cross over crescent, in centre of angle formed by a very large

outlined letter v ; corners hollowed out, and with numeral

;

Eussian inscription on three sides ; all in linear frame. Black

on white, rect. 5 kop. black.
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£rconfc Jtesur.

1873.—Same design altered, and much smaller; angle of

letter v filled by vertical lines, upon which the cross and crescent

appear in outline; ground outside v netted ; all in white lettered

frame ; angles black, with white figures. Col. imp. rect.

5 kop. black.

The first type is striking from being well engraved, though a

mere skeleton stamp. The same cross and crescent appear on
the current Belozersk stamps, but on the earliest Mariopol there

is an outline man in the moon. This type is rare, and the second

is by no means a common species.

31. Melitopol (Taurida).

jFtrst Jtesue.

Imperial arms over post-horns, in lettered oval, on mantle,

crowned, as on the Government stamps ; background bands of

dots, with numerals and arched inscription over arms ; numerals

on solid lower angles. Col. imp. rect., with top rounded.

3 koj3. red.

SrconB Stestte.

Horseman smoking in upper half of

centre, two lines of lettering below, in

large lettered circle, as cut. Col. imp.

large round.

3 kop. blue.

The decree which authorised the emis-

sion and use of Local Stamps particularly

prohibited the use of any design having

anything in common with the Govern-

ment stamps ; so it is not surprising the

first type of Melitopol was suppressed. They were determined

that their next attempt should not be considered plagiaristic

;

for they went in for originality with a vengeance, producing the

extraordinary stamp above illustrated—the horseman smoking,

and the view embracing a street lamp.

32. Nolinsk (Viatka).

.JFtrst .SFsauf.

Value (small) in centre of square lettered frame, with angles

N
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ruled off in squares, bearing numeral; entire ground plain.

Black imp. square. 2 kop. yellow.

is>mitt& 3sette.

Value in a sort of fancy double parenthesis, inscription each

side, square at each angle, bearing numeral, all within double

linear frame ; entire ground plain. Black imp. slightly oblong.

2 kop. yellow.

Value (large) in centre of a transverse lettered oval, within a

heavy linear frame, with numerals at angles; entire ground
plain. Black imp. oblong.

2 kop. green.

jFourtl) 3fe£tte.

Value in centre of slight sinuous circle, with ornaments en-

twining and forming a square design ; inscription each side,

square in each angle, bearing numeral ; all \\ ithin thin double

linear frame ; entire ground plain, the whole bearing a general

resemblance to the second issue. Black imp. square.

2 kop. vermilion, enamelled paper.

jFtftJ ffimte.

Very similar to last, but value in centre of fancy design

forming an oblong device, and the outer border of one heavy
line ; four dies on sheet. Black imp. square.

2 kop. dark red enamelled paper.

These are all stamps without design, and, like some of the

others, are more remarkable for their rarity than for any beauty

of appearance. The reason for so many issues may be that

only a certain quantity of each type was made, winch, being

exhausted, was continued by the printer .in such characters as

came first : results practical, but hideous. I have heard it stated

that application made for these stamps at Nolinsk has resulted

in the emphatical denial of their existence ; but I cannot recon-

cile this statement with the appearance of the stamp in the

oldest known list, to the accuracy of which I have elsewhere

given testimony. Fraud appears so easy in the concoction of a

bogus local, and type-set, that it is most desirable that there
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should be no such statements going about, and remaining un-

answered. This to whom it may concern : The type described

in the 1871 list was "value in centre of circle, inscribed,

Postage Stamp of ISTolinsk Rural Court ; 2 kop. green ; col.

imp. oblong
; "—thus differing from the third type, to which it

is nearest, in the two details put in italics.

33. Novgorod (Novgorod).

first ^mut.

Arms (indecipherable) in shield, within

lettered oval, broken at top by a crown, and
below by value, on rect. ground of vertical

lines ; lettered above and below as cut.

3 types. Black imp. rect.

5 kop. magenta.

The same in different shield (narrower in centre) ; upper in-

scription abridged to ten letters instead of thirteen. 3 types.

Black imp. rect. 5 kop. rose.

At the moment of going to press I hear of another modifica-

tion of these types, but have no specimen or description. The
arms show two peculiar creatures, which may be bears, and two
crossed spears ; but the other emblems are as undecipherable as

those on the Demiansk, to which they approximate. The design

is peculiar, and a pleasant change after five types so uninteresting

as the Nolinsk just described.

34. Orgueiff, or Orgeiev (Bessarabia).

Tree and scythe in centre of oval lettered riband, with flowing

ends, bearing full value below, bull's head at base, branches on

other sides, springing from behind a florid frame, bearing nume-
rals at angles. Black imp. on white paper, covered with a

coloured network, per/.

3 kop. black and flesh.

6 „ black and green.

This is superior to the bulk of Russian Locals in quality,

paper, and the matter of perforation, and altogether is a some-

what handsome stamp. Bessarabia borders on Moldavia, from

which it was severed in 1812 by the Treaty of Bucharest. Its
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former connection with Moldavia will doubtless account for the

bull's head being an emblem of the province. We are familiar

with the Scythe on the Cherson and Elizavetgrad, but, though

there are branches and sprigs on other stamps, I do not remember

a tree elsewhere.

35. Paulograd (Ekaterinoslav).

jfirst ^Fsstte.

Arms, with star above, in lettered oval ; value in numerals,

on ground of wavy crossed lines. Col. imp. oct.

5 hop. blue (]).

.
1872.—Shield bearing horse, etc., with

value above and below, on ground of crossed

lines, in lettered oval; background of crossed

lines, with numerals. Col. imp. oct.

5 kop. blue.

The first type I have never seen, but the

second type is abundant enough. The in-

scription reads, Postage Stamp of the Administration of Pairto-

grad, and the word mapka is written madka by error.

36. Pereiaslav (Poltava).

first ^fs&uz.

Value in two lines, in centre of lettered

circle ; entire ground plain. Elack imp.

round. 3 kop. buff.

Yalue in two lines, in centre of

lettered circle, in linear frame. Black
imp. square.

3 kop. buff.

37. Pereslav-Zaliotskoi (Vladimir).

Value in one line, encircled by inscription, all within double

linear circle ; entire ground plain. Black imp. circular.

3 kop. green.
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Another very plain stamp, and only just catalogued, and very

similar to, though smaller than, the types 'for Piriatin and
Pereiaslav, in Poltava; but it has no inner line round value.

The name is the most striking part about it, and signifies

" Pereslav in the Forest," to distinguish it from another Periaslav

in the same province of Vladimir. The inscription reads, Rural
Post of Pereslaiu, Government of Wiadimir. The name is

written by the French papers, Periaslav Zalesski.

38. Piriatin (Poltava).

Precisely same design as Pereiaslav, but lettering smaller

;

viz., value in two lines, in centre of lettered circle; entire ground
plain. Black imp. circular.

3 kop. scarlet.

These last three locals are all on the same model, and do not

present the slightest interest to the eye, and the general body of

collectors can only tell one from the other by the colours. Both
the Poltava emissions bear the value in silver kopecs. Piriatin

is stated to have been issued in 1868, and abandoned in the

same year for want of support. Can the date be correct ? The
year 1869 was that of the official authorisation of locals.

39. Perm (Perm).

Numeral on a star, with coin below on plain ground in dotted

circle again within a lettered circle, background a plaid pattern.

Col. imp. large square, 14 dies.

3 kop. black.

This is large, and not very lovely to look at ; but far better

than many others which do not rejoice in emblems, though

perhaps the star may be its emblem after all. The value is

given in silver kopecs ; but I am not aware of the value of

these. The same currency obtains on many other locals, as

Eiasan, Schern, etc., on which it is shown as 2 or 3 k. c. The
sheets contain fourteen stamps, each separately drawn and
giving the fourteen types, but only differing slightly one with

the other.

40. Pskoff (Pskoff).

1871.—Hand above wolf in shield, shield on ground of verti-

cal lines, in lettered oval, all in linear upright diamond frame,
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with numeral in each angle, whole design embossed in colour

on white, upright diamond.

5 kop. violet.

This is one of the well-known locals, and one of the prettiest

in colour and effect. The animal is presumably a wolf, the same
emblem which appears on the Louga stamp.

41. Podolsk (Moscow).

Two stone-breakers' hammers crossed, on vertical lines in

lettered oval, background solid, with value at each angle. Col.

imp. rect. roulettecl. 5 kop. green.

These peculiar emblems—for they are peculiar, even amongst

all the heterogeneous symbols of these bewildering stamps

—

caused much speculation when the type appeared last year, one

safely terming them "arms," whilst another seemed inclined to

"legs," as he termed them crutches; but there can be little

doubt now as to what they are. The stamps are further peculiar

because they are rouletted—they are common.

42. Riasan (Riasan).

Jtrst %mut.

Russian inscription in three

lines, on ground of horizontal

lines bearing white moire orna-

ments all around, in lettered

transverse diamond frame,

many rayed stars at angles, as

cut. Col. imp. large transverse

- diamond.

blue.

black, Unpaid.

gold, „ (1872).

1873.—Inscription in three lines, the lowest being value, in

lettered diamond, in two varieties : (a) Double lines inside, 4

dies
; (6) A wavy line inside, 4 dies. Type-set, entire ground

plain. Col. imp. diamond (not transverse).

2 kop. blue-black.

2 „ gold, Unpaid.
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The first issue was almost identical with that for Egorieff, and
had rather a pleasing appearance through the oddity of the

shape ; and the current stamps have nothing whatever to recom-

mend them, the shape being a diamond of equal size when mea-

sured obliquely from angle to angle. All the illustrations I have

seen of the type err in representing it as square, which is ridicu-

lous, as the centre inscriptions can only then be read obliquely.

Both precedent and the stamps themselves show that the shape

must be diamond.

43. Rjeff (Tver).

Crown on table in upper half of centre, lion rampant below, in

rect. lettered frame, surcharged at base with shield bearing

numeral ; centre surcharged with red. Col. imp. rect.

JFtrst gssue.

Lettering black, as cut.

2 kop. black and red.

Lettering white, fresh engraving, smaller

' ' 2 kop. black and red.

Official Stamp.—Single line in

large Russian characters in centre,

encircled by inscription and three

stars ; all within linear circular frame

;

entire ground plain. Col. imp. large,

round.
(?) blaoh

The last stamp was probably used

as an official seal to close packets and
seal registered letters after the manner
of the Egyptian officials. The em-

blems on types I. and II. are curious, the table (if it be one)

which supports the crown having a most extraordinary confor-

mation, and the lion being of a singularly weak and inane

appearance, especially on type I.

1871.

44. Rostoff-on-Don (Ekaterinoslav).

-Eussian inscription in six lines on white ground in
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linear oval ; background of vertical lines ; angles solid, with
numerals of value. Col. imp. rect.

5 kop. blue.

It is seldom we know the precise date of issue ; but this

stamp appeared on May 7th, 1871, and is still in use. The in-

scription signifies, Rural Postage Stamp, full value, Rostoff-on-

Don. It is very plain, but not unsightly, being of neat execu-

tion, and carefully printed ; neither is it rare.

45. Sapojok (Riasan).

Large crown over shield bearing bird in lower half, with cap

over flag and spear crossed in upper half; all on plain ground
in lettered rect. frame, with numerals in ornamented angles.

Col. imp. rect. 5 kop. black.

Rather a bold-looking stamp ; but did any one ever see such

a bird ! It is enough to give a naturalist the rinderpest to look

at it. It might be anything, from a duck to a dodo. It is

wonderful about the wings, but miraculous about the legs ; and
there is no untutored grace in its appearance.

46. Saratoff (Saratoff).

Sheaf of corn over date on lines in small central lettered

oval ; white shield above bearing three fishes (I), and ornaments

by shield; ground of crossed lines; value on solid angles.

Col. imp. rect. per/.

5 kop. blue, date 1869.

5 „ „ „ 1871.

As the other town in Saratoff, Atkarsk by name, bears three

fishes, it is probable that the white shield bears the same
emblems ; but they are quite indecipherable, though precisely

resembling the Atkarsk fishes in their positions.

47. Schatz (Tamboff).

Bee-hive on lines in upper half, crossed sheaves of corn in lower

half of shield, horse-shoe inscription, with value below on a white

ground within linear frame. Col. imp. long rect.

3 kop. black.

This is rather an interesting local, the emblems being well

drawn, and the shape of the stamp peculiar, twice as high as

broad. The bee-hive, with three bees, figures on the Tamboff

stamp, and a sheaf of corn on the Saratoff, just described. The
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lettering signifies Schatsck District Rural Court ; stamp price,

3 hop. ; and though the word court is equally used by some
other districts instead of post, it is not commonly employed.

48. Schlusselbourg (St. Petersburg).

Large key with riband encompassing it,

elegantly forming the numeral of value, and
inscribed 5 kop. in four places, encompassed

by inscription in an oval shape, all on plain

ground, figures in angles on fancy ground, as

cut. Black imp. rect.

5 kop. green.

The name of this town, done into English,

signifies Keyborough, hence the emblem in centre. It has been

said that the stamp has been obsolete since 1866 ; but a strict

regard for truth compels me to admit that I don't believe it ; for

we all know when locals were authorized.

49. Shadrin (Perm).

ISTo particulars known, except col. imp.

5 kop. blue.

50. Sizran (Simbirsk).

Five lines of Russian inscription, on a plain ground within a

single line frame. Colour on colour, rect.

5 kop. blue on solferino.

55 „ „ error.

For pure ugliness I think this will bear the palm from any
other local, Boguchar not excepted. Boguchar is p'.ain, very

plain, but is at least methodical-looking ; but in this downright

wretch of a stamp the lines begin anyhow, and do not end
square or true; and then there is a preposterous gap in the

middle of it all ; and to crown it all, the first stamp on every

row has the first letter on each line repeated : that is how we
achieve the 55 kop. error. A nice state the printer of this fraud

of a stamp must have been in. I am sorry there is no engra-

ving here ; for my readers will not fully appreciate my feelings

in describing it. It is rare, of a shape which can only be cor-

rectly called "upright oblong," and the colours selected (blue

on solferino paper) are a combination as villainous as can be
imagin ;d. I really feel glad it is rare.
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51. Skopin (Eiasan).

Insect (?) in lower half of shield; cap over crossed flag and
spear in upper half, small crown above, being very similar arms
to Sapojok, but smaller ; value below, inscription in horse-shoe

shape above ; all within linear frame, with oval and numeral in

each angle. Col. imp. rect.

3 kop. blue.

I do not think the emblem in lower half of shield can be
anything but a locust ; but as this is mere supposition, I have
safely termed it an "insect." It cannot be a bird. If it were

a bird, the shield would be identical with Sapojok.

52. Soumy (Charkoff).

Courier's bag surcharged with value on white ground, in

lettered circle ; background dotted and fancy. Col. imp. rect.

jFtrst %mvit.

1 kop. green.

blue,

red.

1 kop. blue.

5 ,, red.

5 „ blue, Unpaid.

The first three stamps are rare, and very seldom

seen ; and the second issue 1 kop. has just been
superseded by a slightly altered type, as follows.

Very similar to above, but the circle and bag much larger;

and the numeral 1 is much larger, and comes nearly on to the

flap of the bag, appearing to cover another figure by its unusual
proportions. Col. imp. rect.

1 kop. blue.

This is a queer little local, and the emblem, a bag, answers as

a monogram of the name, Soumy being the plural of Souma, a

53. Tamboff (Tamboff).

first Sfistte.

Bee-hive over inscription on a plain ground, in

lettered oval ; background lines, with white corner

ovals, bearing numerals, as cut. Col. imp. small

rect. 3 kop. black.
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1872.-—Bee-hive over inscription on ground of

vertical lines, in lettered circle; rayed background,
bearing numeral at each, angle. Col. imp. square.

5 kop. lilac.

These are smaller than the ordinary run of

Eussian Locals, but are quite as interesting as most of them.

The bee-hive and three bees are peculiar to Schatz and this local.

54. Tchern (Tula).

Shield bearing two sheaves separated by a band of water,

crown above shield, surrounded by rect. inscription, all within

linear frame ; entire ground plain. Col. imp. large rect., on

plain, laid, or quadrille paper.

3 kop. black.

3 „ blue.

This is a plain affair, poorly engraved, almost in outline, and
hand-stamped on sheets of white paper, apparently of any quality

coming first, sometimes gummed and sometimes not. The river

and sheaves may be supposed to indicate fertility. The crown
is of a peculiar shape, being very deeply cleft into two parts,

containing large ball and cross ; and this is all I can find to say

about this local.

55. Tichvin (Novgorod).

first ^Tfifiue.

Eussian inscription in three lines of capitals on plain ground
in oblong frame of two lines ; no value. Col. imp. oblong.

5 kop. red.

Jkeconfc 3*0tte.

Value in centre of lettered oval. Col. imp. (oblong 1). 5 dies.

5 kop. blue.

Those with an eye to the hideous cannot fail to be charmed
with issue the first. It is essentially simple, so simple that

there is no value indicated, which may enable the poor but

honest official to charge different prices for it for different pur-

poses. Though at first written as a joke, this is not altogether

unlikely, if we consider the anomalies to be found in the admin-

istrations of other districts. In common with other locals

without any design, there being nothing to describe, I can only
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abuse it. The second issue also lacks design ; but as I can only

describe from hearsay at the moment of going to press, I feel

that I am defrauded out of half a column of abuse to which I

am justly entitled.

56. Tiraspol (Cherson).

Russian inscription in six lines, the lowest being the value,

with slight scrollery to first and second lines, on plain ground
in broad circular solid frame, bearing white inscription. Col.

imp. large circular. 5 kop. blue.

There is nothing to create interest in this design, or rather

lack of design ; but the solid colour of the broad circular frame

relieves the monotony, and the inner part of the circle is milled

and lightened by a white line. The central inscription means,

Stamp for packets and 'private letters, 5 hop.; and that in the

circle, Administration of the Tiraspol district.

57. Toropetz (Pskoff).

Envelope.—Lighthouse on shield, scroll beneath shield, in-

scription on other three sides, no value, all within linear frame,

entire ground plain. Black imp. large rect., hand-stamped on
flap of envelope.

( 6 kop.) black, small envelope.

(11 kop.) black, large „

Though Toropetz is not on the sea, it is situated on a lake of

some size, which may account for the lighthouse on the stamp.

There is a great peculiarity about these envelopes ; the value is

regulated by the size, they are cut out by hand, 1 kop. being

charged for the paper and making, 5 kop. for single, 10 kop. for

double rates. This is tolerably primitive, I think.

58. Tula (Tula).

Envelope.—1st on flap. Three crossed straight emblems
(unknown) with two short hammers in shield under crown,

encircled by inscription with linear circular frame, entire ground

plain, no value, all plain embossed on nap of envelope.

2nd on face. Two lines of inscription in linear oblong, with

value. Col. imp. oblong.

The two together = 5 kop. blue.

The large round design stamped on the flap bears an inscrip-

tion signifying Seal of the administration of the district of
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Toula, whilst the small blue oblong hand-stamp signifies Rural

Post, jyayment of 5 hop. The value is printed 5 13
, which I

take to express the extra fractional charge for the envelope.

The emblems are so far satisfactory that they are plain; but

what the three plain, stick-like-looking things may be, with one

end smaller than the other, I cannot say. Are they long tallow

candles 1 Perhaps, being accompanied by hammers, they repre-

sent some marvellous kind of nail, and the number of them

(three) may have some religious application ; but it is all specu-

lation on my part.

59. Tver (Tver).

Large value on plain ground, in solid let-

tered circle. Bicol. imp. circular.

2 kop. blue value, rose frame.

This local has been known for a long

time, and is quite common. The two
colours render it a little more showy than

most of these plain types.

60. Valdai (Novgorod).

Imperial crown on ermine in one half of central rectangle,

mountain in the other, in lettered rect. frame Black imp. rect.

2 kop. lilac.

Hills of even 800 feet in height are so uncommon in this

part of Eussia, that the Valdai Hills are a well-known feature

in Novgorod, although they scarcely reach the altitude I mention.

It is one of them which figures on the stamp. This local has

been known for a long time, and is common enough.

61. Vasilsk, or Vasilkursk (? Wassyll).

(Nijni Novgorod).

Eussian inscription embossed in plain relief, circular.

5 kop. white.

Nothing is known of this type except that it is chronicled in

an early list of these stamps, which has never yet been found
inaccurate. There is no such place on the Eussian map, how-
ever. The nearest I can find is Wasilkoff, or Vasilkov, but in

the government of Kiev ; Wassyll, another lately-discovered

local, ascribed to the Government of Nijni Novgorod (which figures

on the map as Wasil), may be identical. It is next described.
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62. Wassyll, or Wasil (Nijni Novgorod? or Kiev).

Plain embossed design, emblem (unknown) encircled by in-

scription, all within linear circle, plain embossed on white paper,

circular. 5 kop.

I believe it will be ultimately discovered that this is the type

described in the oldest list under the heading of Vasilsk, as

"embossed hand-stamp, white imp. circ, inscription Vasilsk

Eural District." The emblem resembles an iron circular open

grate, or receptacle for holding fire, though I should be sorry to

assert that it was anything of the sort.

63. Werkhodnieprovsk (Ekaterinoslav).

JFirst STfiBStte.

Value in two lines in centre, with ornaments around, filling

a rect., within lettered frame; entire ground plain; type-set,

square, 3 varieties. Col. imp. square.

4 kop. black.

1872.—Value in one line in centre, with slight ornaments

around, forming an oval border, within lettered oval frame

;

entire ground plain. Col. imp. transverse oval.

4 kop. blue.

The first issue is plain and commonplace, and the second is

hardly better. This place seems of some importance on the

Atlas, and is there termed Werkhodnieprovsk, as spelt above,

and not WerchniednieprofT, as usually catalogued.

64. Wesiegonsk (Tver).

jFirgt ^fistte.

Crown on stool on lines, with cray-fish on lines

separated by white band, bearing 5. v. 3. v. on each

value, within solid broad frame, bearing lettered

riband above, hanging down each side, and straight

riband below, also lettered, as cut. Col. imp. rect.

\ kop. orange-brown.

1 „ green.

2 „ blue.

5 „ rose.
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1873.—Crown on chair in upper half of

shield, cray-fish in lower half, lettered around,

with date 1870; lettered- scroll above and
below, meeting and forming an oval ; all in

linear oval. Black imp. on white, surcharged

with colour, oval. *

\ kop. yellow, white labels and shield.

1 „ green

5 ,, crimson „ ,,

It is difficult to say whether the top emblem in the first issue

is really a crown, but it is usually believed to be so, and there-

fore must be the same on the second issue; but it there has

more the appearance of a helmet. The cray-fish or lobster is

perfectly different in each issue. The date can hardly have
anything to do with the emission of the second series, as the

first was in use during 1872. It is probably the date when the

local emissions were authorised. The inscription reads, Vesie-

gonsk Rural Post, Government of Tver, Ts'na Stamp of the year

1870. I do not know the meaning of the word Ts'na, but it

probably explains the use of the 1870 date.

65. Woltschansk (Charkoff).

Animal (unknown species) in centre on a yellow diamond-
shaped ground, within lettered diamond frame, surcharged with

red colour ; numeral in circle at each angle in the frame. Bicol.

imp. transverse diamond.

5 kop. black, yellow centre and red frame.

This is a striking local. The two colours and the peculiar

animal walking in the centre deserve notice, but I cannot guess

what it may be, unless a lioness, drawn so badly as not to be
recognisable. This local was first ascribed to the district of

Wolynka, in the Tchernigoff Government ; but the heading

under which it is now described is believed to be correct.
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APPENDIX B.

CONFEDERATE LOCALS.

Few postage stamps will prove to be such memorials as those

of the late Confederate States. By their issues, with such

varying portraits, and by the emissions from the various cities

which formed the chief rallying places, they remind us of those

material points in the history of the struggles which hold the

prominent places on the pages of recent American history. It

is upon these "locals," or more distinctively "provisionals,"

that our greatest interest centres. " Provisional local" issues

were called forth by the exigencies of the war, often after the

government was reduced to making localities its head-quarters.

The authorised government emissions, of course, vary consider-

ably in the particulars of paper and colour, so it is not surprising

that many of the stamps provisionally issued in various cities

should possess no ascertained normal condition. Of course we
must accept all we may find genuine, trusting to future emen-

dations to supply the requisite explanations of their vagaries.

Such variations are to be expected in a case where the govern-

ment was always moving, and where all the peaceful arts were

virtually at a stand-still. As a parallel, look back at the coinage

during the civil wars in England, when every species of plate

was worked into coin by the royal party. The local coinages of

Newark and Pontefract must be known to many of us, in which
the plate was not even melted down, but the king's impress, &c,
were struck upon the flattened silver, leaving the marks of the

original chasing or engraving plainly visible.

In stamp collecting we find hardly such striking things as

these ; but when a century has given age to philately, many of

these Confederate provisionals will be eagerly sought for, and
most highly valued. Age gives respectability, and it is only

that the whole system of prepayment of cheap postage by stamps

is so comparatively new, that philately is thought so lightly of by
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the general public. An invention which has done so much for

the good of mankind, and whose visible signs (stamps) possess

every historical record which the future student can desire to

command, must in time take its proper position, and become
subsidiary and indispensable to the study of numismatics.

To collect both coins and stamps thoroughly is far beyond the

reach of most, but to be a faithful philatelist is not so difficult.

To possess a fair exposition of the wondrous advance of civili-

zation during the past quarter of a century, in the remotest

parts of the globe, can be done for a sum which would not be

missed when spread over a few years. These remarks are in

strict accordance with our heading, for the locals or provisionals

of the late Confederate States possess original claims upon us as

matters of history, and that is the great ground upon which
philately will take its stand for all time.

Athens. Ga.—Numeral under word paid,

with twelve stars in lettered oval, t. Crawford,

p.m., and name, fancy scroll at angles, entire

ground solid. Col. imp. rect.

5 cents, purple varying to brown.

The undoubtedly genuine stamp is ex-

tremely scarce ; but those of a type known
as "the auction variety" are far from unat-

tainable, and cannot be considered as of much
account.

Baton Roilge. La.—Value and name in frame of large

asterisks, on a ground of green tessalations. Col. imp. nearly

square. 5 cents, rose on green pattern.

Mr. Coster says, in a recent letter to me, " I have never seen

but two undoubted specimens of this extreme rarity, and both

were cancelled paid. This stamp has been so perfectly forged

that it is almost impossible to see, much more so to describe, the

differences." He further adds that there is some idea that a 10 c.

value has existed, "but no one has ever seen it."

Charleston. S.C.—Numeral in lettered

oval, bearing name, &c, and slightly orna-

mented; spandrels rayed, and bearing numeral.

Col. imp. rect. See cut.

5 cents, indigo-blue.

Envelope.—Same, without spandrels. Col.

imp. oval. See cut.

5 cents, blue on all colours.
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Specimens of envelopes are known bearing two impressions

side by side, to represent the 10 c. rate. Mr. Coster also tells

me that the postmaster says a 10 cents green was likewise used.

Columbia. S.O.—Envelope.—Figure in centre of lettered

oval, bearing name ; entire ground plain. Col. imp. oval.

5 cents, blue on white, or brownish.

Fredericksburg. Va.—Inscription in a frame of asterisks.

Col. imp. square.

5 cents, blue on grey-blue.

10 ,, red on grey-blue.

Greenville. Ala.— Inscription within curved ornaments.

Col. imp. irregular rect.

5 cents, red letters and blue frame.

10 „ blue letters and red frame.

These are extremely scarce locals, as rare as any, the 10 c.

being only known, I believe, by repute.

Goliad, Texas.—Numeral in centre of inscription, goliad

postage, j. a. clarke, postmaster j all within a type-set frame.
rj PP'H'f'C! )

1
~ , > The original chronicler has never quoted the colours.

Mr. Coster tells me these are undoubtedly genuine ; but they

are so nearly unique that the omission of the colours will not

prove a positive trouble to any one.

Helena, Texas.—"Design exactly like Goliad, but name
changed to Helena, and name of postmaster omitted at sides.

" Black on buff."

This is Mr. Coster's description, and all we know about it.

Huntsville.—Value 10 cents, encompassed by stars; entire

ground solid. Col. imp. transverse oval.

10 cents, black.

Mr. Coster says of this, that it is not a Confederate or any
other Local, but a post-mark used ten years before the war
commenced.

Kingston. Tenn.—Numeral, with Kingston overarched, and
cents below ; numeral at each angle ; all on plain ground in

pearled frame, type-set. Col. imp. oblong.

5 cents, black on blue.

I am further indebted to the courtesy of Mr. Coster for the

first published description of this local. It is, of course, ex-

cessively rare, so rare that originals are not likely to trouble any
of us.
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Knoxville. Tenn—Design similar to Athens and others.

Col. imp. rect.

5 cents, red-brown, varying to scarlet.

5 cents, purple-brown.

Adhesive and Envelope.—Eagle in centre, in circular lettered

frame. Col. imp. round.

5 cents, black on various papers.

Originals are very rare, but " auction varieties " are not un-

common.

Livingston. Ala.—Figure in a shield, with various emblems
and ornaments around. Col. imp. nearly square.

5 cents, blue.

Lynchburg. Va.—Numeral on plain ground, like Memphis,
in oval, inscribed p. h. glass, p.m. ; no name. Col. imp. oval.

5 cents, dark blue.

Macon. Ga.—Name and value, type-set, in rounded square

frame. Black imp. square.

5 cents, pale green.

Madison. Fla.—Value only in frame of

stars ; entire ground plain. Col. imp. oblong.

See cut.

3 cents, gold on blue.

The copy from which this engraving was
made is unique. The misprint of the value

is striking, and were it not most circumstantially authenticated

I should feel great hesitation in admitting it. It was issued in

1861 by the then postmaster, J. T. Perry, by permission of the

Washington authorities.

Marion. Va.— Value and inscription in type-set frame.

Black imp. square

5, 10, 15, 20 cents, white.

Memphis. Tenn.—Numeral surcharged on cents on ground

of lines within solid circle, bearing eleven white stars, plaid

ground, paid above, mc callaway below, no name. Col. imp.

large rect. 2 cents, blue.

Large numeral on plaid ground, lettered paid above, name
below, all within narrow festooned oval frame. Col. imp. oval.

Adhesive, 5 cents, rose.

Envelope, 5 cents, rose on yellow.
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imp.

rect.

Mobile. Ala.— Numeral in star, figures

around, in lettered frame. Col. imp. square.

2 cents, black.

5 „ blue.

Nashville. Teiin.—Nume-
ral in centre, lettered with
name, etc., entire ground plain. Col

rect., five types.

3 cents, rose.

Numeral under word paid, with stars in let-

tered oval, as cut. Col. imp. on bluish paper,

5 cents, rose.

5 „ purple-brown.

10 „ deep green.

New Orleans. La.—Numeral within let-

tered labels, forming two circles, as cut. Col.

imp. rect. 2 cents, red.

2 „ blue.

5 „ brown.

5 „ „ on blue.

Petersburg. Va.—Numeral, Petersburg

Virginia, post office, w. e. bass, p.m, with fleur-de-lis orna-

ments between and around. Col. imp. rect., two types.

5 cents, rose-red.

Pleasant Shade. Va.—Pre-

cisely same as last, but named
pleasant shade. Col. imp. rect.

5 cents, blue.

Rheatoun. Tenn.—paid 5 in

oblong of type-set ornaments,

d. pence, p.m., an J, name. Col.

imp. rect.

5 cents, red.

Ringgold. Ga.—"The design consists of three concentric

circles, of which the innermost surrounds what looks like a letter

o, surmounted by some sort of a very rough ornamentation

(possibly a cannon and flags may be intended). The second

circle bears ringgold, Georgia, and the third c. s. postage

above, and five cents below." Hand-stamped on buff envelope,

round. 5 cents, black.

<*£LEA£ANTSHADE,p
4 Virginia, fg?

4 Post Office, f

E. DAVIS. P.M.Io BHECTQWN.Xzmw.
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I am again indebted to Mr. Coster for the description of the

only specimen of this local.

Salem.—Name encircled by o. a. keehln, p.m. Hand-
stamped on envelope, round.

Black on yellow.

This and the Statesville are perhaps genuine stamps, and Mr.

Coster says of them : "I suppose, strictly speaking, they ought

to be collected ; but when we come to ' The Plains ' and such

like things, that have no distinctive design, I think a few of a

class should suffice. When it comes to these things it is absolutely

impossible to rind out which were mere post-marks, and which
were used to make prepaid envelopes. I don't think them of

very much interest. One that has never been mentioned is

pine level 5 ala. paid, with a curved line in centre, and sur-

rounded by an oval of dots. Black on white. The paper

shows ruled lines on the back ; so if the hand-stamp was any-

thing more than a hand-stamp (which I doubt), it must have
been used for making prepaid letter-sheets.

Uniontown.—Type-set, c.s.a. at top, postage below it,PA(5)iD

above uniontown, lines and ornaments between ; all within con-

tinuous frame of loops. Black imp. oblong.

5 cents, grey-blue.

This has only been recently discovered, and is extremely



APPENDIX C.

LOCALS FOB ALL PARTS OF THE
UNITED STATES.

Although I have given full lists of Bussian and Confederate

Locals before these, it is not that they are more worthy of col-

lection, but that they are by comparison finite, and therefore

fall within the scoj e of this small work. But the locals coming
under this heading are of such extreme variety, and so little

known, that bare lists of their names can be of little service to

the reader, and as space fails me, I am somewhat perplexed how
to act. A proper list of them would fill a volume of the size of

this ; for notes would be required to every one, else the infor-

mation would prove of little service. In this dilemma I must
content myself with enumerating a few specimens of the most
important private post in the world, a company which carries

letters to and from every part of the vast territory of the United
States to the Hawaiian Islands, to Mexico, Chili, Vancouver
Island, and to China and Japan ; viz., Wells, Fargo, & Co.

WELLS, FARGO, & Co.

Pony Express.—Stamp as cut.

(a) PONY EXPRESS IP ENCLOSED IN OUR
franks. 10 c. brown, 25 c. blue, 25 c. rose.

(b) pony express, as cut. 1 dollar, red,

2 dols. red, 2 dols. green, 4 dols. black, 4 dols.

green.

Garter.—Shield inscribed u
\ oz. $ 1.00"

on solid ground, in garter bearing wells, pargo & co.

1 dollar, blue.

Newspaper.—Fancy lace-work pattern, lettered paid, with

name, and one newspaper over our californian routes. Col.

imp. fancy oblong Blue.

Elack, finer die.
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honour's city post, of which a cut is annexed,

was used in Charleston in 1861. There is one

very large class of United States Locals strangely

neglected by collectors, but of which a large

number are tolerably abundant. These are the

so-called Californian Locals, the peculiarity of

which is that they are found printed upon the United States

embossed envelopes. To me this one fact renders them more
collectible than any other locals. They are used in conjunction

with the government stamps, and are, like all real locals, sup-

plementary to the government service.

The causes which led to the establishment of Express Mail

Companies in California are briefly these. California was ceded

to the United States in 1848, gold was discovered shortly after,

and in 1849 the influx of miners commenced. Although the

"rush," as it is popularly called, was made in 1849, it must not

be supposed that many arrived early in that year ; for it was a

six months' voyage from Europe there ; but so soon as the

nr'ning camps were in full operation, it became a necessity to

have reliable means of conveyance for golddust and letters.

This led to the establishment of Express Companies, mostly lo-

cated in the country near the miners, who then sent their orders

down to the town or settlement, now called San Francisco, for

provisions, or any other necessities of life. Most of these com-

panies had but a brief existence, the routes frequently changing

hands, and, as a rule, eventually passing under the control of

Wells, Fargo, & Co. These companies were rude concerns,

for there were no regular post offices at first, and as the express

carriers went through all sorts of dangers and difficulties, their

charges were in accordance, five and ten dollars, in gold, being

often paid for a single letter. The first franks were simple

hand-stamps, and on plain envelopes ; but on the emission of

the government embossed envelopes they became usually more
artistic. The government charge was represented by the em-

bossed stamp, this being previously collected, when the routes

got more settled, by adhesive stamps. Annexed is the common
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type of Wells, Fargo, and those which, follow represent other old

and long obsolete specimens, of which the penny express, with

bear in centre, was an adhesive stamp.

*<x>oc<xxxx>*
&PENNYX
X POST. X
*<xxxxxxx»*



APPENDIX D.

ADDITIONS TO THE GENERAL LIST.

Bavaria, 1874. Post Card, with Stamp.—Type of stamp
1867 (see p. 10), with letterpress.

1 kr. yellow-green on buff.

2 x 2 kr. green on olive-brown.

Bavaria, 1874. Band.— 1 kr. green

on white.

Brazil, 1874.—300 r. green and orange,

as cut herewith, omitted on page 14.

Cuba, Habilatado.—Stamps of 1868
and 1869, surcharged in black, or very

rarely in blue, habilitado por la nacion.

Provisionals omitted from p. 26—5, 10,

20, 40 c. of each year.

German Local.—Private

Postal Company for Despatch of

Printed Matter in Berlin, as cut.

2 pf. black on rose.

There is also a plain type-set

buff post card.

Great Britain. Private
Post Card.—Cut herewith,

omitted at p. 41.
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Montenegro.—Cut herewith, omitted at

p. 72.

N. S. Wales, 1874.—Type as before.

10 p. brown.

Spain, 1873—
Amadeus. 5 c. rose,

10 c. blue, 20 c. mauve,
40 c. {error) blue.

Swiss, 1874.—2 c. stamp, bistre;

2 c. band, bistre ; 5 c. band, bistre.

Turkey.—Cut of newspaper stamp

of 1865 herewith, omitted at p. 133.

PLYMOUTH.:

"WILLIAM BRENDON AND SON, GEOEGE STREET.









The Philatelical Catalogue.

No. V.
Illustrations from used and utilised originals of Guadalajara, 4 more ; Modena, 4 ;

Moldavia, 8 ; Moldo-Wallachia, 1 ; Monte Video, 13 ; Naples, 9 ; Natal, 4 ; Nevis, 4;
New Caledonia, 1 ; New Brunswick, 7 ; Newfoundland, 16 ; New South Wales, with 12

Sydneys fully shown, and forming a valuable sheet of 33 stamps ; New Zealand ; Nicar-
agua ; Norway, 5 ; Nova Scotia, 3 ; Oldenburg, 13 ; Orange State, 1 ; Paraguay, 3 ;

and Parma, 3.

No. VI.
Will commence with Peru and Philippine Islands, and include Portugal, Prussia,

Rome, Russia, -Roumania, &c. &c.

No. VII.

Will commence with Sandwich Islands, and include Shanghai, Schleswig, Spain,
Switzerland (with all types of Zurich, and all Locals), &c. &c.

No. VIII.
Will contain Tasmania, Tolima, Transvaal, Trinidad, Turkey, Turk's Island, Tus-

cany, Vancouver, Venezuela, West Australia, and Wurtemburg.

NOTS.
Used stamps in exchange cannot be taken for the Catalogue ; therefore orders should

contain remittance to insure attention.

TO OTJ5 CO-RESPONDENTS.
We beg the favour of early information of all novelties issued or projected, and as

many specimens as procurable should accompany the letter. Any information likely to

be of service for the Catalogue will be thankfully received and acknowledged.

THE PHILATELICAL JOURNAL
EDITED BY EDWARD L. PEMBERTON.

ILLUSTRATED IN COLOURS.

The first volume of this Magazine is now ready, and should be in the Library of every
Philatelist ; it is acknowledged to be the best philatelical paper ever published, containing
the greatest amount of matter, the most illustrations, and none but reliable information.
The first volume contains over one hundred different articles, and two hundred and
ninety illustrations, of which seventy are in the colours of the stamps.

Vol. I. neatly bound, gilt edges, 7s. 6d. post-free.

With Photographic Supplement to No. 5, is. id. extra.

It contains the Names and Addresses of all ascertained Dealers t>t Forgeries.

JAMES R. GRANT & CO.'S
PRICE LIST OF

postage Stamp, (Enbtlcrjics, fiarbs, anb §anbs,
Contains the Market Value of all Postage Stamps,

Giving all prominent varieties of watermark, perforation, etc., and will prove invaluable
to Collectors as being a skeleton Catalogue of every stamp issued for postage.

In Two Parts—Part I. ready, post-free, 7cl.

F. TBIFET, Agent, 99, Court Street, Boston, Mass.



JAMES R. GRANT & Co.
CAN SUPPLY A FINE SERIES OF

UNMOUNTED.

A^. I, 13! X 10 m., contains the following varieties .

Alta Ex. (both types) views
American Ex. ,,

Bacon and Hardy's Contra Costa Ex.
Freeman and Co.'s over our California and

Coast Routes (both types)
Freeman and Co.'s .California, Atlantic

States, and European Ex.
Colby's Nevada and Dutch Flat Ex.
Indian Creek Ex. view.
Angier's North San Juan Ex.
Beekman's Ex.
Thomas and Skadan (both types)
Diamond City Ex.
Wells, Fargo, and Co.'s over our, etc. (an

un-catalogued type)
Penny Post Co. paid 5 from the Post Office

(entire envelope)
M. Fettis Oro Fino Ex. (both types)
Bamber and Co. (first type with curled ends)

,, W. B. Hardy's Office (second type)
Pacific Stage and Ex. Co. (both types)

The Holladay Overland Mail and Ex. Co.
Buchanan and Co.'s Canon City
Wheeler's Ex.
Wheeler, Rutherford, and Co.
Pacific Ex. (horseman, two types)

Swift and Co. (both types)
Wood and Co. (miner) [Ex.
Dietz and Nelson Brit. Col. and Victoria
Barnard's ditto Ex.
Hunt and Hart's Warren's Ex.

D. W. Harrier's Ex. (two types)
Garland's Ex.
Chester P. Fox's Half-Moon Bay Ex.
Doherty and Martin ditto ditto

Kennedy and Co., ditto ditto

Merchant's Stage and Express Line
Langton's Pioneer Ex. (both types)

Lamping and Co.'s Ex,
Barnard's Brit. Col. Ex. on 1861, 10c.

Wells and Fargo, entire envelope
Tinnin and Owen's Weaverville and Shasta

Ex.
Nevada City and Meadow Lake Ex.
Thompson and Co. and Wells, Fargo, and

Co., paid over Cal. routes
Gregory and English Moore's Flat and

Eureka Ex.
Englsh and Wells ditto

L. H. Wells ditto

Wells and Herrings ditto (both types)

Raums Ruby Hill and Schellburn Ex.
Loon Creek Ex.
Truman and Co. (two types)
Truman and Chapman (train)

San Francisco Letter Ex.
La Porte Ex.
Greenhood and Newbauer's Northern Ex.
Organ and Tibbett's Excelsior Ex.
Geterson's Lower California Ex.
Pony Ex. San Francisco—The first stamp

used, horse in oval.

The Sheet containing the above 65 varieties, \os. post-free.

No. 2. 42 varieties, sheet 13J X 10

3. 20 ,, ,, 135 X 10
• • 7-
. . . 61-

4. 13 „ „ ir X 84 .... 3/-

5. 8 „ „ 11 X 8i . . . . 2/6

The last three sheets contain extremely scarce Locals, numbers of the originals being
unique. The series of 5 sheets, 148 representations, all different, sent on receipt of Post
Office Order for 24/-.

No. 7. Entire Envelope, Wells, Fargo, & Co., of the first or rare die

8. Ditto, Everts, Wilson, & Co.

9. Ditto, Wood and Co. (Miner)
10. Ditto, Cal., Paid Seven Cents

The above full size,fourfor 5/-.

ALSO,

i/3

t
i/9

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE FOLLOWING RARITIES:

n. Twenty-three very scarce and little known U. S. Locals . ...
12. The fifty types New Caledonia .........
13. The twelve types Providence R. I. (11 of 5c. and 1 of 10c.)....
14. The six types Re-union
15. The sixty types of Hawaiian "figure" stamps, 1, 2, and 5c.

16. The three Hawaiian of 1852 ; viz., 2, 5, and 13 cents

17. Four varieties of Guadalajara, two of them perforated.....
19. The 20c. St. Louis and the six types 5 and 10c

All Unmounted and Post-Free.

5/"

3/-

i
1/6

1/6
61-

F. TRIFET, Agent, 99, Court Street, Boston, Mass.



James R. Grant & Co.,
PHILATEUCAL PUBLISHERS,

AND

FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS,
DA WLISff, SO UTH DE fcQM

•
—

:T I. of PRICE LIST now ready, A to G.

ing every variety of watermark, perforation, and colour.

POST-FREE, SEAT.

-3 R, GRANT & CO, 'S PUBLICATIONS.

.7CAL CATALOGUE.
:

:
'

. '

I E B I ON.

The mo lical Vade Mecum e-

templated, • kr. wn type, e.\act transfers

fromthe • . ticulars on application. Pari I.

now read S. post-free r p.)

THE PKILAT-bLIOAL JOUEMAL.

post-free, 7s. 6]

•holograph] -

THE PHILATELICAL CIRCULARS.
N>- 1 to 9 n series

THE PHILATELICAL PRICE LIST.
Part I. as abgye^ 7p. pi.:PC-free. .

FORGED STAMPS: HOW TO DETECT THEM.
Bv E, L. PEMB3

A few espies of this scarce old work for sale.

ALBUMS BY ALL MAKERS KEPT IN STOCK,

CROCHET ALBT

& ^mmumxxt g.U fe to Orocr.

THE COMMON SENSE ALBUM.
perfectly new copit -

- liriun of 1872 at 5/9 post-free.

im for Beginners.
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